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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The nation faces a series of major societal
challenges. While the upper middle class is
thriving, the middle class is thinning out. Too
many in the working class are shifting from the
middle class to an expanding, lower-end, lowerpaid services sector. At the same time, the overall
workforce is up-skilling as new technologies
incrementally enter the economy, with good
jobs increasingly going to those with a college
education. Those without it face a quality job
challenge. Could a reformed workforce education
system, building on institutions now in place, help
us reverse growing income inequality and help put
the middle class back on a growth track?
This is a difficult task because the country lacks a
sound and readily accessible workforce education
system. There are too many gaps in the current
system, with disconnects between school and
work, between federal labor and education
programs, between employers that need to
collaborate, and between education institutions.
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We do not have enough advanced skills
programs, involved institutions are generally
underfunded, and colleges and universities are
largely disengaged. Behind this problematic labor
market is a broken information system. Poor
information systems make for poorly functioning
markets; U.S. labor markets have a weak
information system, with limited information
available to participants and employers. A new
navigation system is needed.
Colleges and universities have been key to the
success of the nation’s technological advance
and growing its middle class. But higher
education is an established and complex legacy
sector that is resistant to change. Despite
the need for new education technologies and
workforce delivery models, it has not been
educating for the workplace; it has largely
focused on foundational skills as opposed to
career skills. Given the accelerating pace of
technology introduction and economic inequality
2

problems, our higher education sector may well
need to give greater focus to teaching career skills
in addition to foundational skills.
New education technologies – online education,
virtual reality, augmented reality, artificial
intelligence, digital tutors and computer gaming
- present new education opportunities. They
could make significant contributions to workforce
education, with its need for “learning by doing.”
Supplementing existing workforce education, the
new technologies could help it to scale.
In addition to new technologies, new models to
connect school and work are evolving. Behind
this study project is a policy goal: to identify
replicable models that can be scaled up to achieve
a societal impact. This is typically how U.S. social
policy proceeds, and a number of models are
identified. Apprenticeships are one possibility.
Except in the construction trades, the U.S. has
had a limited history with apprenticeships. In
contrast, Germany and other European nations
have intricate collaborative apprentice systems
between employers, educators and government
which have cut youth unemployment and enabled
a solid transition to work. New approaches in
the U.S. to apprenticeship and what could be
called “apprenticeship light” are starting to show
promise.
Behind all this is a deep workforce delivery
challenge where additional models are
emerging. These include new programs at
community colleges with short programs that
reach underemployed workers, programs that
simultaneously reach community college, high
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school and incumbent workers, and new
apprenticeship programs. The new models
include technical colleges that have found
ways to triple the completion rate compared
to area community colleges, technical and
comprehensive high schools that link students
to both jobs and follow-on community colleges,
and efforts by employers to offer apprenticeships
and to collaborate on workforce training. They
also include state efforts to unify the delivery
of disconnected federal labor and education
programs, development of new labor market
information navigators, and adoption of
promising new education technologies.
Of course, new models require policy
implementation. There are a range of
complementary implementing roles for
government (by state, federal and local
governments), for employers and for education
institutions, from high schools through
universities. Change will require cooperation
across all three kinds of institutions. This will
mean integrating classroom education with
hands-on training linked with area employers
and their needs; forming groups of area
employers to work together and with education
providers to support efforts to train and employ
graduates; orienting education and training not
just to a particular job but to more lasting career
development; building a lifelong education and
training system between employers and schools
that can continue to upgrade skills across the
workforce; and introducing new education
technologies that can scale up to meet the size of
this workforce challenge.
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SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION
Our society faces growing income inequality and
too many deadend jobs. Technological advances
are placing quality jobs out of reach for too
many because they are not trained for them. Our
democracy was built around an ever-expanding
middle class, but is starting fray as that middle
class declines.
What are we going to do about it? A much better
educated and prepared workforce is not the only
answer but it is a central one.

THE PROBLEM
The nation lost one third of its manufacturing
jobs – 5.8 million - between 2000 and 2010; only
about 18% of these jobs came back by 2018.1 It
paid a price in social disruption: manufacturing
had been a critical route to the middle class
for those with high school educations or less.2
Because manufacturing is the largest job
multiplier – manufacturing jobs create many more
jobs throughout the economy than service jobs –
these effects rolled through other sectors of the
economy. The effects were not geographically
uniform – some communities suffered far more
than others. Nationwide, median income of men
THE WORKFORCE EDUCATION PROJECT

without high school diplomas dropped 20%
between 1990 and 2013; for men with high
school diplomas or some college it fell 13%.3
Women without a high school degree fared only
marginally better: their median earnings fell
by 12% and women with a high school degree
experienced only a slight 3% gain. For the same
period, the numbers that have dropped out of
the workforce is at historic highs. Full-year
employment of men in prime working age (35
to 45) with a high school diploma but without
a college degree dropped from 76% in 1990 to
68% in 2013; the share of these men who did
not work at all rose from 11% to 18%.4 Just 55%
of such prime working age men without high
school diplomas worked in full year, full time
jobs.5 Women’s wage levels remain significantly
below those of men, although the gap has
been narrowing. In part, this is due to growing
educational attainment for women, although
that trend has been in place for some time. The
remaining gap is related more to still being paid
less and promoted less than men. Both men
and women, then, face significant wage and
employment problems.
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Our workforce is increasingly polarized, income
inequality is growing and the middle class has
been in decline. With unemployment in 2019 below
4%, the workforce is working, but those on the
lower tiers face a job quality problem – they tend
to be stuck with lower end services work without
benefits. Manufacturing and retail are examples of
industries that have been in decline. The largest
causes of manufacturing job loss, appear to be
sectors lost to international trade,6 coupled with
a general hollowing-out – some 60,000 factories
were closed from 2000 to 2010.7 Automation
hasn’t been the major factor thus far.8 In retail, the
underlying problem is that the nation has overbuilt
retail space, but online commerce is also starting
to reshape the flow of goods, replacing store jobs
with warehouse jobs. In warehouses, meanwhile,
robots and automation are taking on significant
roles. In sum, a significant part of the workforce
is being left behind. Health care services are a
growing sector offsetting declines in other sectors,
but the need for more technical skills to field
new medical technologies at scale is hindered by
various barriers to entry. Each of these sectors will
be examined in detail in the upcoming final report.

up 54.8% of the workforce in 2011, compared to
48.6% in 2001.11 Middle skill jobs are generally
defined by educational level required, i.e., some
post-secondary education, including associate
degree, certificate, or significant certified
training, using this as a proxy for actual skill.12 It
is a workable but still imperfect measure.
The above data illustrates part of a general trend
in U.S. labor markets: required skills are moving
steadily upscale in the overall economy. If high
skill jobs are defined to include some college
education, BLS found these jobs now include
37.7 million workers, rising from 28.7% of the
workforce population in 2006 to 33.4% in 2012;
in the same period, lower skill workers declined
7.5%.13 This is a remarkable shift in a relatively
short period of time.

The Education Divide: When there is advancing
technology and corresponding rising demand
for skills, those that have them can command a
wage premium. U.S. real median family income
was $32,101 in 1954, and by the end of 2015 it
had grown to $70,697 (in 2015 dollars). However,
according to Census Bureau data, in 2000
Upskilling: Manufacturing is a particularly good
median income was $69,822, indicating nearly a
marker for what is going on because of its historic decade and a half of income stagnation. During
role in leading productivity gains. It is no longer
this same period, the share of income going to
dark and dirty; many factories will more and more the top 1% and 10% increased from 9.39% and
look like clean labs. New production jobs are
32.12% to 18.39% and 47.81%, respectively.14
upskilling. Data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics This corresponds to an increase in the average
(BLS) helps us to understand the elements within
income for the bottom 90% of the population
the term “manufacturing workers.”9 We can
from $21,852 to $33,218, while the top 10% saw
consider essentially three categories for U.S.
their average income increase from $93,095 to
manufacturing workers: production level workers $273,843.15 The share of wealth owned by the
(lower skilled), machinists, technicians, welders
bottom 80% fell from 18.7 percent in 1983 to 11.1
and other skilled workers (high skilled), and
percent in 2010. Upper and upper middle classes
engineers, researchers and scientists (very high
are thriving; the rest are not.
10
skilled). These categories are changing: the first
category of employees – assemblers and basic
Economists Claudia Goldin and Lawrence Katz,
production workers – was once more dominant
as will be discussed below, have shown the
but the second category of skill level – high skilled clearest sorting mechanism between these
(often called “middle skilled”) - is now the growing boundaries is a college education – the thriving
category, with 20 years of significant growth.
upper middle class has it and captures the
Production level workers now make up only some
increasingly sophisticated tech jobs, while the
40% of manufacturing jobs; workers with college
rest doesn’t.16 The lifetime earning differential
or some college education in manufacturing made between those with college educations and those
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without is dramatic.17 In parallel, is an increase in
lower-end, lower-pay service jobs that many with
lower skills who lost middle income jobs are being
moved into.18 Some suggest that the advent of this
workforce polarization, with the growth of lower
education, often manual, service work, means that
the link that Goldin and Katz make between higher
education and technological change has come
to a halt. Not so; it means the opposite. Those
without the education and higher skills will fall far
further behind the advancing technological curve.
Our society is breaking up its historical political
consensus around this divide.

gains it enables a cause of these problems?
Predictions are growing of the imminent end
of work and corresponding societal dystopia
because of a suite of information technology
(IT) advances – robotics, artificial intelligence,
machine learning, internet-of-things, etc.22
However, these conclusions seem premature.23

Our current productivity increase and investment
rates are at very low levels – productivity is in
the 1% range.24 Even if we reached quite high
productivity rates signaling major new oncoming
automation, a 3% productivity rate (which we
haven’t seen since the information technology
The Training Problem: A strong workforce skills
innovation wave in the 1990s) would take three
training system could make up for this college
decades to realize a 75% improvement in
education divide. However, economist Gary Becker productivity.25 An OECD study indicates that the
in a noted work on human capital argued that
suite of new IT technologies noted above would
U.S. labor markets generally supply suboptimal
likely disrupt the jobs of 6 to 12 percent of the
19
levels of skills training. This is because labor
workforces in OECD nations, varying between
market competition between firms tends to create nations, over an extended period.26 A McKinsey
an underinvestment in skill training because
study suggests up to 14% by 2030.27 These are
the gains from such training can’t be adequately
large but not overwhelming numbers and will
appropriated by the firm providing the training.
materialize over time. Past innovation waves
This is a clear market failure. In other words,
have taken several decades to work their way
companies aren’t willing to invest in worker
from initial introduction to full implementation.
skills because competitor companies frequently
Work will not end tomorrow – we have some
acquire these trained employees, avoiding
time to adjust our workforce. A 2019 report from
their own workforce training investment and
MIT’s Work of the Future task force buttresses
preventing the first company from recapturing
this conclusion.28 Workplaces will shift, make
its training investment. Employers, then, to the
no mistake about it, requiring, for example,
extent they provide training, have tended to build
higher levels of digital technology - and too many
their programs around skills needed only by
workers lack these skills. The sky is not failing
their firms and are more valuable for their firm
- but change is coming. The current reality is
than for others. In other words, they lean toward
more that key parts of the workforce have already
firm-specific skills and away from broader skills
been disrupted largely by trade displacement,
training. Reflecting this, some studies of corporate and an upskilling is now underway. The new
investment in workforce training indicate it has
technologies will over time eliminate jobs, but
declined significantly in the past twenty years,20 and more jobs will likely change and new jobs will
this presents a significant problem for American
be created, as well. In other words, upcoming
workers. In turn, government investment in
technology challenges don’t make improved
workforce education has also been in decline.21
workforce education hopeless, they make it more
So the American working class is increasingly
of a necessity.
polarized and adrift and neither employers nor
government are not throwing them a lifeline. They
Taking Up the Workforce Challenge: With deep
are increasingly stuck in place.
societal challenges around quality job creation,
with the entry of new digital technologies and
Automation: Is automation and the productivity
with a general upskilling already underway, there
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is already a growing consensus on the need for
improved workforce education. We’re not going
to send displaced steel workers or incumbent
retail workers to four-year colleges, but could we
build alternative systems to give them the skills
they need to move toward quality jobs and back
onto middle class pathways? Labor markets are
already tight and the baby boom demographics
suggest this is not a short-term issue. Could we
move more into quality jobs? Some have proposed
solving the country’s growing income inequality by
tax measures to guarantee higher incomes, but
politically this kind of income redistribution seems
highly unlikely. Workforce education efforts appear
to be a leading alternative.29

economic inequality not economic convergence,
with the upper middle class thriving and a lower
middle class falling economically behind. Who
is in the working class? A Strada Institute report
adopts a practical definition based on Census
Bureau data: the 44 million adults who lack an
associate degree level of education and earn
less than $35,000.34 The definition could be
more complex but this gives us a rough sorting
mechanism for those who lack the education,
skills and credentials to earn adequate income
to support themselves and their families. As
noted in that report, of those with high school
education or less, 50% are more likely to live
in poverty.35 Only 11% of these working class
Americans earned a bachelor’s degree by age
The signs are apparent. Congress in 2018 passed
24;36 only two out of every 25 children born in
on a bipartisan basis a major reauthorization of the lower income households reach the top quintile
Perkins Act, which supports federal work training of the economic ladder.37 They are of all races
programs.30 The President in 2018 issued a new
and ethnic groups. They are at risk of being left
31
executive order to promote apprenticeships.
behind and a new workforce education system
The Chamber of Commerce has launched a new
needs to be aimed to assist them. Without
workforce education program built around regional action, their lot will not get better because the
consortia of employers.32 Community colleges are
jobs of the future will require significantly more
developing new certificate programs, new online
education and training. This process is already
training programs are evolving, and the Secretary
underway.
of Labor’s Workforce Information Advisory Council
THE STORY AHEAD
has proposed a major revamping of the information
33
Section 1, above, has served as an introduction
systems behind our problematic labor markets.
to what happened and what’s ahead; it has been
In a period of profound political divide driven by
the economic inequality discussed above, it is very a short overview of the issues the report will
review. These include quality job growth and
difficult to reach a political consensus around any
workforce education challenges. It has noted
issue; an exception is workforce education. The
manufacturing decline (including trade and
public, the private sector and even the political
productivity issues) and retail change.
system appear ready for change.
The focus of this work is on the American working
class. This is a term many stopped using in the
decades from the 1960s through the 1990s – we
began to pretend that we were all middle class.
The American rule was that each generation got
better, each was more economically successful
than the last. The middle class was the bulwark
of our democracy, the basis for a consensusbased political system. In the decade of the
2000s, however, the middle class began to erode,
paralleling in significant part the decline of
manufacturing. We now find we have growing
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Section 2 takes up the breakdowns in today’s
workforce education. It examines the major
actors in the current problematic system, from
employers, to the Departments of Education and
Labor, to community colleges and universities,
to efforts to educate for advanced skills, to the
problematic labor information system. It reviews
the disconnects and gaps between the actors and
the problems they have in scaling up their efforts
to make an overall impact.
Section 3 finds that lurking behind problematic
labor markets is a broken labor market
9

information system. Section 3 notes that poor
information systems make for poorly functioning
markets; U.S. labor markets have a weak
information system, with limited information
available to participants and employers. A new
navigation system is needed.
Section 4 looks at colleges and universities
and their role in workforce education. These
institutions have been key to the success of the
nation’s technological advance and growing its
middle class. But higher education is facing
a decline in its historic business and political
support. It is an established and complex legacy
sector that tends to resist disruptive change, such
as from new education technologies and new
delivery models. It has not been educating for the
workplace, it has focused on foundational skills as
opposed to career skills. But given the accelerating
pace of technology introduction and economic
inequality problems it may now need to do both.
Section 5 turns to the new education technologies
– online education, virtual reality, augmented
reality, artificial intelligence, digital tutors and
computer gaming all represent new education
delivery systems. These present dramatic new
learning opportunities. How could they contribute
to workforce education, with its requirement for
learning by doing? How do they fit into new learning
models and into established education and training
institutions?
Section 6 sets out the possibility of a new
apprenticeship model. It examines the limited
apprenticeship history in the U.S., which has
focused primarily on the construction trades. It
then compares this to Germany’s well-known
system and the intricate collaborative system
between employers, educators and government
behind it, and its advantages in cutting youth
unemployment and ensuring a solid transition to
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work. It considers ways in which aspects of the
German apprenticeships could be adopted in
the U.S. then turns a series of interesting new
apprentice models emerging in the U.S. and their
policy and organizational prerequisites.
Section 7 confronts the content delivery
challenge: what are the emerging models? What
would be the new mechanisms for meeting the
challenge? Categories of workers to be reached
include:
•
•
•

Displaced or underemployed workers who are
out of work or in lower end services jobs,
Existing workers wanting to upskill, and
New job entrants seeking work, out of high
school or community colleges.

Each presents different quite different challenges
and requires different approaches. What
partnerships between community colleges,
universities, employers, apprenticeship offerings,
manufacturing institutes could reach each
community? The section reviews a series of new
models that could be adopted by stakeholders
to create what can amount to a new workforce
education system.
The goal of this study project is to identify
demonstrated, replicable models that can be
scaled up to achieve a societal impact. This has
been the way most of U.S. social policy proceeds,
and a number of models are identified. Many
have been well-tested, others require further
evaluation but show significant promise for
solving system challenges and filling gaps.
This model identification process is followed by a
brief list of policy recommendations in Section
8 summarizing implementing steps that can be
taken by governments (state, local and federal),
educational institutions, and employers.

10

SECTION 2: BREAKDOWNS IN TODAY’S WORKFORCE
EDUCATION
Ask Americans and they will be able to describe
what junior high and high school look like. They
will be able to describe a four-year college and
have a good idea of what community colleges are
like. But ask about what the workforce education
system looks like and you will draw a blank stare.
There is no real system and the elements that we
have are not well understood or connected.
While residents of many European nations have
systems that effectively prepare and transition
the young from school to workplace, with the
skills for well-paid careers, there is a disconnect
between the worlds of school and work in the U.S.
Incumbent workers also need access to workforce
development options to keep up with technology
advances, including lifelong learning. This nation
has the most decentralized labor markets in the
developed world and limited active labor market
policies from government.
It is important to note that many dedicated people
are trying very hard to make this system work and
there are many examples of successes and new
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ideas. Paul Osterman has argued that there are
some advantages in the complexity of the system
– there are many entry points and workers can
change their minds about careers and restart.38
A European system where career paths lock
in at very early ages would not work well here.
It’s not that there aren’t high-functioning parts
to our system – there are outstanding efforts
in numerous community colleges, among
numerous employers and in creative, new
programs – but there is still a system problem.
The actors and programs are often not well
connected, funding can be problematic and too
many fall into the gaps.
Let’s look at the breakdown points among the
numerous institutional actors in the workforce
field.

UNDERINVESTMENT BY GOVERNMENT
AND EMPLOYERS
Justified by economic theory on interventions
in labor markets, governments in developed
nations often make significant investments
11

in “active labor market policies” – they invest
in job training, identifying job opportunities,
and employment services. The average OECD
developed country invests .5% of GDP in these
policies, the U.S. invests .1%, the 29th lowest of all
31 OECD nations.39 And it invests at a level of less
than half of what it did three decades ago. Harry
Holzer sees this as a basic breakdown in workforce
development policy: in a period in which skills
are more important than ever in setting earnings
in labor markets we are spending ever-declining
amounts.40
Paul Osterman has called out the significant role
of labor market intermediary organizations that
can help connect the actors and programs, better
linking workers and jobs.41 The intermediaries
can range from workforce development boards
to internet job services. While there are problem
actors in this group, studies show that overall, high
quality intermediaries can play a significant role in
supporting job placement and related training. But
with the decline in federal support, many of these
institutions have trouble playing their roles.42

While government and firms appear to be
disinvesting – and we need better data on
employer training support - the workforce needs
to upgrade their skills. Quality jobs are going
to the better educated; those with high school
educations or less face stagnating or declining
incomes while those with a college education are
receiving a significant wage premium. The falling
demand for less-skilled workers seeking middle
income wages means a substantial percentage
are no longer in the workforce.48 Clearly, the need
for training is out of sync with the investment
levels.

What is the employer role? There is a long and
varied history. Skilled workers are a key driver
of productivity gains for their employers and the
economy; overall, improving workforce learning
is a key driver of growth.49 The division of labor
of the 19th century paralleled the industrial
revolution, enabling low skilled employees in
an assembly system to replace skilled artisans
to scale up production. Replacing labor with
capital equipment developed then and remains a
long-standing tradition in American production.
On the employer side, a Council of Economic
Larger employers had the revenue base to train
Advisors study based on Census Bureau data
employees, smaller employers less so. But
indicates that between 1996 and 2008 (prior to the as global competition soared in the 1970s, a
disruption of the Great Recession) workers who
financial model drove employers to cut costs to
reported they received employer-provided training go “asset light”50 and training too often fell by the
declined from close to 20% to approximately
wayside. There was a further development. As
11%.43Jeffrey Waddoups has noted that Census
larger firms, driven by the financial sector and
surveys indicate a troubling 28% decline in
global competition, thinned-out to pursue their
employer training between 2001 and 2009, finding
core competencies, they also often outsourced
that the decline was widespread, occurring across non-core activities. If the outsourcing went to
industries, occupations, ages, education levels,
U.S.-based contractors (not abroad), these were
job-tenure and demographic groups.44 He has also often low margin firms. There simply haven’t
found that the decline most affected workers in the been incentives to encourage larger firms
middle of the education spectrum;45 workers with
to switch strategies and go labor-intensive,
higher levels of education tend to be the focus of
which means many have less workers and
more employer training attention. Unfortunately,
less incentive to train. In turn, the low-margin
we lack recent studies. Robert Lerman, however,
outsourcing firms have limited resources and
has noted the wide variation among U.S.
therefore limited interest in training.
employers;46 some employers historically adopting
what Thomas Kochan and others have called
While employers still needed skilled workers,
“high road” and others “low road” worker training
they may well have hoped public programs
approaches reflecting different attitudes to the role and institutions could provide them. Public
of employees.47
institutions, then, would have to be the providers,
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which meant employees would be acting more
on their own, disconnected from employer needs,
responsible for their own education and bearing
the costs. With tighter labor markets of recent
years, some employers, particularly larger ones
in more economically stable sectors, are having to
rethink their training roles. Workforce education
has become a priority for business organizations,
including the Business Roundtable,51 the Chamber
of Commerce52 and the National Association of
Manufacturers.53 However, there is a labyrinth
of different employer approaches to workforce
education, and an era of cutbacks and disengaged
employers to overcome.
Employers typically act in isolation, trying to make
their own arrangements with training providers
and education institutions, rarely acting in concert
with other area employers to pool resources
and make a significant dent on mutual training
problems. Individual firms acting alone simply
cannot operate at the scale needed to solve the
workforce development challenge. There are few
incentives to collaborate, and this gap in collective
activity amounts to a market failure. The obvious
solution to this type of market failure is for
groups of employers in a regional labor market to
coordinate. This may require other coordination or
intermediary institutions—government, employer
association, labor, or education - to serve as the
connecting force. Meanwhile, however, there is
typically no system here across employers, only a
lack of a system.

ROLE OF LABOR UNIONS
Historically, labor organizations have played an
important role in American training and workforce
development. Yet the percentage of workers
belonging to a union went from 20.1 percent in
1983 to 10.3 percent in 2019, with union members
making up only 6.2 percent of private sector
workers.54 However, unions still play a significant
role in the workforce in some key sectors, including
construction, aerospace, automotive, utility, and
healthcare fields.
Their training role reflects the historic division
of the labor movement into craft and industrial
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unions.55 The construction trades – craft unions
- have dominated apprenticeships in U.S.
Because data is gathered by both federal and
state governments the number of apprentices
in construction trades registered with the Labor
Department (DOL) cannot be exactly estimated
but is between 180,000 to well over 200,000.
Construction registered apprenticeships have
amounted to a significant majority of all the
apprentices registered with DOL, and threequarters of all construction apprentices have
been trained in joint labor-management training
programs. Joint labor management training
funds maintained by unions and construction
contractors provide $1.5 billion annually for the
apprentice programs at1600 training centers with
over 20,000 instructors. Because the training is
funded through collective bargaining agreements
by employer contributions, the training is free to
the apprentices, who attend classes at a training
center and work on the job under mentors, paid
an average of $60,000 a year. A typical program
takes four years and requires 8000 hours of
work experience. Completion rates are between
50 and 60 percent; because a set number of
working hours is required, completion rates go
down during recessions when working hours
are limited. The program amounts to one of
the nation’s larger education systems. We rely
for construction skills on this system because
non-union contractors have never developed
a training program at all comparable. And
construction skills are no longer about wrenches
and screwdrivers; areas like steel framing,
electrical systems, piping, modular roofing and
energy systems are built on computer-based
modeling, for example.
The industrial unions have a much smaller
apprentice system, with some 15,000 to 20,000
in manufacturing areas, including automotive,
aerospace and food processing. The service
employees union, for example, is supporting
apprenticeship programs in 30 to 40 different
medical care fields. Like the construction side,
this is mentor-based on-the-job training coupled
with classroom instruction but is organized
around particular large employers.
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Both craft and industrial programs to build the
skills of their members and want to expand the
reach of their apprenticeship efforts. The Industrial
Manufacturing Technician (IMT) program was
first developed by the AFL-CIO and the Wisconsin
Regional Training Partnership and trains workers
in basic manufacturing skills such as production
systems, safety, quality production and logistics
that are foundational for going onto the next level
of skills. These trainees – who can be apprentices
or in workforce development programs - take four
basic courses and complete 3000 hours on the job.
The IMT program is now being offered by many
community colleges, with 3000 to 4000 thousand a
year now coming through the program.

for potential workforce collaborations in key
sectors. They have resources, organizing reach
and new workforce programs they want to build.

BACKGROUND ON WORKFORCE LAWS

The Labor Department’s training and
employment programs arose in significant part
out of Lyndon Johnson’s 1964 War on Poverty.
The concept of a “demand driven” system
developed with the passage of the Workforce
Investment Act (WIA) in 1999. Under this law,
locally-based “workforce investment boards”
(WIBs) were named with a voting majority
from local industry, to implement training
for the labor needs of local businesses. WIA
created “One Stop” offices where workers
could access all Labor Department services
On the craft side, the Multi-Craft Core Curriculum including Unemployment Insurance and “labor
offers a standardized 120-hour course in such
exchange” services for job openings posted
areas as construction tools and materials, math,
by private employers. The concept behind
safety, use of construction plans and green
WIA was empowering local employers and
construction. It is an apprenticeship-readiness
workers to cooperate in the job search process.
bootcamp program to supply foundation skills in
To end any “welfare” stigma, assistance for
part to help open up more skilled construction jobs adults was no longer for the disadvantaged
to more minorities, women and young people. In
only. Holzer has noted the three key services
2018, 2600 successfully completed this program
provided.56 The “core” services included use of
and it is growing quickly. A number of unionthe employment search system including staff
supported programs are also now developing
assistance. “Intensive” services included job
college-level credit systems with community
skill assessments and job counseling. Training
colleges or through their own state accredited
was the third category of services, and included
systems so their programs programs allow
essentially any kind of education that qualified
apprentices and trainees to translate skill training workers for specific jobs. Workers acquired
into college-level credentials that can transfer
more control over how their training funds were
into state higher education systems. Working with spent through “Individual Training Account”
employers, online and virtual reality efforts are
vouchers. There was an emphasis in WIA on
underway. While union membership in the private
“work first” – getting adults into jobs as soon as
sector has been in decline, unions remain an asset possible, with or without specific training.
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THE WORKFORCE INVESTMENT
AND OPPORTUNITY ACT, TRADE
ADJUSTMENT ASSISTANCE AND THE
LABOR DEPARTMENT’S LIMITED FOCUS
ON HIGHER SKILLS AND INCUMBENT
WORKERS

Boards are not in a position to be the first to see
the technologies and get ahead of the curve to
implement them. Nor are the small and midsized employers they work with.
In addition to WIOA, the other major Labor
Department program is Trade Adjustment
Assistance (TAA), originally proposed by
President Kennedy in 1962, which assists
The successor law to the Workforce Investment
workers, firms and farmers damaged by import
Act was the Workforce Investment and
competition from trade. Workers can receive a
Opportunity Act (WIOA) which went into effect
trade readjustment allowance that supplements
in 2015 and is one of the Department of Labor’s
state unemployment insurance if they
two major programs with training features. WIOA
participate in training programs. There is also
continues to authorize the core federal programs
job search assistance and income subsidies for
for workforce development. These include
workers over age 50 with limited incomes. The
employment and training services for unemployed
funding available in 2018 for both training and
and underemployed adults and dislocated workers.
employment assistance was only $387 million.59
Most of the funding is distributed through formula
grants made to the states.57 Under the act, state
The Labor Department also leads the country’s
and regional Workforce Development Boards,
registered apprenticeship programs. However,
with a majority of their members drawn from area
this program has been largely tied, as noted
employers, set regional employment strategies and
above, to the construction trades reflecting craft
funding priorities for worker training, registered
unions that dominated the unionized part of this
apprenticeships, transition jobs, on-the-job
sector. The program is only starting to branch
training, and customized training. They also
out in significant ways into other sectors. An
support one-stop career centers for job search and
organizing tool that many nations, particularly in
counseling assistance.
Europe, use to better connect learning to work,
apprenticeships have simply not scaled up in the
WIOA continues the “demand driven” focus of WIA,
U.S. Although growing in the last few years, there
emphasizing serving needs of local labor markets
are still only 585,000 apprentices in programs
and responsiveness to local employers. However,
registered with the Department, up from 420,000
the annual formula funds to the fifty states for a
a decade before.60 And there has been only
range of the WIOA programs declined by 40%, from
limited focus on youth apprenticeships in the
$4.6 billion in 2001 to $2.7 in 2018.58 This level is
past, so young, new entrant workers coming out
simply not approaching the scale of the problem.
of secondary school are not reached.
While low income and unemployed workers, who
continue to be the basic focus under WIOA, deserve
EDUCATION DEPARTMENT PROGRAMS
more help, a new, additional focus is required on
FACE GAPS IN FILLING WORKFORCE
raising skills, given the decline of routine jobs and
NEEDS
the need to upskill workers for the technology
challenges ahead. There is limited flexibility
An initial issue is that programs at the
under WIOA available to states and the Workforce
Departments of Labor and Education are
Development Boards to undertake this shift.
not connected or complementary. They are
separately administered in Washington then
Overall, the local nature of the Workforce Boards
carried out in regions and states by different
can be a strength because it puts them in
organizational stovepipes tied to the federal
touch with local employers and job needs. But
programs, so the limited federal resources from
if the nation is to train the workforce for a new
the two Departments have difficulty leveraging
generation of advanced technologies, the local
each other.
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The Education Department’s most significant
workforce program is through its Pell Grant
program for some 7 million students, a $28 billion
program that dwarfs the others.61 These grants go
to students in undergraduate degree programs at
colleges or community colleges who show clear
financial need and are enrolled full-time. Standalone, short-term certificate programs can qualify,
but have required detailed data demonstrating
the student’s subsequent “gainful employment.”62
Unlike student loans, Pell grants do not need to be
repaid; for the 2019-20 school year the maximum
grant was $6195.63 Of Pell Grant recipients in
2015 in two- and four-year college and related
programs, 2.4 million attended community colleges
and 1.3 million went to for-profits; the remainder
went to public and private colleges.64 Community
colleges and the for-profits alike offer what is
largely workforce education, but they are often
shaped as college programs so their students
can qualify for the Pell Grants. Nevertheless, the
Pell program is not well matched with actual
workforce education needs and labor market
demands. Undergraduate degree education may
not overlap directly with workforce training, and
the grants are not available to students seeking
shorter-term certificates in workforce skills unless
the sponsoring educational institution collects
additional subsequent employment data. This
barrier excludes many who cannot make the time
commitments required for undergraduate degree
programs or extended certificate programs, or who
need particular job skills. Opening up Pell Grants
for workforce education programs more generally
outside of degree programs has been a major
topic of discussion, but there’s a problem. Forprofit schools that are funded largely by Pell tuition
money—so-called “Pell Mills”—have low college
student completion rates.65 Efforts by the Education
Department to crackdown on poor performers have
had limited results.

loans, another very large program, available
either directly from the Department of Education
or indirectly through private lenders. These
go to students in accredited two- or four-year
programs.66 However, student debt has as of 2018
climbed to $1.46 trillion, reflecting rising college
costs, with $166 billion of these loans in “serious
delinquency” status, reflecting the often stagnant
wage growth of recent years outside of the top
income tiers that limits the ability to repay.67
The other major Department of Education
program is the Perkins Act for career
technical education (CTE is the term that has
replaced “vocational education.” A bipartisan
reauthorization of the program was passed
in 2018.68 It funds states for high school and
community college career and technical
education for a wide range of “middle skill”
occupations. Both certificate programs and
non-certificate programs are eligible. Funding
is allocated by formula grant to states, with
some two-thirds of funding going to secondary
institutions and one-third to post-secondary.
States can shift a portion of this funding to meet
state priorities. However, funding has been
stagnant for many years. In 2004 funding was
$1.3 billion and it fell to $1.1 billion in 2017 and
was $1.2 billion in 2018.69

Data on the overall CTE education system
highlights some of the problems. In the
2017-18 academic year there were some 2.6
million postsecondary learners in career and
technical education (CTE) certificate and degree
programs.70 Forty percent of these learners,
according to Higher Learning Advocates, came
from low income backgrounds, and forty percent
were minorities. However, within three years of
starting their postsecondary education, only 23%
had completed either a degree or a certificate.
What happened to the rest? Thirty-two percent
dropped out, 16% were still enrolled in their
So Pell amounts to the largest workforce education program at their first institution, 13% were still at
program but it isn’t really aimed at workforce
the first institution but changed fields, and 17%
education.
transferred to another institution. Clearly there is
a completion problem.
Paralleling Pell is the student loan system for
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To summarize, overall, there are important
gaps in federal programs. While Labor
Department programs emphasize displaced
and underemployed workers, there is limited
focus on incumbent workers and on young,
new entrant workers entering labor markets.
While Education Department programs provide
extensive student aid for college education, they
are not focused on non-degree programs. The
completion rate for CTE programs backed by
these programs is a significant problem. While
advanced new technologies, particularly in
information technologies, will be entering the
marketplace in coming years, there is no system
in place to educate workers in applying these
technologies. Overall, the Education Department’s
programs don’t connect or mesh with the Labor
Department’s programs, If the federal programs
are disconnected at the federal level, could they
be better connected at the state level? This work
will cite some specific examples. in addition, there
was an interesting option created through the
2018 reauthorization of the Perkins Act to allow
states for the first time to develop joint plans
for both their Labor Department-backed WIOA
and Education Department-backed Perkins Act
programs.71 Some sixteen states are pursuing this,
with new plans due in 2020.

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION IN
SECONDARY SCHOOLS WENT INTO
STEEP DECLINE
In the 1950s and accelerated by Sputnik crisis,
systematic tracking of students increased,
separating out the college-bound from the rest
who often were in vocational “shop” classes.72 With
the subsequent rise of the civil rights movement,
concern arose that tracking was based on class
and racial lines, so the emphasis shifted to
preparing all students for college. It should be
noted that some of these vocational programs were
weak and lacked quality instruction particularly in
emerging technical fields so some students were
being tracked into dead ends. Many vocational
schools and “voc ed” tracks were dropped in many
states. However, many still did not go to college.
So over 30 percent of the population were left
with limited employment skills. While strong CTE
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continues in some states like Massachusetts,
which strengthened rather than dropped its
programs and its schools often now have long
student waiting lists,73 economic pressures
continue against vocational education in some
states in regions because, with the equipment it
requires, it is expensive education.

FOR-PROFIT HIGHER EDUCATION HAS
BEEN A PROBLEMATIC MODEL
There are some 1,300 for-profit institutions
engaged in post-secondary education in the
U.S. They offer a wide range of programs, from
associate, undergraduate and graduate degrees
to certificates in skill areas. The for-profits have
a majority of the enrollment in non-degreegranting programs.74 They are heavy users of
federal Pell Grant and student loan programs.
Their enrollment jumped from 18,000 students
in 1970, to 400,000 in 2000, to 2 million in 2010,
but has since slipped to 1.3 million in 2015.75
The overall completion rate for students in
for-profit certificate, associate and bachelor
programs was only 17% in 2008.76 The most
problematic completion problem since then
has been with bachelor-level programs where
completion in six years was only 23% in 2017, far
lower than in their non-profit public and private
counterparts.77These schools generally depend
on the federal government student aid programs
for the great bulk of their revenue, default rates
greatly exceed those at other institutions of
higher education, a number of major chains
have gone bankrupt leaving numerous students
stranded,78 and in some cases there has been
significant evidence of fraud.79 While there
certainly are quality programs, too many of the
for-profits are problems not solutions.

PUBLIC HIGHER EDUCATION
INSTITUTIONS ARE UNDERFUNDED
AND DISCONNECTED
The over 1100 community colleges are
predominantly state institutions and 74 percent
of four-year college enrollment is at state
universities.80 However, state support for higher
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education has been in decline for decades. Since
1980, state and local appropriations to higher
education went from 50 percent of the revenue
for public higher education to 37 percent by
2000. From 2008 to 2016, all but four states faced
reductions in state per student higher education
spending. The largest cuts occurred in five states
and were dramatic: they ranged from 55 percent to
33 percent.81
Within this pattern of declining support,
community colleges have a particularly difficult
time. Community colleges are where much of the
country’s lower income and working class students
go but state universities generally dominate state
higher education funding. While 81 percent of first
time community college students say they want to
earn a bachelor degree, only 12 percent go on to
do so, and two-thirds fail to attain an associate’s
degree.82 This poor completion rate is a major
system problem.
Even though the four-year college degree is
increasingly replacing the high school degree
as the prerequisite for workforce success, fouryear higher education institutions are largely
disengaged from workforce education. They are
also disconnected from community colleges as
suggested by the small number of community
college students, noted above, who complete fouryear degrees. Transferability of community college
credits and associate degrees to four-year state
universities is not assured in over a third of the
states.83
What about education in new technologies?
Although computer science skills are increasingly
necessary in many careers, neither two-year nor
four-year institutions are providing education at
adequate scale in it for their students. A signal
of the problem is that of the 1.8 million first-time
college students who entered a community college
in fall 2007, only 3,290, or less than 2%, went on
by 2014 to earn a bachelor’s degree in computer
science, and an industry projection indicates that
current college graduation rates in computer
science will only meet one-third of job demand.84

In addition, lifelong education will likely be
important to keep improving the workforce skills
as new technologies are introduced in these and
other sectors. While community colleges reach
older students, they have limited funding to keep
up with new advances such as the suites of new
equipment to teach advanced manufacturing.
Colleges and universities are still largely focused
on students of traditional college age and only
starting to think about lifelong learning.
In addition, neither community colleges or
universities have yet adequately embarked on
applying new online education capabilities
and offerings to workforce education courses
and modules. Community colleges, although
major users of online, generally lack the highquality online production facilities to undertake
this effectively and colleges and universities
are focused on starting to launch their own
college-level online programming; workforce
education is not yet on their agenda. While
some online companies are starting to fill the
gap, outside information technology and certain
manufacturing skills most offerings are thin.

THE ADVANCED TECHNICAL
EDUCATION PROGRAMS AND
MANUFACTURING INSTITUTES ARE
STILL SMALL SCALE
There are two institutions leading in advanced
technical education: the National Science
Foundation’s Advanced Technology Education
(ATE) program and the Advanced Manufacturing
Institute program begun in 2012. ATE focuses on
community colleges to promote the education
of technicians for high-technology fields, with
31 centers and 278 active projects.85 It has been
a critical resource for community colleges,
providing resources to develop innovative new
curricula and online materials for emerging
technical fields. Despite its output, ATE’s
FY2020 budget was only $75 million86 to provide
course materials and programs for the 5.8
million students enrolled in community college
programs.87
The Advanced Manufacturing Institutes, which
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participate in a network called Manufacturing USA,
began in 2012 and number fourteen institutes,
each with a specific new technology focus with
programs that reach nearly every state. The role
of the institutes and its network is to boost the
robustness and innovative capacity of the U.S.
manufacturing sector and improve its global
economic competitiveness.88 Federal seed funding
for each competitively-selected institute from the
Departments of Defense, Energy and Commerce
leverages larger amounts of industry and state
funding for each institute; overall the federal
share is matched 2 to 1 by industry and state
governments.

and $177 million in industry and state matching
funds). These cover all institute activities from
technology development to capital equipment for
demonstration centers; workforce education was
only a modest portion of that total.91
Despite creative program elements that could
help fill the major gap of educating for oncoming
advanced skills, neither ATE nor Manufacturing
USA were operating at the scale that will be
required for a workforce transformation.

SUMMARY

The problem points in current workforce
education are myriad. They include disinvestment
While technology development is the central task
in recent decades by both government and
of each institute, workforce development in the
employers in workforce education; federal
institute’s advanced technology field is also a
Labor Department training programs that have
critical task. Along with ATE, the manufacturing
limited focus on higher technical skills and
institutes could fill a major gap in workforce
incumbent and young, new entrant workers;
education: educating for next generation skills.
federal Education Department programs that
Each institute has its own workforce education
have large gaps in filling workforce needs and
programs, some larger than others. Manufacturing are not linked or complementary to the Labor
USA reported that institute programs in 2017
Department’s programs; a vocational education/
touched 185,425 students through internships,
CTE system in secondary schools that has
training or development projects (although one
largely been dismantled; publicly-supported
institute’s programs alone were responsible
community colleges that are underfunded and
for most of this total), 4302 incumbent workers
lack the resources to provide advanced training
completed a certificate or training program,
in emerging fields; colleges and universities that
and 1299 teachers and trainers were reached
are disconnected from workforce education and
by institute-led training efforts.89 Innovative
the other participants in the system particularly
programs have been evolving. For example,
community colleges; a general disconnect
DOD’s Mantech, which supports the DOD-funded
between the still-separate worlds of work
institutes, is supporting a group of institutes to
and learning; a missing lifelong learning link;
develop advanced manufacturing technology
and creative but modest technical education
course modules to be placed within a foundational programs in advanced technologies that are still
manufacturing skill online training program.
of too small a scale. Overall, we are missing
It is also creating an online platform to be the
consistent criteria for funding different programs
home for advanced skill online courses. The AIM
and there is a general lack of coordination across
Photonics institute’s workforce program, for
the system. Yet there are some promising paths
example, has developed new online MOOC courses forward, set out in upcoming sections.
for optics and photonics, is introducing VR and
AR into its courses and has created collaborative
programs for photonics education with state,
private and community colleges. However, in a
$2.2 trillion manufacturing sector in 2017,90 total
expenditures in 2017 for the fourteen institutes
were $298 million ($120 million in federal funds
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SECTION 3: THE BROKEN LABOR MARKET INFORMATION
SYSTEM
Adam Smith explained that market economies
operate through an “invisible hand” but what was
that hand? In 1945 Friedrich Hayek argued a
market is an information system.92 The problem
facing economies was to efficiently allocate
resources and goods through societies with
millions of participants, both people and firms,
where each held only partial information – there
was a “problem of the utilization of knowledge
which is not given to anyone in its totality.” The
market with its pricing is, “a mechanism for
communicating information.” Markets work, then,
through the aggregation and transmission of
information among the participants, and the better
the underlying information the sounder the market.
Markets with good information systems could be
far more efficient than, for example, groups of
central planners who inevitably have only partial
information.

connections between participants. The
information disconnects are now affecting
managers, as well. Labor market expert
Andrew Reamer argues we have “dysfunctional”
information systems behind our labor and
education markets.93 Efficient labor markets,
like all markets, require good information flow
and widespread participation, and we lack
that. On the supply side, younger workers face
difficult education decisions, especially at ages
17 or 18, that will largely determine their work
futures; they must act with limited understanding
about their options and therefore on limited
information. Displaced workers are in a worse
box – they don’t have the tools to understand
job opening, education and training options. And
managers are increasingly frustrated in their
ability to hire and retain the talent they need in an
ever more complex technological society.

The U.S. has the most decentralized workforce
management of any developed nation. Its labor
market is highly individualized and localized, so
is fragmented with relatively few information

The highly complex array of vast numbers of
disconnected employer and education actors
exacerbates the information problem. Overall,
on the skill supply side, education institutions
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offer over 300,000 different certificates and
degrees94 but lack the data to match them to
actual job qualifications. Therefore, employers lack
information about the relevance of education and
of actual qualifications. On the other side of the
mirror is the demand side – for a job seeker, what
are the employment options, where are they, what
skills do they require and how could they best be
acquired? Our labor market information system is
broken – both workers and employers are largely
flying blind. The complex array of participants in
the overall system is complicated by the complex
array of agencies that collect relevant data.

Lab team has been pursuing, for example,
more closely defined skill categories, relying on
detailed Department of Labor O*Net occupational
skill surveys. Their system can identify sets
of skills, from machine control to spatial
orientation, that are highly complementary to
produce a larger network of jobs that workers
in a specific region could pursue, from pump
operator to claims examiner. Their network
is called Skillscape;97 overall, it shows that
workers with social and cognitive skills verses
physical and sensory skills are doing better,
and that regions with higher portions of these
skills are thriving. The network can identify
A JOB NAVIGATOR
bottlenecks that limit career mobility, and help
locate pathways through them. Burning Glass
But suppose we had a work navigation system.
Technologies tracks numerous sources for labor
There could be online-delivered interventions
market data from government data to want ads,
to help workers facing job dead ends find work
opportunities requiring skills adjacent to their own applies data analytics and skill mapping, and
presents businesses with a strategic view on
that they could master. The navigator could be an
online guardian that collects and scans occupation skills they will need and where to get them. For
government officials, its data can show evolving
shifts and alerts employees, finds relevant job
labor market skill supply and needs to guide
openings, and identifies the skills needed on new
jobs – from soft teamwork skills, to basic education workforce training programs and economic
development efforts.
skills, to technical skills. It could be finely grained
and nuanced around jobs, skills and openings.
Head AI, a Finnish company, has been developing
Government job displacement data and training
a “microcompetencies” system that maps
support information could also be delivered.
regions, cities and organizations showing in real
The navigator could also link workers to training
interventions, including training opportunities from time which skills are most in demand and where
they are needed.98 It is working on a system to
colleges and community colleges.
map online an individual’s skills, that identifies
employment fields that fit this personal map, and
THE NAVIGATOR’S ROLE
to identify additional skill areas that would help
What would a navigator look like? Think about how
the individual meet job demands in particular
Netflix sends you movie recommendations based
new fields. The online map will show individual
on the kinds of movies you have been viewing, or
skill strengths, and have empty or gray areas
the way Amazon makes book recommendations.
where complementary skills are missing and
LinkedIn (now owned by Microsoft) in 2010 created
could be added – clicking on each box in the
a job recommendation engine that uses what are
map shows the nature of the skills the individual
called content and collaborative filtering systems
has or is missing.99 It shows the occupations the
to compare job profiles with job applicant profiles.95
individual would match to, with an overlay for
different employment fields that visually shows
The Education and Training Administration within
missing skill areas. It then links the individual
the Department of Labor already provides valuable
to programs to acquire missing skills. These
data through its O*Net system.96 O*Net can provide
are only a few examples of the many projects
building blocks for more expansive systems.
evolving.
Noting the problems of increased job polarization
and declines in income mobility, an MIT Media
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Another example comes from the Strada Institute
for the Future of Work.100 Recognizing a new
imperative that workers must adapt and advance
their skills throughout their careers because jobs
and tasks are changing with new skills required, it
has attempted to build a new way of collecting job
market and skill data in close to real time. It seeks
to understand better just what skills employers are
seeking and how these match the skills held by
the regional workforce. Its “skill shapes” approach
aims to help not only employers and employees
but also educators and policy makers to pursue
education and economic development strategies
that fit their region’s skills.
The Workforce Investment and Opportunity Act
(WIOA), passed on a bipartisan basis in 2014,
called on the Secretary of Labor to create a new
and much larger workforce and labor market
information system, and, as Andrew Reamer has
noted, provided a full framework for organizing
this system.101 The Secretary of Labor’s advisory
council on the legislation developed detailed
implementation recommendations in 2018 to form
this system.102 The Secretary accepted the report
and there are plans for a follow-on advisory group.
The rich lode of government data could provide a
base for an operating information system, which
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potentially could be complemented by employer
and educator data.
We can summarize the critical elements that
are evolving: a system that links in real time
workers along with an appraisal of their skillsets,
to employers with jobs, and the actual skills
required. The navigator must help workers
not just move laterally to other jobs for their
existing skill sets but upward to new and
better opportunities; to do this it must suggest
additional competencies within range of the
worker’s capabilities that the worker could
acquire, then directly link the worker to education
programs, including online and blended, to
acquire the actual skills required. As part of
this, it must be predictive and assess spaces
where promising employment opportunities
lie – it can’t shunt workers into dead ends. And
it must guide educational institutions toward
offering better programs more realistically tuned
to actual skills that will be needed that carry
accepted credentials – likely these programs will
be shorter and more modular, where workers
can stack credentials that demonstrate their
capabilities. Overall, to be an efficient information
system – for the invisible hand to work – it must
operate at large scale.
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SECTION 4: THE UNIVERSITY ROLE IN WORKFORCE
EDUCATION
HIGHER EDUCATION AS AN ENGINE OF
ECONOMIC MOBILITY
Higher education has become increasingly tied
to societal economic wellbeing. In particular,
mass higher education was a critical step in
ensuring that the skill base of the U.S. workforce
stayed ahead of the curve of American society’s
implementation of new technology. Let’s unpack
that sentence. Harvard economists Claudia Goldin
and Lawrence Katz have portrayed the societal
advantages – indeed, the necessity of - continually
raising the college graduation rate. As briefly
noted earlier, their book The Race between
Education and Technology103 argues that the
continuing technological advances in industry since
the industrial revolution require an ever-increasing
level of technological skill in the workforce. In
effect, there are two curves: an ever-growing
curve of the technological advance implemented
by industry, and a corresponding curve of the
technological skill base in the workforce needed
to support this technological advance. In a
successful, technologically advanced economy, the
societal skill base curve must stay parallel to and
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ahead of the technology implementation curve
because the two curves interact and are mutually
interdependent.
For a hundred years, the U.S. kept the education
curve ahead of the technology implementation
curve, but starting in the late 1970s, it allowed
the higher education graduation rate to stagnate.
Goldin and Katz, using college graduation rates
to tell this story,104 argue that this stagnation is
a major cause of the growing income disparity in
the U.S., noted in section 1. While the U.S. upper
middle class kept ahead of the technological
skill curve, increasing its graduation rate, the
lower middle and lower classes did not. While the
college graduation rate has grown in more recent
years, there is still much room for progress, as
illustrated in Figure 4-1.

THE CRITICAL ROLE OF HIGHER
EDUCATION IN WORKFORCE
CREDENTIALING
A 2017 report from the Georgetown Center
for Education and the Workforce cites a new
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Level of Attainment

Percentage Reaching Attainment

Graduate or Professional Degree

12.2%

Bachelor’s Degree

21.1%

Associate Degree

9.2%

Post-Secondary Certificate

5.2%

Total, Post-Secondary Degree / Credential
Attainment

47.6%

Some college (No Credential)

15.4%

High School Graduate (or GED)

26.0%

9th-12th Grade — No Diploma

6.7%

Less than 9th Grade

4.3%

Total, Non Post-Secondary Attainment (Some
College, High School or Less)

52.4%

Figure 4-1: US College Attainment (2018)

Source: Lumina Foundation, A Stronger Nation (2018)108

economic reality: a high school education, as
previously noted, is no longer enough for a good
job future; entering the middle class requires some
post-high school education.105 Another Georgetown
Center study,106 to reiterate a point made above,
showed that workers with a college degree during
the slow economic recovery between 2010-2016
added 8.4 million jobs while those with Associate’s
degrees or some college gained 3.1 million jobs.
Workers with a high school diploma added only
80,000 jobs in the same period; these workers,
in effect, experienced no job recovery. To state it
another way, nearly all the jobs created during
the recovery between 2010 and 2016 - 11.5 of 11.6
million jobs - went to workers with at least some
post-secondary education, with those with college
degrees taking 73% of these jobs. According to
data collected by the Association of Public and
Land Grant Universities, college-educated workers
enjoy a substantial earnings premium.107 On an
annual basis, as of 2016, bachelor’s degree holders
earn about $32,000 more than those whose highest
degree is a high school diploma.
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HIGHER EDUCATION AS A LEGACY
SECTOR
But even if universities wanted to adapt, change
at universities is difficult. Higher education fits
the characteristics of a complex, established
“legacy” economic sector that resists change.109
It is subject to a cost structure and hence a
price structure that has continued to increase
its published tuition and fees at a rate higher
than any other significant economic sector
including health care, which has created a
mismatch with the broader social goal of a
highly-educated public. Its demand structure
could be characterized as “perverse” because
the system tends to equate higher tuition with
education quality. Higher education also has an
established infrastructure and institutional
architecture based on a “prestige” factor for
long-established schools that disadvantages
new entrants to the system. It also contains
powerful vested interests – particularly
faculties and the academic departments they
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control - that defend the existing paradigm, are
reluctant to adopt education reforms and resist
innovations that threaten their existing business
models. Higher education has been averse to
innovation, as a system that conducted almost
no R&D on educational reforms and technologies
that could improve learning. Higher education is
also characterized by the market imperfection of
an inability to muster collective action. It is very
difficult to organize collective efforts around reform
of learning or curriculum because the system is
highly decentralized, scattered among thousands
of institutions. The decentralized nature of higher
education institutions means that reforms adopted
in one or even some are hard to spread to the
others at scale. Bringing change to an established
legacy economic sector with these kinds of legacy
characteristics is an enormous challenge.

HIGHER EDUCATION CREDENTIALS
ARE NOT A SUBSTITUTE FOR ACTUAL
SKILLS
A study led by Burning Glass developed data
indicating that,
For many employers, the solution to the
shortage of soft skills among their middleskills applicant pool is to “upskill” the
position or to add credential requirements,
such as a Bachelor’s degree or more work
experience. In other words, companies
use credentials like advanced degrees as
proxies for soft skills…. [E]mployers have
increasingly come to rely on a Bachelor’s
degree as an employment screen, even if
it may not be related to actual job duties.
This ‘short-cut’ to ensuring soft skills in
employees very often comes back to haunt
employers. By using overly restrictive
screening procedures, employers effectively
choke off viable talent from applying to
their organization— and lengthen the hiring
process.110
Higher education credentials, then, although
largely disconnected from actual job skills,
have come to be a critical employment signal in
significant part because there is no alternative set
of accepted actual skill credentials.
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EROSION OF BIPARTISAN POLITICAL
AND BUSINESS SUPPORT
Likely because of its historic roles in furthering
economic and social opportunity, higher
education long enjoyed strong support from both
political parties. However, this support system
now seems to be breaking down, which may
partially reflect these credentialing challenges.111
For higher education support to became a
partisan issue creates a significant problem
because federal student aid and research
support is critical to these institutions, and state
support is vital to public universities.
Some of this concern about public support for
higher education may be related to concerns
in the business community. A 2018 study
by Association of American Colleges and
Universities found solid overall support for
college education from business executives and
hiring managers, but there were some significant
gaps in the support.112 While both groups valued
applied experiences and real-world skills, only
33 percent of executives and 39 percent of hiring
managers thought that recent graduates were
very well prepared to apply knowledge and skills
to real-world settings. The survey found that
among the college learning outcomes tested,
both executives and hiring managers placed the
highest importance on the ability to communicate
orally, but only 40% of executives and 47% of
hiring managers rate recent college graduates as
well prepared in this area.

WHAT THIS ALL MEANS FOR
UNIVERSITIES
Where does this all leave us? Higher education,
particularly four-year colleges and universities,
are now finding themselves in a predicament.
Clear trends in the workforce show that it is
upskilling, that ever-higher credentials are
being required to be successful in the workforce.
Achievement of some higher education is now
critical to finding good jobs, and the jobs for
those with lesser skills are in decline. Within
higher education, the four-year college degree
is increasingly the critical achievement; the
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two-year associate degree is now required and
the pressure, as the employment data shows, is
increasingly toward the four-year degree.
Universities have long thought they were far
up above the beach of workforce credentials,
maintaining their own separate traditions of what
they have taught. This was not their problem,
this was an issue for high school or community
colleges. But now the workforce credentialing
tide has moved far up the beach and is starting
to reach colleges and universities. As legacy
institutions, they are not prone to change and
largely have been ignoring it. Their education
generally does not reflect career needs, and the
capabilities they teach are not particularly welltied to competencies needed in workplaces. Yet
their credentials – their degrees – are now the
determinant, de facto, of workforce success; they
have become the career differentiating credential.
But this degree credential is not well-linked to
workforce realities. The result is a growing sense
of frustration – for students, employers, and the
public.

institutions within 6 years, including completion
at other institutions, is only 58.3%. Of the total
enrollment of 2,259,497 students in these
institutions, four year publics have approximately
45%, four year private non-profits have 20%, two
year publics have 33% and four year for-profits
the remainder (although they have a much larger
enrollment in certificate programs).
Completion rates for African Americans and
Hispanics are even more problematic. For African
Americans, the six year completion rate at all
of the four kinds of institutions listed above is
only 41%. For Hispanics, it is 49.6%. Although
these numbers have been improving, a major
completion gap remains between white and Asian
students on one hand and African American and
Hispanic students on the other.115

THE APLU “READY FOR JOBS” REPORT

A higher education group that has started to
see the workforce education dilemma more
clearly is the Association of Public and Land
Grant Universities (APLU).116 Its “Ready for Jobs”
report of 2017 acknowledged that policymakers
COMPLETION
and the public are increasingly skeptical about
If the workforce is upskilling, and the critical
the value of a degree in terms of preparation
credential is increasingly the college degree,
of graduates for jobs and careers. It noted that
a fundamental requirement of colleges and
“some employers point to a widening skills gap,
universities is to raise their graduation rates. To
a disconnect between the degrees graduates
follow degree completion in our institutions data
earned, the competencies they developed,
tracking current students are required, not simply and the knowledge, skills, and abilities
historic data covering an extended period, which
demanded by the innovation economy for a
don’t give a full picture of what is happening now.
21st century workforce.”117 It noted the debate
The National Student Clearinghouse has tracked
over skills shortages, but found that there is an
students entering college in fall 2012 academic
“engagement gap:” much better coordination
113
year. Four- year public and private non-profit
between labor market actors, including
colleges and universities have the best completion community colleges, research universities,
rates: private non-profits have a 76% rate and
employers, trade associations, government
114
publics a 65% rate. These rates cover completion agencies and workforce development and
within six years and include students who complete training organizations has become “critical.”118
their degrees at other institutions. These rates
have been inching up, but significantly more
The APLU report found that universities need
progress is needed. At two-year public community to do a better job in enabling the pathway from
colleges, 46% of students did not complete two
degree to job to career, not only in the short
year degrees within six years and are no longer
term but lifelong. And they need to do a better
enrolled. This is a much more problematic number. job supporting not only traditional students but
The overall completion rate for all higher education the rising number of adult learners, altering
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career services and curriculum to accommodate
these shifts. The report acknowledged university
reluctance to incorporate new aims of job and
longer term career preparation in addition to
traditional and important goals of foundational
knowledge and preparing educated citizens.
Although there was tension between the two, it
found that these aims were not mutually exclusive.
Liberal arts and foundational education remain
important to the society and culture, and the
skills that can be acquired through these studies
– close analysis, thought organization, advocacy,
written and oral communication – are valued
by business.119 A 2020 study notes that over the
course of a career the income levels of liberal arts
graduates catch up to those with technical and
science educations whose income initially spurted
ahead.120 However, the need for better career
preparation remains. Credentials that clarify
foundational capabilities and more career-oriented
skills that matter for individuals could be offered
by universities that connect to both personal
economic and societal needs.
In addition, a rise in digital content skills and a
wide range of other skills in a host of increasingly
complex areas sends a message to higher
education. Territories that colleges thought were
the domain of modest numbers of professionals
or of technicians will increasingly be the working
domain of many industry and employment sectors.
Since higher education plays an important role
in providing education for many of these kinds
of higher-end skills – particularly where design,
systems and implementation are involved - it is
going to need to find a way to scale its education
offerings in these kinds of areas.

WHAT CAN RESEARCH UNIVERSITIES
DO?
If technical skills required in the workplace are
increasing, and this tide of increasing skills is
now at the door of colleges and universities,
what is their role? As we build a new workforce
education system, one size will not fit all. There
are a series of roles and tasks, and some will fit
best with universities, some with colleges, some
with community colleges, some with industry,
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and some with individuals. Most will require a
mix of these actors.
For example, development of education content
for higher-end technical and engineering skills
will likely best fit universities, while technician
level content development will likely continue to
be the role of community colleges. The actual
delivery of technician content will similarly fall
more to community colleges while higher end
technical skills will be a college or university role.
However, universities can play an organizing role
between institutions and employers, in setting
up new content development and delivery. And
in new, advanced fields, the line between higher
and middle skills often overlaps and universities
will need to be involved in both. Universities and
community colleges will both increasingly be
offering certificates to supplement their degree
programs to scale up to meet growing needs, in
part through online materials.
Colleges and universities are already deeply
involved in developing online offerings. While
community colleges often offer online courses,
they generally lack resources to develop them
or to ensure they optimize learning science in
their delivery. Here again, universities could play
a supporting role as coordinator and supplier for
workforce needs.
With ongoing technical change in the workplace,
lifelong learning will increasingly be required;
organizing this into a system could also be
largely a university task, as discussed below.
Researching and testing optimal teaching models
and applying lessons from learning science,
particularly as online education grows, and
creates blended learning opportunities, could
also be a university task.
In Figure 4.2 is a notional chart that illustrates
where universities could play a constructive
role and areas that will be more outside their
capacities. The chart is simply illustrative; the
lines on the chart don’t mean, for example, the
percent of a task universities should dominate,
they indicate only where a university could
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Figure 4-2: “Notional” Chart of the Potential University Workforce Education Role
generally play a greater or lesser lead role.

developed by the Manufacturing Skill Standards
Council (MSSC), which has become the nation’s
What would some of these university roles actually leading certifying body for the nation’s frontlook like? The case study below and the two
line manufacturing production and supply
following sections flesh out the details of these
chain logistics workers, offering certificates at
possible roles.
the technician level in these areas. Thus, the
Center is preparing VR/AR based online course
CASE STUDY OF UNIVERSITY ROLE
materials that can support MSSC certifications.
These simulations were developed to be used by
IN WORKFORCE EDUCATION –
CLEMSON’S CENTER FOR WORKFORCE technical colleges in South Carolina for insertion
in their courses for education in manufacturing
DEVELOPMENT
skills. They are also available to community
Clemson University’s Center for Workforce
colleges nationwide. The Center doesn’t
Development has a mission to be “a new national
displace the technical or community college
model that engages universities, 2-year colleges,
as the provider, it provides material that can
K-12 institutions, statewide industry and federal
be integrated into their existing courses. Also,
agencies to deliver workforce education tools that
as part of this NSF ATE program, the Center
have the power to transform the economy of our
and Greenville Technical College co-developed
state and region.”121 It works particularly to connect aviation maintenance technician training
Clemson with the 2-year technical colleges in the
materials.
area.
Supported by an NSF Advanced Technology
Education (ATE) award, the Center has been
developing VR/AR training modules to support
the certifications for manufacturing skills
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By developing VR/AR modules tied to MSSC
skills, the Center is performing a potentially
major service for manufacturing, for students
and for technical and community colleges. It is an
important step, and the kind of step that probably
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only a university could tackle.
The Center has also developed a portal called
“Educateworkforce.com”, for disseminating its
simulations and modules;122 technical colleges can
easily access them through the portal and readily
insert them into their own learning management
systems (such as Blackboard or Canvas) for their
own courses. The Center has found the portal
works well as a widely and easily accessible site
for this purpose. Thus, materials the Center
develops and provides can be used by technical
and community college instructors, who scaffold
the VR and AR content with face-to-face instruction
and lectures and with their own online courses into
their own learning management systems. Some
6000 technical college students are now using
these Center modules through the ATE program
for automotive and aerospace technical tasks, for
example for safety or maintenance. The modules
are currently offered on flat screens that do not
require additional expensive equipment. The
Center recently undertaken an extensive evaluation
of how students perform using VR/AR simulations.

are now using the Center’s materials developed
through NSF’s ATE, so their effect is becoming
widespread,” according to Madathil. The
Center is also preparing technician level course
materials on robotics working with advanced
manufacturing institutes.
Clemson’s Center for Workforce Development
provides an interesting and significant model for
how a research university can become deeply
involved in workforce education across technical
and community colleges, secondary, and K-12
schools, using support from NSF’s Advanced
Technology Education program and state
government. It is a good example of what an
engaged university can do.

CONNECTING COLLEGE-LEVEL
STUDENTS TO THE WORKFORCE

Colleges and universities need to develop
systems to help students, families and
employers unpack credentials and access job
markets. A Georgetown Center on Education
and the Workforce study124 advocates integrating
In addition to developing digital learning content
education and workforce data to help students
with VR/AR for ATE, tied to the recognized MSSC
navigate complex college and career paths. This
certification system, the Center is working
would also benefit employers by helping them
on career pathways, providing certificates of
better identify talented workers. Without better
completion when students complete its modules.
information on results, colleges and universities
A manufacturing safety simulation provides
cannot effectively restructure programs to
another example of the Center’s work, according to improve student outcomes, and policymakers
the Center’s Faculty Director, Kapil Chalil Madathil, cannot adequately allocate resources to improve
an assistant professor of civil and industrial
their regional talent bases and economies.
engineering, who is a leader on the Center’s tech
development side using VR/AR. Programs on
More specifically, the report promoted
robotics for technicians, Madathil notes, were
development by regional colleges and
“developed in three months, which included
universities of better data on education and skill
extensive meetings with manufacturers to better
supply and demand projections, on business
understand the areas and issues to cover. NSF
expansion and on overall workforce quality and
funded this course through the ATE program. The
needs. Data alone is not enough. Education
course focused on enabling trainees to recognize a program alignment to match identified labor
series of manufacturing safety issues throughout
market demands must follow from the data.
a plant and how to act on them.”123 Textbooks
Colleges and universities will need to make
that the Center prepares always accompany
academic program decisions that address
the simulations, whether in safety, composites,
labor market needs, enabling college and
electrical, or other skills. “Community colleges,
system administrators to show the return on
technical colleges and high schools in 45 states
higher education investments to state leaders.
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It is vital that this curriculum alignment with
workforce requirements be undertaken. That
certainly doesn’t mean scrapping the classics,
but it does mean opening education options for
students so they can see and understand fields
with career opportunities. There will be a need to
help colleges and universities create curricula that
match applied skills and abilities that learners will
need to succeed in careers
Counseling about career pathways at the
college and university level will need significant
improvement. This means a more sophisticated
approach than holding job fairs to serve out-oftown employers; the data identified above will need
to be applied to help students understand career
path options. Students now choose academic
programs based on little knowledge of the career
effects of these choices – they need career
advice to better understand the implications of
their choices. Career counseling should support
students in their education and career decisions,
and help identify those who need additional
support.

improved use of data and analysis by career
services and other student support professionals
to help them better connect student interests
with promising career and skills development
opportunities. And it found that faculty and other
student advisors need help in understanding
“career pathways” approaches, including
alternative credentialing to assist in aligning
student goals with opportunities.

HIGHER EDUCATION AND LIFELONG
LEARNING
There is one more piece in the higher education
puzzle worth noting here: lifelong learning.
The continuing pace of technological change
demands better and ongoing ties between
education and employment. In the U.S., the
connection between education and economic
wellbeing has been simple: pile up as much
formal education as you can early on, then cash
in on the rewards for the rest of your life. An
Economist “Special Report on Lifelong Learning”
noted that the literature suggests that each
additional year of schooling leads to an 8-13%
rise in hourly earnings.126 The period since the
Great Recession, as suggested above, made the
costs of not completing at least some higher
education even clearer; the unemployment
rate keeps dropping as you go higher up the
educational ladder.

To summarize, the report argued that the U.S has
a maze of pathways through college education
and training and they require a better information
system showing common, measurable outcomes
that will help students find and meet workplace
demands. As part of this effort, students need a
better guidance and counseling system to get them
information to make better decisions in college and The study’s findings of shifting job content
about career paths, through smart data, publically suggest that a college degree acquired in the
beginning of a career cannot answer the need
available tools, and new outreach systems.
for the continuous acquisition of new skills of the
The Association for Public and Land Grant Colleges course of a career. While vocational education/
CTE can provide job-specific skills, these tend
reached complementary conclusions about what
to be frozen in time while the technology keeps
colleges and universities need to undertake, as
evolving. The report notes that these, too, will
briefly summarized above.125 It recommended
increasingly need to be updated often during a
a shift from an approach where career services
career lasting decades. The report concludes
are focused at the end of a students’ college
experience to what it termed a “career exploration” that for workers to remain competitive, and
to give workers, whatever their particular of
approach with career services embedded within
skills, the best chance for economic success,
students’ entire undergraduate pathway. It
proposed better linkages between career services economies – including their higher education
components – will need to offer career-focused
and faculty, and better academic advising to
education throughout working careers.
improve support for students. It called for
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There are significant implications for higher
education here. First, lifelong learning is going
to require better connections and hand-offs
between the actors in the system because each
will be a playing role. Traditionally, most colleges
and universities behave like independent and
disconnected actors from community colleges.
However, many states are moving to better connect
them. Over thirty states have required some level
of transferability between their community colleges
and state universities.127
Second, APLU has identified steps that universities
will need to take to better serve their students that
will be critical for lifelong learning. These include
more varied delivery mechanisms, including
courses on evenings, on weekends, online, in
hybrid formats, and of varying lengths to meet
needs of non-traditional students. This also
means a great deal of attention will be required
on development of alternative credentialing
programs, including certificates, badges, and
competency-based programs. Adaptive learning
approaches will also be needed, including
assessments for prior learning and allowing
students to learn on their own pathways that
meet their career needs yet satisfy needed
competencies.

system will decline unless something changes,
and lifelong learning, which is increasingly
required by the economy, could be that
opportunity.

SUMMARY
Let’s try to summarize what all this means
for the role of colleges and universities in
workforce education. As shown above, clear
and stark trends in labor markets show that
the American workforce is upskilling, and that
ever-higher credentials are being required for
economic wellbeing. Achievement of some
higher education is now vital to securing
good jobs, while jobs for those without these
credentials are in decline. Within higher
education, the four-year college degree is
increasingly the critical credential; the twoyear associate degree is now required and the
pressure, as the employment data shows, is
increasingly toward the four-year degree.

Four-year colleges and universities, are now
finding themselves in a predicament. Through
education system reforms in the late 19th and
early 20th century, a high school education
by the mid-20th century was adequate for
most job skills, and professional or graduate
education was required for professional
Third, online education, which most universities
skills. Although there was variation across
and colleges are now pursing at increasing scale,
institutions, a college education in most
offers a unique opportunity space for lifelong
four-year schools was not well-linked to the
learning. It is a highly flexible new toolset, so
workplace; it provided foundational skills and a
students can study at the levels and on the
liberal arts background for a modest although
timelines they choose. They can pace themselves
growing portion of the population. As described
with online to accommodate outside pressures of
above, four-year colleges and universities
work or family, and to meet their own individualized were largely divorced from the workplace fray,
learning speeds.
maintaining their own separate traditions of
what they taught. Scaling-up largely in the
Fourth, lifelong learning offers a major new
1960s, community colleges emerged to help fill
economic opportunity for colleges and
a gap for technical skills. But, as noted, now
universities if they seize it. The demographics
the workforce credentialing tide has moved far
of higher education are changing: there will be
up the beach and is starting to flood into the
significantly fewer students of traditional college
unprepared four-year colleges and universities.
age. This means a declining tuition base. If they
As legacy institutions, they resist change,
stay the same, many schools will simply have
are decentralized so lack the ability to move
to close, and we can already see these trends
collectively and collect little data on learning,
evolving.128 Overall, enrollment throughout the
education or work. The education they provide
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generally does not reflect career needs, and the
capabilities they teach are not particularly welltied to competencies needed in workplaces. So far,
they have been largely ignoring their increasingly
critical role in workforce credentialing. Yet
their credentials – their degrees – are now the
critical determinant of workforce success. But
the completion rates for their credentials need
improvement, particularly for minorities and those
from lower income background. And, in turn,
their degree credentials are not well-connected
to workforce realities. They face a growing sense
of frustration from students, employers, and the
public.
There is also a workforce reality compelling
change. The nature of the jobs themselves in a
growing number of areas requires more and more
technical knowledge and skill. Although higher
education degrees largely do not connect to these
technical skill competencies, the college degree
has become the accepted default because our
workforce credentialing system is so problematic.
What are higher education institutions to do?
A report from APLU argues that colleges and
universities don’t have to give up their significant
traditions of the liberal arts and foundational skills
and knowledge. The report, however, argues that
these institutions can also do, without sacrificing
their other traditions, a much better job of helping
students become career-ready. The problem is not
either/or, foundations or career; schools can do
both.
Within the large societal task of better preparing
the broad workforce, college and non-college, for
solid working careers there are tasks that appear
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particularly suited to universities and their
capabilities. As discussed, universities could
play a significant role in helping to organize new
kinds of delivery frameworks across secondary
schools, community colleges, colleges and
universities, particularly in connecting the latter
to the former and in providing new capabilities.
These new capabilities would include provision
of and work on online platforms and new
education technologies, from VR/AR to computer
gaming, that the other elements in the system
are unlikely or unable to take the lead on. While
actual education delivery of high-end technical
skills will be a college and university role, the
actual education delivery of technician-level
skills will likely remain a domain for linkages
between secondary schools and community
colleges. Correspondingly, education content
development for high-end technical skills will
likely belong to colleges and universities, while
content for “middle” or technical skills will fall
to the other institutions. However, colleges
and universities can play an organizing role for
both content and delivery across institutions.
Concerning R&D on learning science and
optimal teaching approaches, for example for
blended online and classroom education, these
will need to be taken up by universities and
colleges. Lifelong learning systems will also
require universities and college leadership in
their development. These are massive new
tasks for higher education that it will need to
organize for. But there is an opportunity here.
The demographics are narrowing for students of
traditional college age; lifelong education offers a
new market that could be important to the future
economics of higher education.
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SECTION 5: THE NEW EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGIES
A requirement for an agile workforce is placing new
demands on our existing systems for workforce
training and education in general. Education
is a complex field, but for the purposes of this
discussion, we will view it in terms of three pieces:
the content, the pedagogical approach and the
modality by which it is delivered. Each of these has
undergone changes due to advances in technology.
And this has caused a new interest in educational
technology, also called EdTech.
While the partitioning is convenient, content,
pedagogy and modality are connected to each
other. Different content forms require different
pedagogies, and often different delivery modalities.
Consider how machine learning might be taught,
for example, and compare it with teaching a
nurse to use a new ultrasound machine: one
involves algorithms and data, the other hands-on
equipment. Yet a central aspect of the opportunity
in mainstream education is the fact that good
pedagogical practice – applying what we know
about how people learn, and how to be effective
in education -- has often taken a back seat to
convenience, scale, tradition, and regulation in
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the development of our education systems.
This is true not just in the U.S., but worldwide.
Much has been written about the evolution of
the school and college systems that we will not
repeat here.129 But the summary is that the need
for better learning points towards a significant
redesign of existing education systems; and
happily, we posit, the optimal system would in
fact be more agile, and therefore more in tune
with today’s labor market, than the systems in
place today. So, with this view of the importance
pedagogy, we begin our exploration of EdTech
with a discussion of pedagogy.

BETTER PEDAGOGICAL PRACTICES
Insights about how the human brain gathers
and stores information, and develops facility
with new material, have been accumulating
for over a hundred years, beginning with the
seminal work of Hermann Ebbinghaus.130
Unfortunately, our systems were well in place
by that time, and the runaway train could not be
rerouted. However, we continue to learn a great
deal more.131 For example, it appears that we
are more likely to learn when we are curious,
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because curiosity triggers a dopaminergic circuit.
Socrates presciently said “wonder is the beginning
of wisdom.”132
So, material that inspires a student to become
curious about a topic is well worth the effort.
Unfortunately, this is hard to achieve in a standard
classroom setting without exceptional educators
– the ones many of us remember from our own
experiences. But not every teacher can be inspiring
-- many may have a better grasp of the material
without the same level of charisma. And yet today,
our one-size fits all model limits our efficacy at a
time of great need for a revolution in learning. This
is where technology can, and is, playing a part. We
explain more below.

BITE-SIZED CHUNKS:
We learn in about 10-minute chunks. This
appears to be related to the way we form short
term memories in the brain. If learning exceeds
that time, the mind seems to enter a state of
mind-wandering. Therefore, lectures need to
be extremely short to be effective – a lesson a
parent probably recognizes instantly, though
the insight applies equally to adults. Courses,
then, should use 10 minutes of lecture segment,
switch to another learning mode (for example, an
interactive group discussion, a demonstration or
an assessment), then return to a 10 minute lecture
segment, and so on.
Impact of educational technology on the lecture:
Distance education, be it by correspondence,
radio or cassette has been around for decades.
But it should not be confused with modern
online education. Online, on-demand video
has unquestionably made a massive impact on
learning by enabling students to access content
on an on-demand basis. Content creators such
as Khan Academy, Minute Physics and MIT
OpenCourseWare have millions of subscribers
on platforms such as YouTube. Content creators
and learners have naturally gravitated towards
shorter videos perhaps without explicit knowledge
of the cognitive benefits. Furthermore, the ability
to pause, rewind and speed-up video has made
for a very adaptable and vibrant approach to
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the distribution and consumption of content.
Transcripts can be generated automatically or
manually to make the videos accessible, and
also to give viewers search options. We tend not
to think of YouTube as educational technology,
but we argue it is probably the most important
EdTech product out there.
In the 2010 decade, a new technology format
became prevalent: Massive Open Online Courses
(MOOC’s). Combining the short video format with
computer grading, which we will discuss later,
and forums where students can help each other
as well as get help from teaching assistants,
MOOC’s have become a major force in education.
The three largest MOOC providers are Coursera,
edX133 and Udacity. edX and Coursera offer
certificates, micro-credentials and full master’s
degrees at the time of this writing. Udacity offers
certificates and “nanodegrees.” Today the three
MOOC platforms collectively count some 100
million enrollees.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that automatic
lecture capture of the traditional lecture is an
interesting technology. By tracking the lecturer,
these cameras can generate video with very little
operator effort. A lapel mike can be used for
sound. These systems make traditional lectures
available for asynchronous viewing, where the
viewer can pause or rewind the lecture, and for
edited distribution internally and externally.
These online, on demand technologies hold
great promise for education and for workforce
education in particular. Unlike a classroom, they
can both operate at great scale and offer new
education opportunities. Because it will often
involve operating equipment and physical activity,
workforce education is inherently more “learning
by doing,” so online, with its capability for
repetitive and visual engagement, can fit better
than a classroom. Online is already reaching the
workforce side, for example through commercial
firms such as Thors, Tooling U, 180 Skills and
others, although universities and community
colleges, as discussed in section 4, have been
slower in applying online to meet workforce
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needs.

DESIRABLE DIFFICULTIES:
Students often re-read material, thinking it
helps learning. Unfortunately, it is not effortful,
and causes the illusion of learning. In fact, a
surprisingly consistent result from learning
research is learners’ overconfidence about their
own learning, and the importance of a realistic
sense of one’s personal competence.134 A series
of findings listed below show that effortful
approaches – i.e., in which the learner struggles
with the material a little -- unintuitively lead to
better, more durable learning. Elizabeth and
Robert Bjork call these techniques “desirable
difficulties” – difficulties that lead to better learning
by increasing processing of the material rather
than being distracting.135
First, when a learner is tested frequently about the
material that she or he has just learned, learning
is better.136 This is called the “testing effect” and
the use of it as a learning technique is referred to
as “retrieval practice.” Together, they are much
documented in the literature. An interesting aspect
of retrieval practice is the positive effect of effortful
retrieval. So, for example, a learner who is given
weaker cues for the test, and therefore struggles
more will learn better than one given stronger
cues.
Second, testing should be spaced.137 Also called,
“spaced practice”, this concept is related to
the findings of Hermann Ebbinghaus himself.
Spaced practice flies in the face of a prevalent
and expedient approach in education today, mass
practice, in which a student might address a
number of problems at the end of a chapter in a
short span of time (rather than spacing them out
over days, weeks, and months). Spaced practice
applies not just to academic learning but also to
sports and motor learning. Ironically, learners
themselves feel they have learned better with
blocked practice although they may have learned
less effectively – recalling the theme of illusory
learning.138 Spaced practice has even been
replicated beyond humans, in animals such as
insects, and now has been explained to some
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extent down to the levels of the proteins needed
for long-term memory.139 In fact, a key aspect
of spaced learning is that relearning material is
most effective just before the learner forgets the
material. This requires sensing when a learner
is getting rusty about the material – a level of
attention that a teacher in a classroom cannot
achieve at any scale.
Third, content is best interleaved.140 A common,
and understandable, practice in education is
to practice topics in blocks: multiplication, say,
followed by division. The evidence from extensive
research points to the benefits of interleaving
practice: multiplication problems alternated
with division. This is, again, inconvenient in a
large classroom in which students are on a
march along a complex curriculum. However,
the benefits have been replicated in a range of
subject areas including mathematics and art.
The neuroscientific mechanisms of this desirable
difficulty, which results in so-called cognitive
interference while learning, has also begun to be
understood.141
Fourth, the act of assessing a student’s
performance in any interaction with a view to
giving feedback, and the when and how to give
feedback are obviously essential in learning.
Many have studied the impacts of the amount
of feedback, the time delay of the feedback, and
the detail of feedback. Depending on context,
for example, delayed feedback is a desirable
difficulty. But feedback takes time, and pithy
feedback may be generally (but not always) more
efficient in terms of the allocation of total time in
a learning task.142
All of these four lessons – spacing, testing,
interleaved content and assessment/feedback
loops - have direct application to workforce
education. All can be fitted into a backdrop of
“desirable difficulty” to keep students engaged
and challenged. Unlike established classroom
approaches, each can be directly incorporated
into the way online education instruction is
organized. Online education’s potential for
interactive learning can make it much more
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sensitive than a classroom setting to the best
timing for introducing spacing and feedback
features, for example, to attain the right level of
desirable difficulty.
Educational technology and cognitive science:
Traditional lectures with large classrooms are
hard-pressed to leverage cognitive science.
Technologies such as clickers can engage
students, make learning more active, and mimic
the testing effect, but the full use of the cognitive
science described here requires personalization.
For example, since spaced practice would ideally
detect when the learner is becoming rusty in the
material, ideally a few “probing” assessments
are necessary to fine tune the spacing for each
student.

of subjective responses such as essays. This
has proved controversial for reasons both
philosophical and pragmatic.147 However, systems
like edX, and its open source software corpus,
Open edX, enable third party software to plug in.
This will ensure that innovation in AI can continue
in parallel and plug in at the discretion of the
instructor. Because AI can enable much greater
scaling, areas such as AI-based assessment will
remain fertile ground for innovation in the years
ahead.

One aspect of grading that remains relatively
unsolved is rich feedback. An automatic
grading system such as one in a MOOC may
be able to say whether a program or a derived
mathematical expression is right or wrong, but
cannot provide constructive feedback about
The software application SuperMemo is truly a
where the student when wrong. Or, for that
pioneer in the use of spaced repetition.143 Language matter, provide insights about the student’s
learning apps such as Duo Lingo also appear
mental model.
to use cognitive science principles.144 Flashcard
software such as Quizlet leverage the testing effect, Similarly, lessons from cognitive science can
and can be used to apply spaced repetition and
migrate from traditional education to workforce
interleaving. MOOC platforms already leverage the education. The need for feedback and testing are
testing effect, and have a significant opportunity to profound in skill training and online technologies
incorporate spacing and interleaving. Research is
can be of significant help in optimizing their
145
on-going.
delivery. Because subjective responses and
essays are less relevant to much of workforce
MOOCs really changed the state of the art in
training, current developments in AI-based
assessments – a world that was for a long
assessment can already enhance fit workforce
time stuck with multiple choice questions. For
applications.
example, today the edX platform offers dozens
SCAFFOLDING AND TUTORING
of assessment types including assessing
the correctness of software code, circuits,
The Soviet psychologist Lev Vygotsky, proposed
mathematical expressions and diagrams. What
the concept of a “zone of proximal development”
of essays or poetry? There is already software in
as an optimal difference between a learner and
word processing systems for assessing spelling,
a “more knowledgeable other” who can lead the
grammar, sentence structure and plagiarism
learner to greater achievement.148 Too large a
detection. MOOC providers like edX go a step
difference, he argued, and the learner cannot
further with peer grading, in which students grade keep up. Too small, and the learner doesn’t
each other’s’ assignments. In fact, there is now a
learn. More generally, scaffolding is a way to
rich subfield of research studying benefits of peer
provide the learner support as she gains mastery
assessment.146 Thanks to peer grading, MOOC
over the material. In Vygotsky scaffolding, the art
providers have a surprisingly rich slate of courses
lies in calibrating the challenge of the learning
in the humanities, arts and the social sciences.
to the student’s abilities. Anyone who has played
tennis with a slightly better player can probably
But the ultimate challenge is AI-based grading
relate to this balance. Good tutors and coaches
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are able to calibrate themselves, while an expert
who does not possess good coaching skills may
suffer from an expert blind spot.149
But a careful performance of tasks under the
observation and tutelage of a coaching-inclined
expert, who can provide guidance to enable
continuous improvement, can lead to significant
improvements in performance. This idea underlies
a technique called “deliberate practice,” which has
shown significant benefits in a range of learning
activities from sports to physics education.150 For
example, Code Academy, a company that offers
online computer coding courses, provides a
highly scaffolded set of tasks with assessment to
teach students how to code a variety of computer
languages.

model the most recent understanding of the
working of the human brain, were pioneered by
John Anderson of Carnegie Mellon, and resulted
the so-called Cognitive Tutor.154 ITS’s remain a
key focus for EdTech, and, in many ways, capture
many of the aspirations described in this section.
ITS’s in the ultimate form are also the pinnacle of
personalized learning.

Games are another important area of EdTech
related to motivation and scaffolding. Socalled serious games (a term used to contrast
with “gamification,” noted below) refers to
games developed for purposes other than
entertainment. Game-based learning refers
to serious games for education. Games can
lead a student through a series of tasks and
create an environment where learning occurs
In 1985, Benjamin Bloom captured the benefits
naturally. An example is World Without Oil,
of good tutoring in a seminal paper in which
an alternate reality game that leads players
he showed a vast improvement over traditional
through a post-oil world, forcing them to think
teaching.151 But, he argued, since tutoring is
about the implications of an oil shock.155 While
expensive, how can we improve scalable education that game was much acclaimed, designing a
to achieve similar results? More recently, the
game to ensure well balanced learning and
Cognitive Load Theory has helped put more flesh
participation is difficult.156 Games have been
on the theory of scaffolding. Novices, the authors
used for education about topics as varied as the
argue, have fewer predefined schema to digest new environment,157 gender discrimination158 and
information, and so suffer from high cognitive load STEM topics.159 “Edutainment” is a different
because the working memory available to them is
philosophy from serious games, in which gaming
152
limited. Novices therefore require more “fill in
is merged into entertainment. However, the value
the blank” problems. But as the novice becomes
of edutainment has been questioned.160 A third
an expert, and develops the schema to absorb
approach is to neither entertain, nor to be serious
information, she can be exposed effectively to more per se, but to focus on playfulness.161 The
open-ended problems.153 Either way, the key, it
Scratch system, for example, is an extraordinarily
appears, is to expend cognitive load on germane
successful example of this approach—students
– as opposed to distracting—tasks. It is in this
focus on creativity with a graphical programming
respect that Cognitive Load Theory and Desirable
language, “playing to learn” rather than “learning
Difficulties seem to agree – the importance of
to play.”162 They learn programming in the
avoiding undesirable difficulties.
process. Finally, the word “gamification” has
been used somewhat loosely, but should really
Education technology and tutoring:
be interpreted as a fourth category. The idea of
Intelligent tutoring systems (ITS’s) are
gamification is to tap into a social, potentially
computational systems that teach students a
socially competitive, network, but generally
subject by modeling the student, the domain being tapping into intrinsic motivation factors similar
taught and a scheme for instruction and feedback. to those in video games. In some sense, any
In many ways, ITS’s have been the holy grail of
educational environment can be gamified, but the
automated education going all the way back to
effectiveness needs to be carefully assessed.163
Alan Turing and B.F. Skinner. Modern ITS’s, which
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Simulations are a very powerful technique similar
to games, but different in that they exclusively
model realistic situations and teach real skills.
The simulation provides real time feedback and
uses this to scaffold the progress of the learning
with possible increasing difficulty as the training
progresses. Flight simulators, for example, have
long played a major part in training pilots, enabling
rapid scale-up.164 During World War II the U.S.
military used some 10,000 automated Link Trainers
to train half a million pilots.165 Japan, which lacked
comparable simulators, was desperately short of
trained pilots by the end of the war. As discussed
in section 7, the military is using virtual and
augmented reality tools (VR and AR) for the latest
generation of simulators applied to a wide range
of training needs, from operating aircraft turbines
to submarines. Simulators have also been used
to teach everything from business strategy166 to
environmental dynamics.167

MENS ET MANUS

The MIT approach to learning is mens et manus,
Latin for “mind and hand,” reflecting its early
emphasis on lab-based learning,168 and indicates
a continuing strong preference for learning by
doing. While Descartes argued that the mind
and the body were independent, recent scientific
findings seem to bear out the wisdom of MIT’s
historical credo. It is a credo that is captured by
the more current phrase “hands-on” learning,
which is tied with a related series of educational
approaches. Tactile experience, in which a
student physically feels angular momentum,
or gestures to capture a phenomenon, have
been shown to improve learning.169 Similarly,
Generative Learning Theory posits that learning
is better when the agency of the learner is
engaged in the generation of new information
based on prior concepts.170 More generally,
“active learning” is any instructional approach
that engages the student in the learning
An emerging trend in online platforms such as
process – as opposed to passive listening.171
MOOC platforms is the use of collaborative tools
to enable coaching. For example, edX is supporting “Blended learning” is an approach that mixes
online, focused on the information content, and
case-based collaborative tools for online learners.
frees up increasing face-to-face time between
Coursera acquired Rhyme Softworks, which
students and teachers so that the class can
enables among other things, a coach to work with
and more opportunities for
a novice as she uses a software tool. Finally, group be more active,172
annotation tools, such as that supported by edX, or coaching arise. The “flipped classroom” is
a term coined by Sal Khan of Khan Academy to
the standalone software Nota Bene, help students
and teachers annotate the same, or versions of the describe the use of online courses to leave time
in the classroom to do more hands on, blended
same, document and provide coaching.
activities. Project-based learning, problembased learning and task-oriented learning are
Intelligent tutors, games, simulations and
all techniques to give students more agency
collaborative tools are all highly relevant
and purpose. Integration is another important
technologies for workforce education. Each
aspect of learning, which projects and tasks
offers new learning capabilities through applying
can help enable. Learning through disciplineadvances in tutoring and scaffolding approaches
aligned courses can lead to “siloed” knowledge.
to learning, delivered from the new technologies
Integration refers to connecting topics across
that can enhance them. The experiments that are
aspect of David Merrill’s
ongoing in education with these technologies need silos and is a central173
teaching philosophy. Teamwork is another
to be incorporated into workforce education.
important element of learning that can also be
helped by projects and group activities.
The following case study attempts to summarize
and place emerging new education technologies
Educational technology that enables handsand approaches into their education delivery
on activities: There is a small fleet now of
context.
prototyping technologies such as 3D printing,
Lego Mindstorms, the Arduino, the Raspberry Pi,
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App Inventor, and even the programming language
Python, that are a form of EdTech that enable
hands-on learning. The power at the fingertips
of students to actualize their ideas, to learn from
the real creation, to seek feedback, and to enjoy
the pleasure of achievement is unprecedented –
and will increase with time. Competitions such as
FIRST robotics have leveraged such technologies
to further increase the reach and power of
scaffolded mentoring and coaching. This could be
characterized as learning by creating.
What if the topic cannot be prototyped on a
benchtop? We have already noted simulation.
Virtual reality is another step in the direction of
creating realistic situations that would be difficult
to get physical access to. For example, VR can be
used to perform a hands-on, team-oriented task in
an undersea environment. Augmented reality can
be used for on-the-job training. For example, an
engineer who is performing a maintenance task
may have an expert view the task in real time over
an AR headset and provide subtle feedback.
Hands-on learning is clearly critical to workforce
education because so much of it requires training
for actual hands-on tasks. The suite of related
kinds of learning, from tactile, to active, to blended
are all highly relevant to workforce education. The
prototyping technologies for learning by creating
are further enablers when applied to a range of
skill areas, such as manufacturing. Particularly
important for workforce education are blended
learning and VR and AR technologies. Blended
learning can shift more of the rote learning to
online and free up expert instructors for coaching
and personal and small group problem solving and
instructing. Since displaced and older workers will
be less ready for online courses, blended appears
critical in reaching these groups. VR and AR enable
true learning-by-doing in immersive environments,
that will be ideal for many aspects of workforce
education. The Navy’s work on training in these
technologies is noted in section 7.

NEW DELIVERY MODALITIES
Clearly, as we have discussed above, the Internet
and computers enable a whole new paradigm
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for education in accordance that will enable us
to implement lessons from learning science
in dramatic new ways. However, there is an
important aspect that we have not discussed:
access.
In 2001, MIT made its curriculum free to the
world with the launch of OpenCourseWare.174
To date, more than 300 million downloads have
occurred. This spurred a major online revolution
that resulted in the launch of MOOC’s. Today, the
top three MOOC providers, edX, Coursera and
Udacity, collectively boast of nearly 100 million
enrollments. Goodman and colleagues study of
the Georgia Tech’s computer science Master’s
program presents a useful summary. They
describe the advantages of access and scale of
the Georgia Tech program, and the opportunities
online programs create.175 The benefits of
online programs are many, but perhaps the
most important is the ability of working people
to educate themselves without interrupting
work and careers. This is particularly helpful
to individuals who have families, or have other
reasons that make traditional place-based
education difficult. New micro-credentials
such as the MicroMasters enable job-friendly
academic accomplishments without the need to
attend college. These kinds of online offerings
multiply education access.
The edX software is also open-sourced under
the Open edX name, enabling any institution
to download and run their own MOOC’s.
Universities, entire nations, and companies
have taken advantage of this facility to create
local education ecosystems. Anyone can be a
MOOC creator, and take advantage of the latest
technologies and broadband access that edX
has created for its platform. In addition, learning
management system (LMS) vendors such as
Desire to Learn and Canvas have adopted
many MOOC-like features which, though not
necessarily scalable like the MOOC platforms to
hundreds of thousands of users, nevertheless
can support university sized user-bases.
Online education does seem to work when done
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right.176 However, Eric Bettinger and researchers
at Stamford’s Center for Education Policy Analysis,
for example, analyzed a for-profit university and
found poor results from online courses.177 They
also found that online seems to work less well than
a classroom for the least prepared students.178
A workable economic model for offering MOOCs
is still an ongoing project at many universities.179
Many lessons on online delivery clearly are still to
be learned; this indicates that there is nuance in
using this powerful new medium.
A deep problem for workforce education is access.
With a workforce of over 150 million requiring
systematic upskilling and lifelong learning, and a
problematic existing delivery system, it is hard to
envision how to reach this group without extensive
use of the scaling possibilities of online education.
New delivery modalities have evolved to expand
the reach of online education, from MOOCs to
online certificate programs. Clearly online, and
the suite of technologies and learning approaches
that can enhance it, will be important to workforce
education. However, much work needs to be done
to adjust online training for the kinds of learning
challenges different workforce groups face,
including incumbent, displaced and new entrant
workers. One size clearly won’t fit all, online
training will have to be adjusted to worker needs.

CONTENT
That leads us to the point that there are several
types of content for the working learner of the
future: formal, informal and professional. The
technology for each will be different.
In discussing formal education, typically academic
but also very relevant to workforce, we have
already described the pedagogy, the modalities,
and the technologies impacting it. In addition,
we have stated that there is a cognitive benefit to
having learners receive some in-person education.
This leads to the opportunity for technologies
that support the deeper insights that in-person
modalities enable, such as virtual lab equipment.
In addition, collaboration software can serve as
a middle ground that achieves some aspects of
in-person education without physical co-presence.
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Platforms such as Harvard Business School’s
HBX online and IE Business School’s WoW are
examples that enable an in-person experience
online.
Informal education has flourished over the last
2 decades. It occurs outside formal institutions
and either helps students do better in school or
work, or to prepare for standardized tests and
certifications such as bar exams. A significant
amount of educational technology innovation
has occurred in this sphere, and there is a rich
ecosystem of downloadable and web-based
testing software. Recently, companies such as
Squirrel AI claim to have personalized software
using AI tools, creating student models as
students learn. These companies tend to focus
on highly defined topics such as mathematics
and seem to offer a new generation of intelligent
tutors. Can such technologies be used to teach a
student how to write G-codes for a CNC machine
tool?
Professional education refers to yet another
market in which edtech tools have flourished.
Professional education either occurs inside
companies, or in fields that require continuing
education which can be rewarded with continuing
education units (CEU’s). Specialized corporate
learning management systems such as Skillsoft,
Cornerstone and Pluralsight enable corporate
learning libraries, which allow integration with
HR systems. There is an even an emerging
category of recognizing and rewarding informal
education in the professional category.
Companies such as Degreed and edCast let
companies provide this informal content – such
as content libraries and even magazine articles –
and keep track of learner progress.
These technology developments in all three types
of education are potentially relevant to workforce
training. Clearly professional education enhanced
by new technologies cited here allows firms to
provide their own training systems in new ways.
But new technologies entering both informal
and academic education clearly can carry over to
workforce education delivery.
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eletroencephlogram (EEG)181 responses to eyetracking.182 In the future, galvanic skin reflex,
expression tracking and heart rate variability
Rather than present edtech as a catalog of
may also become key measures. These systems
separate technology capabilities, we have
may become valuable in understanding whether
presented it here in the context of pedagogy,
a student is comfortable with the learning.
modality and content. However, this framework
However, these high technology approaches
leaves out a few capabilities that are best
will likely take time to be refined, accepted and
presented holistically. Each has significant promise adopted.
for workforce education.
Digital Certificates and Badging: There has
Artificial Intelligence in Education: The idea
been much work in digital badging to recognize
of using AI in education, and eventually the
learning achievements.183 As this work has
personalization of education, is very attractive
discussed, new credential systems will be
in an era of rapid workforce training. The idea
needed for workforce education and lifelong
is that smart systems might be able to adapt to
learning. But issues about what they mean and
and personally guide students, at scale, through
their validity remain. Recently, nine universities
a learning journey that ensures better outcomes.
worldwide, including MIT, launched an effort
However, it is useful to separate what it means to
to make digital badging more scalable and
personalize.
prevalent for use in online courses.184 Digital
credentialing, using strong cryptography and
First, asynchronous video-based lets students
blockchain, can create fraud-resistant, readily
slow down or speed-up delivery, and in this sense
verifiable certificates under the control of the
enables what we refer to as self-personalization.
credential holder not the education institution,
that can be much more detailed about the skill
Second, the logistics of education can be
content behind the credential. This can help
made smoother using AI and Neuro-Linguistic
assure the rapid transportability of credentials
Programming (NLP). This includes chatbots to
and help employers understand what they
address student questions and requests, and to
represent, as discussed in more detail in section
answer frequently asked questions. The much7.
reported Jill Watson experiment, a virtual teaching
SUMMARY
assistant used at Georgia Tech to advise students,
180
is a good example.
Online education, coupled with a swarm of
complementary new technologies and learning
Third, the ultimate AI-based personalized
approaches, offers a new tool for workforce
system might well be the intelligent tutor we
education. Given the scale of the workforce
have described before. AI systems like Squirrel,
education task – a workforce that requires
however, offer “adaptive guidance” to students
ongoing upskilling and lifelong learning – online
using Bayesian and other learning algorithms,
education’s ability to rapidly scale will play an
but in the end, involve a human teacher who can
important role. It provides a dramatic new tool
provide personal attention. This helps manage the
to open up access to workforce education. While
load of the human. Perhaps one day AI systems will
online education so far is better if it is combined
be able to truly coach the student by understanding
with face-to-face education for “blended
their deeply embedded misconceptions. But that
learning,” it should become a critical element for
may be a few years away.
workforce education delivery.

EDTECH AND WORKFORCE EDUCATION
– ADDITIONAL TECHNOLOGY STRANDS

Sensors: There is much research about the human
The complementary technologies will
body’s response to learning. This ranges from
increasingly enhance it. These include MOOCs,
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intelligent tutoring systems, computer games,
simulations, collaborative IT tools, VR and AR, AI,
digital credentialing, and, potentially, sensors.
This bundle of new education tools can also
further learning. We are starting to absorb lessons
in improving the learning process through new
pedagogy tools: “bite sized chunks” (short, focused
segments), “desirable difficulties” (through testing,
spacing, interleaved content and assessment/
feedback loops), and “hands-on” learning (through
tactile, active, and blended approaches). These
learning lessons can be boosted in an online
context by the new technologies available to help
delivery them. New systems and modalities for
delivery are also evolving, from MOOCs, to the
platform systems that support them, to new
companies, to digital certificate systems.
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To apply this new toolset we will have to
overcome existing barriers. Online MOOCs
primarily serve better educated users who
are already employed and seeking career and
education benefits.185 Online is only starting to
be seen a medium for teaching technical skills
used in the workplace, and this lacks a strong
system yet for development and implementation.
However, workforce education, with its
requirements for learning-by-doing and handson, could be a direct beneficiary of this mix of
new technologies along with our learning about
learning. It can also benefit from the new delivery
modalities and systems that online has led to.
There is much promise here, along with many
challenges.
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SECTION 6: THE APPRENTICESHIP MODEL
BACKGROUND: AMERICAN
APPRENTICESHIP EFFORTS
Apprenticeships historically have aimed at youth
and new entrant workers. Nations like Germany,
Switzerland and Austria run famous, multi-year
apprentice programs serving the majority of
their workforce sectors, and have built an envied
infrastructure of skilled talent that undergirds
strong manufacturing and other industries. The
United States lacks this system.
Characteristics of American Labor Markets: Why
doesn’t the U.S. have a more systematic workforce
training system?186 Labor economist Richard
Freeman has found that it has less institutional
regulation than other major advanced countries. It
relies on decentralized wage setting to determine
worker pay and its workers have lower safety nets
to cope with unemployment, disability and health
problems. He concludes that, “Some see the U.S.
market as the nearest thing to the “invisible hand”
market of economic theory.187
Economist Gary Becker found that American
labor markets generally supply suboptimal
THE WORKFORCE EDUCATION PROJECT

levels of skills training, as noted in section 1.188
Companies aren’t willing to invest in worker
skills because competitors frequently poach
these trained employees, avoiding their own
workforce training investments and preventing
the first company from recapturing its training
investment. So employers tend to train for skills
needed only by their own firms and are more
valuable for their firm than for others – focusing
on “specific”189 skills. For “general” skills, firms
tend to require that they be acquired by the
worker before joining the firm. The employee,
then, has to bear the burden of obtaining the
general skills training, which is, in turn, the
prerequisite for acquiring the firm-specific
skills. Many potential employees are simply
not in a position to invest in acquiring general
skills, limiting the skilled worker base, which
damages the participants in the labor market,
both employees and employers. Exacerbating
the problem, federal funding for employment
training, as noted, has fallen by half as a share
of GDP from the mid-1980s to the present.190
Would apprenticeships, shared across groups of
employers within industry sectors, provide one
way out of this box?
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American Apprentice Programs: According to
Labor Department estimates, in an economy
with over 150 million jobs, there were 585,000
registered apprentices in a range of fields in the
U.S. in 2018 through programs run by labor unions
or individual companies.191 However, this was only
a modest rise from the 490,000 apprentices in the
early 2000s. This is only 0.4 percent of the total U.S.
workforce.192 The U.S. registered apprenticeship
program, run through the Department of Labor
(DOL), has been dominated by skilled construction
trades, where a long history of construction unions
has helped sustain it.
To the extent it has them, Robert Lerman notes
U.S. apprenticeships involve adults not youth,
and typically require 3 to 4 years of work-based
learning and classroom teaching.193 There are
youth apprenticeships, but only in a few states.
Lerman has identified some studies that show
statistically quite significant gains for apprentices’
earnings, exceeding other options.194 Some reports
also indicate that the benefits to companies are
also significant.
Youth Unemployment Rate: The U.S. has long
had a problem with a high youth unemployment
rate, which is a signal of a major underlying
problem in transitioning its youth into productive
work. During the Great Recession and its early
years of recovery, the youth unemployment rate
exacerbated the social disruption of the period,
scarring that generation. In 2007, going into the
recession, youth unemployment was 13%; by 2010
it reached just under 21%,195 with many remaining
unemployed after more than a year of searching for
jobs. With the gradual recovery, this number (for
those aged 16 to 24 actively looking for work and
not in school) declined but was still 9.2% in July
2018.196 Unemployment was higher among young
men (9.8%) compared to women (8.6%), and higher
among African Americans (16.5%) and Hispanics
(10.8%) compared to young whites (7.6%).
Germany, by contrast, had a youth unemployment
rate of 6.3% in July 2018.197 These rates compare to
an overall U.S. unemployment rate of 3.9% at that
time.
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Education and the Youth Labor Market: A
Pathways to Prosperity summary provides useful
background on the youth labor market.198 As of
2016, the education levels of the lower end of the
American labor force ages 25 to 64 breaks down
as follows:
•
•
•

No High School diploma – 12%
High School diploma/GED – 26%
Some college, no degree (including
certificates) – 22%

The remainder have associate or bachelors or
higher degrees.
The U.S., the inventor of mass higher education
and long the leader, is now only 11th among
developed nations in its education attainment.
The college completion rate is surprising
low for college and particularly community
college students, and it is dangerously low for
students from lower income households. There
is a very large number of students without any
post-secondary education, despite its growing
importance in obtaining solid jobs. But young
people who get licenses and certificates for
particular technical skills, primarily through
community colleges, can still do well compared
to better educated peers.
A 2013 report by Jonathan Rothwell of Brookings
on “The Hidden STEM Economy” found that
there were more technically-skilled “STEM jobs”
(science, technology, engineering and math
based) than previously estimated.199 It found
that 26 million jobs - 20% of all jobs - required
a high level of knowledge in any one STEM field.
Interestingly, half of all these STEM jobs were
available to workers without four-year college
degrees, and they paid good wages, an average
of $53,000. While these STEM jobs requiring at
least a bachelor’s degree were concentrated in
certain metropolitan areas, the STEM jobs that
didn’t require this degree were prevalent in every
metropolitan area, paying relatively high wages.
This means that there are routes to well-paying
jobs for those not on a four-year college degree
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path. If there are good jobs for the technically
skilled without four year college degrees, how
could the connections be made better? The
Pathways to Prosperity study found four elements
behind the quality employment problem facing
young people:200
•
•
•
•

There is a deep disconnect between education
and career paths;
There is a growing skills gap between youth
workers and quality jobs;
There is a need for post-secondary credentials
of some kind to acquire those jobs; and
A disproportionate number of minorities and
low income students aren’t positioned for those
credentials or jobs.

But there is no getting around the overall reality
that the country is upskilling, and those with
the post-secondary education credentials are
predominantly the winners. As previously noted, the
nation has gradually been improving its education
credentials. In 1973, almost a third of the nation’s
91 million workers were high-school dropouts,
while another 40 percent lacked education beyond
a high school degree.201 Thus, those with a highschool education or less made up 72 percent of the
nation’s workforce. A solid work ethic and a high
school degree enabled middle class wages, and
60 percent of high school graduates achieved this.
The high school degree was still the dividing line.
By 2007, just prior to the Great Recession, this had
changed. Although the workforce had grown nearly
70 percent, those with only a high school education
or less and no post-secondary experience were
just 41 percent of the workforce. While the total
number of jobs in America had grown by 63 million,
the number of jobs held by people with no postsecondary education had actually fallen by some
2 million jobs. Since 1973, then, nearly all of the
net job growth in America has been generated
by positions that require at least some postsecondary education. Some college education
is now the dividing line. There is a particularly
problematic gender gap opening up for young
men in postsecondary education. As of 2011, men
accounted for only 43 percent of enrollment in
four-year colleges, and earned only 43 percent of
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bachelor’s degrees.202 Because graduate degrees
require bachelor degrees, women also account
for 60 percent of the nation’s graduate students.
The overall percentage of those with high school
degrees or less is now some 38%.
What about, then, this significant number
of young people outside the post-secondary
education system? The Pathways to Prosperity
Project has argued that given the persisting
problem with youth unemployment and the
problematic educational attainment numbers
cited above, a “college for all” goal seems
doomed to failure.203 Instead, a goal of a much
stronger focus on career-oriented programs
that leads to occupational credentials for
middle-income jobs appears required. Could
apprenticeships be part of that process?

THE GERMAN APPRENTICESHIP
MODEL
In northern and central Europe, vocational
education and training are the norm, supporting
young people in the shift from adolescence
to productive work and adulthood. In Austria,
Denmark, Finland, Germany, the Netherlands,
Norway, and Switzerland, after grades 9 or 10
between 40 and 70 percent of young people opt
for educational programs that typically combines
classroom and workplace learning over the
following three years, culminating in a diploma or
certificate.204
The German apprenticeship model has long
been held out as the gold standard of workforce
education so any evaluation of apprenticeship
models should consider it. Many in the U.S.
have been calling for Americans to emulate the
German system.
Kathleen Thelen of MIT has identified key
characteristics of the German apprenticeship
program:205 1) it emphasizes skill development,
which has been evolving for over a century,
primarily through firm-based training
complemented by mandatory school-based
education; 2) it has strong reliance on the
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private sector, with widespread firm-based
participation, and financed in significant part by
firms, although the program is not compulsory
for firms.; 3) it is collective in nature, with firms
training to standards that are set jointly by firms,
educators, government and unions, with firms
held accountable for the quality of their training
based on their apprentice’s exam performance; 4)
it ensures a low level of youth unemployment and
all political parties and classes support it; and 5)
it remains attractive to Germany’s young people
although there has been a modest shift to more
university education, and now a hybrid approach of
a university degree and work-based certification is
emerging, as well.

different from the U.S., these basic lessons from
the German model appear transportable. While
direct connections between universities and work
are minimal in the U.S., Germany’s emerging
dual study program combining apprenticeships
and its applied technical universities offers
an additional interesting model. Whether the
differences in education tracking and in worker
job security between the U.S. and Germany,
as well as the costs of apprenticeships, prove
impossible barriers to surmount in implementing
apprenticeships remains to be seen.

APPRENTICESHIP LESSONS FROM
GREAT BRITAIN

Aside from lessons from Germany, there are
some additional lessons from the U.K. if the
U.S. attempts to scale up apprenticeships. Paul
Lewis of Kings College London, has noted that
like many economies, the UK faces shortages
in skilled technicians, especially in emerging
industries.206 Apprenticeship programs have
been long-established in Britain’s manufacturing
sector and typically have involved a day or two
of a week of off-the-job education coupled
with on-the-job training. Britain, emulating
Germany, has been making a major effort to
expand its apprenticeship programs. To do so
it began shifting more control to companies
and limiting standards and requirements in
favor of more rapid expansion. In recent years,
formal certifications for apprenticeships have
been established in new fields, including retail.
The German model requires close collaboration
However, the apprenticeship program has not
between employers, educators, and state and
worked well in retail (and comparable services
federal governments. If education and work
areas) so the UK is now dropping it. It found that
opportunities are to be better connected in the
while apprenticeships have been found to work
U.S., this collaboration seems a prerequisite,
although these stakeholders have considerably less for information technology skills, manufacturing
skills, and lab technicians, retail and customer
history of collaboration in the U.S. Joint funding
participation by these actors also seems required. services apprenticeships proved less workable.
For example, a nine-month certificate in
The dual education “work and learn” combination
“customer service” tried to serve firms ranging
appears central and assures a practical focus.
Program certification and standards likewise seem from Harrods, a high-end department store,
to small convenience stores, which had very
critical if a program is to meet employer needs.
Quality standards for teachers and trainers as well different cultures and needs. This backfired.
as for student assessment are an important part
Apprentices in retail too often found their
of this. While Germany’s labor practices are very
Germany’s dual education, apprenticeship program
has been able to solve problems that are still
unsolved in the United States. It has created a
direct connection between secondary education
and quality, good paying jobs; those realms are
still disconnected in the U.S., with the resulting
social disruption from a much higher youth
unemployment rate. Germany has also obtained
economic benefits, particularly for its strong
manufacturing sector, from the productivity gains
available from a skilled technical workforce. In
contrast, workforce-based productivity gains have
tended to be ignored in in U.S. company workforce
policies. There, workforce retention is not a focus,
workforce training investments are in decline, and
wages have been stagnant for fifteen years.
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training a waste of time – there wasn’t enough
difference between skilled and unskilled workers
in this sector to justify the time investment in an
apprentice program. Lewis argued that successful
apprenticeship programs offer a layered pathway to
continuing success, where skill acquisition keeps
being rewarded with higher pay and status as a
worker advances to higher steps. These kinds of
continuing skill pathways existed in manufacturing,
for example. However, in retail there wasn’t really
much of a pathway to advancement with additional
status and pay through new layers of skills, there
were only basic skills that many cases required
limited expertise. His conclusion was that if an
apprenticeship fails to offer a clear pathway to
continuing employment advances, there is limited
justification for the apprenticeship program. This
may prove a useful lesson for U.S. programs.

AMERICAN EXPERIMENTS WITH
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION/CTE AND
APPRENTICESHIPS
While slowly rising, in 2010, America’s overall
4-year college completion rate was still 32.8%,
behind, as noted above, 11 other nations.207
Because the emphasis on college preparation
only at the high school level, has not worked
well, a number of education reformers are now
calling for a departure from the single pathway
of college education in favor of opening up new
multiple pathways. The Pathways for Prosperity
project noted above has called for developing
and delineating these multiple paths for a more
connected route for youth into solid work and
careers. Employers would need to play a greatly
expanded role supporting these new paths.
William Symonds, Robert Schwartz and Ronald
Ferguson of the Pathways project have written
about some of the elements in a new system
would look like.208 First, pathways to all major
occupations would be clearly delineated at the
outset of high school so that students and families
could see what courses and experiences that
would help them gain access to their sought-after
field. In contrast to Europe, a positive feature of the
American education system has been that it has
often tried to keep a number of doors open, not to
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close them, and to be forgiving, so that students
can keep trying. This feature should not be lost;
students should retain freedom to change their
minds, and shift onto different courses, they
should not be locked onto one career option at an
early age.
Second, the paper argues that relevant work
experience should be built into the new system.
A workplace is the best place to experiment with
career choices. Third, new learning systems
to help teach new technology skills, tied to the
right foundational skills, should be part of the
new system. Fourth, improved career counseling
will be required. The current system of career
guidance and counseling in both secondary
schools and higher education is inadequate, and
many young people are adrift, obtaining little
useful guidance.
A fifth point also needs to be included, Andrea
Messing-Mathie has argued that particularly in
the case of apprenticeships, “good governance”
policies are required at the state or federal
level to ensure that apprenticeships are not
synonymous with cheap labor.209 Instead,
apprenticeships should enable close connections
and cooperation between employers, education
institutions and community organizations.
Messing-Mathie argued legislation should
provide guideposts for setting up high quality
apprenticeship systems; a legal framework
should make clear rights and responsibilities
of the apprenticeship partners, but leave the
content, testing and certification to agreements
between employers and their apprentices or
their representatives. The Labor Department’s
registered apprentice system helps assure this;
an issue in efforts to deregulate this system is
preserving a sound framework that protects
apprentices.
There are numerous experiments now underway
in the U.S. on new workforce education systems
for young people that fit within the Pathways’
concepts of creating multiple pathways from high
school to work and careers. A number of these
are briefly described below:
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•

•

•

•

•

Washington State’s Integrated Basic Education
and Skills Training (I-BEST): This program
integrates remedial English and math skills
training into community college-level technical
education programs in fields ranging from
auto repair to nursing210 using a dual instructor
approach.211 A recent evaluation found that
I-BEST participants earned more credits and
certificates, and were more likely to persist with
their studies, than regular remedial students.
Project Lead the Way: The program promotes
STEM education through providing structured
programs and rigorous curriculum to
thousands of high schools in 50 states through
a four-year sequence of courses.212
The Career Academy movement began in
Philadelphia in 1969, and there are now 7000
academies reaching 1 million high school
students using a “school within a school”
approach. California, for example, has over 500
career academies.213
Linked Learning Initiative operates in
more than 100 school districts with learning
certifications and analytics to provide pathway
data to educators to raise graduation rates,
increase college enrollments for low income
students and enable them to earn more
college-relevant high school credits.214 It
emphasizes career technical education and
work-based learning with support systems.215
Pathways to Prosperity: supported by the
Harvard Graduate School of Education and
Jobs for the Future, it supports connected high
school to work and career opportunities in
the framework summarized above, and is now
connected to over 12 states providing a working
framework for this approach.216 Tennessee’s
program is discussed below.

Tennessee’s Career Pathways, a kind of
“apprenticeship light,” provides an interesting
example of an energized state program attempting
to merge education and work.217 Two Governors
from different political parties drove significant
education system reforms, primarily in response
to requests from employers for more skilled
and better-trained workers. The state adopted a
slogan, “Drive 55,” indicating its goal to increase
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the percentage of state students with postsecondary degrees or certificates. Overall, the
state’s leaders in the political, business and
education fields saw a need to better connect
high school students to both postsecondary
learning and to employer needs. They also sought
to make it easier for students to find efficient
routes to good careers.
The state became an early adherent to the
Pathways for Prosperity approach, adopting
Pathways Tennessee as a statewide effort to give
students, starting in high school, access to solid
academic and career pathways matched to local
and state economic and labor market needs.
In this pathways approach students take
academic- and career-focused courses in high
school and participate in work-based learning
experiences including internships and job
shadowing at companies that smooth transitions
to both college education and the workforce.
Apprenticeships can be complex and expensive
for employers, so Tennessee is attempting what
Jenna Myers calls an “in between way, requiring
less employer commitment than apprenticeships
but much better connectivity between educators
and employers than in the current fragmented
system.”218
An important additional part of Tennessee’s
approach is its statewide network of 27 colleges
of applied technology, as noted below in
section 7, that are separate from community
colleges and provide technical training leading
to certificates and diplomas in more than 50
occupational fields.219 These centers have
achieved a graduation rate of over 75 percent,
three times that of the state’s community college
system. To help enable these connections to
work, the state in 2014 created Tennessee
Promise where the state provides a “last-dollar”
scholarship to students to cover tuition costs
that are not covered through state and federal
scholarship and grant programs. Since then,
some 16 other states have formed similar
programs.220 It has supplemented this program
with Tennessee Reconnect, aimed at incumbent
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workers without degrees, also giving them
the opportunity to go tuition-free to the state’s
community or technical colleges. The state has
also integrated the efforts of its departments of
Education, Labor, and Economic and Community
Development, connecting also with its college and
university governing agencies and the Business
Roundtable.

In 2013, the Michigan Economic Development
Corporation launched the Michigan Advanced
Technician Training Program, or MAT2, along
with Henry Ford Community College and
Oakland Community College and eleven
southeast Michigan manufacturers. The first
cohort contained 31 students and focused only
on mechatronics, but by the beginning of 2015
MAT2 had expanded to include 29 employers,
But what about actual apprenticeships? There are
98 students, four community colleges and also
also examples of apprenticeship programs evolving offered programs in CNC manufacturing.222
at the state level:
The program is tuition-free for students, who
also earn wages, an Associate’s degree and a
Kentucky Federation for Advanced Manufacturing national Department of Labor credential, as well
Education (FAME): The largest sector in Kentucky’s as a widely-recognized German IHK credential.
manufacturing economy is its automotive industry For the three-year program, employers need to
which employs 65,000 workers at over 400 plants.
support the student’s community college tuition
The largest of these is Toyota’s Georgetown
total of $20,000, a school stipend of $14,400
plant, with 7,000 workers manufacturing some
($200/week), and wages that grow from $10 to
of the company’s top car lines, which is also
$13/hour totaling $34,080.223 The state Labor
Toyota’s largest plant worldwide. Facing an
Department estimated the three-year employer
aging workforce demographic and pending
cost total for this apprenticeship program at
skilled-worker retirements, Toyota entered into
$68,480 for 2018.
a partnership with Bluegrass Community and
Technical College (BCTC) in the Lexington area
Manufacturing firms work with the participating
to create the Advanced Manufacturing Technician
community colleges to design the curriculum
(AMT) program in 2009. The program offers a
and core competencies. Graduating high school
multi-disciplinary Associate degree focused on
seniors can elect an alternative route to a fourelectricity, fluid power, mechanics, and fabrication year university, acquiring theory, practice, and
and has significantly strengthened the supply of
work experience over the three-year apprentice
young manufacturing workers in the area. The
program. Most important, graduates have a
AMT program has expanded to over 15 companies, skilled technician job with good pay and benefits
and now has a regional consortium named the
waiting for them.
Kentucky Federation of Advanced Manufacturing
Education (KY FAME) with some 200 companies.221 North Carolina Youth Apprenticeship: North
Carolina offers an apprenticeship program that
Michigan Advanced Technician Training Program starts in high school run through its community
(MAT2): Because its automotive manufacturing
college system in collaboration with area
sector was so hard hit, Michigan had a particularly companies.224 The state hosts a significant
disastrous Great Recession. Since then its recovery number of European firms that have encouraged
has been one the nation’s strongest. However, like the program. The apprenticeships are registered
other areas, Michigan has an aging workforce with with the U.S. Department of Labor and offered
a need for younger workers in its manufacturing
in a series of fields including building trades,
system. Skills in mechatronics, a design process
utilities, healthcare, information technology,
that requires mechanical engineering, electronics
logistics and manufacturing. The program
and computer science, appeared to be a particular in North Carolina’s Research Triangle area is
need.
illustrative of other programs in the state.225 It is
a four year program where students join in their
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junior year of high school and begin in their senior
year. It focuses on manufacturing, with students
undertaking 6.400 hours of learning manufacturing
skills and 1,600 hours of community college-level
education. At the end of the four years, apprentices
obtain an Associate degree in mechanical or
mechatronics engineering technology from one
of the two participating area community colleges.
In addition to the degree, graduates obtain a
journeyman certificate from the U.S. Department
of Labor and the state’s community college system.
Participants are paid, with wages increasing as
they complete program stages.
Wisconsin Youth Apprenticeship: Wisconsin
has built a large youth apprenticeship program
combining state leadership and regional
partnerships with industry and education
institutions.226 At the state level, the Bureau
of Apprenticeship Standards in the state’s
Department of Workforce Development provides
oversight, and a network of 33 regional consortia
throughout the state operate the program. The
consortia are led by a variety of stakeholders:
regional education organizations, or technical
colleges, or area Chambers of Commerce, or
non-profit entities, or local workforce development
boards. Each consortia has a steering committee
of local employers, high school districts, state
technical colleges and workforce organizations.
The state sets the standards the regional consortia
must meet, for enrollment, completion rates,
diploma rates and apprentice certificate content.
It is a business-driven, model, with employers
identifying skill standards, interviewing and
selecting students, providing students with paying
jobs, and assigning them skilled mentors. Schoolbased Youth Apprentice (YA) coordinators at high
schools work closely with area employers to
ensure the program is working for them. These YA
coordinators also manage the outreach to parents
and students about the program, advise students
on careers and set up the interview process for
employers. Skill areas include health services,
manufacturing, finance, transportation and
logistics, and hospitality.
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For the 2016-17 school year, some 2,500
employers and 3,500 students from 342 high
schools participated in the YA program. In the
previous school year, the program completion
rate was 84% and the students’ average wage
in the program was $9.93 an hour. Students
may work before, during or after school hours,
as well as during summers and holiday breaks.
Students in the YA program therefore obtain
on-the-job skills and as paid employees, and
the job becomes an extension of the classroom.
Skilled mentors supervise and train students
on the skills identified for the career cluster.
The on-the-job learning is reinforced by related
classroom instruction. This can be provided
at the high school, the local technical college,
online, or at the employer’s worksite, depending
on the program model adopted by the regional
consortium. The coursework must comply with
state guidelines. In addition to passing their
classes, students must demonstrate proficiency
on state-defined competencies, through
ratings from their worksite supervisors on a
standardized skills checklist.
All three of these programs appear to have
incorporated core apprenticeship elements
noted above in the discussion of the German
model. Close collaboration between the basic
stakeholders, employers, educators, and
government (in these cases, largely state
government) seems to be a prerequisite. Different
stakeholders in these three programs assumed
leadership: in Kentucky, employers, in Michigan,
state government, and in Wisconsin different
regional consortia are led by different kinds
of stakeholder. But in all cases, collaboration
between these stakeholders is required. Two
of the programs started the apprenticeship at
community colleges right after high school;
the other began in high school. Joint funding
participation by the stakeholders also seems
required. The dual education “work and learn”
simultaneous combination appears central and
assures a practical focus. Program certification
and standards were likewise present, assured
by the states, and seem critical if a program is
to meet employer needs. Quality standards for
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student assessments also appear important to
these programs. Likely because there are very
limited occupation certification systems in the U.S.,
each program led as well to community college
credits, a more widely recognized qualification
system in the U.S., and two to Associate degrees.

THE CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA
YOUTH APPRENTICESHIP MODEL
Background on South Carolina Apprenticeships:
German companies from BMW to Mercedes to
Bosch have located manufacturing operations
in South Carolina which is home to over 28,000
workers in German-owned companies. Because
these companies understand the utility of
apprenticeship programs, they have promoted the
model in the state. Apprenticeship Carolina was
formed in 2007 to encourage apprenticeships in the
state; there are now 29,800 apprentices, 36 times
the number in 2007, in 990 registered programs
that operate in all the state’s 46 counties with
all of the state’s 16 two-year technical colleges
participating.227 The state provides employers
with a $1000 tax credit for each apprentice. The
program has been named a national model
by U.S. Department of Labor. Apprenticeship
Carolina assists companies in using apprentices by
providing free apprenticeship consultants who link
them to state resources, assist them in developing
standards and training programs, connect them to
programs in area technical colleges, and manage
the paperwork to register apprenticeships with
the U.S. Department of Labor. They also advise
on the state’s employer tax credit. The program
has become a crucial intermediary between its
sponsor, the state’s technical college system, and
employers. It complements ReadySC, formed in
1961 also as part of the state’s technical college
system, which works with the technical colleges
in designing workforce training systems for state
employers. Both Apprenticeship Carolina and
ReadySC are housed in the Division of Economic
Development, which underscores their economic
role for the state. According to one survey, South
Carolina ranks number one among states in jobs
through foreign investment.228
While many states still compete with other
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by trying to lure each other’s firms through tax
benefits and financial incentives, South Carolina
has developed what is proving to be a more
far-reaching economic development strategy,
attracting companies by offering them a welltrained workforce. This now includes the most
successful apprenticeship program in the nation.
Since the workforce is a critical contributor
to productivity, it has become an increasingly
effective strategy.
The apprenticeship in South Carolina has started
after high school at the technical college level.
It typically consists of the two “work and learn”
components we have seen before: on-thejob training at the workplace, and job-related
technical instruction at the local state technical
college.229
The Charleston Youth Apprenticeship: Within
this state framework, which has focused on
Associate degree technical college students and
incumbent workers taking additional courses,
Trident Technical College and Charleston area
employers have come up with a particularly
interesting youth apprenticeship program
starting, instead, in area high schools.
There are three parties at the table in the
Charleston youth apprenticeship program: the
area technical college, Trident Technical College,
employers who were initially led by small
employers, and the Chamber of Commerce. Each
plays a key role. The Chamber paid for Trident’s
tuition for apprentices, for books, for wages for
mentors, and for supplies. High school students
enrolled in college for six credit hours receive
state lottery-funded tuition assistance, so the
expense was about $2100 per student after the
lottery funding, which covers about half the cost.
The Chamber paid the difference. Employers pay
their apprentices’ wages. Student apprentices
take particularly math and science classes at
their high school, take more technical workrelated classes at Trident, and work part time
and in summers at their employer.
In the first year, there were 6 companies and 13
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students. Mitchell Harp and Melissa Stowasser,
the program leaders, state that by fall 2018 there
were 130 companies with Department of Labor
registered apprenticeships and 94 students.230 As
of the fall of 2018, in total there have been 232
apprentices hired from out of the program. Of
these, 42% are from minorities, 66% are male, and
34% female. Although Trident students overall are
two-thirds women, historically fewer females have
enrolled in technical apprenticeships. Along with
more women students, Trident has especially been
trying to reach African American and Hispanic
males who face significant youth unemployment
problems.

Important to the program is Apprenticeship
Carolina, the state intermediary organization
noted above. It is especially useful in helping
employers with the U.S. Department of Labor,
handling the DOL registration paper processes,
and does this free of charge for employers. This
is a key challenge for smaller employers, and
makes it easier for them to participate in the
apprenticeship program. In the view of Harp
and Stowasser of Trident Tech, the program
organizers, youth apprenticeship programs
need such a state-level intermediary, as well
a local intermediary – both are important for
apprenticeships to work. They have found there
is a need for some kind of registration for both
Small Company Participation: Not every company employer and apprentice roles because there
participates every year. Smaller companies
is a need for a formal agreement on both sides
typically participate every other year, and even
allocating responsibilities. The DOL registration
Boeing (which employs 10,000 in North Charleston) provides this and also is important because it
doesn’t necessarily participate every year. Harp
enables apprentices to obtain the national DOL
has hired two staffers at Trident who are constantly journeyman credential, which can help workers
out on the street meeting with and assisting
in assuring skill level credentials across states.
employers.
While community/technical college credit is
important, it is also key to students to obtain that
While many policymakers have viewed
DOL credential.
apprenticeship programs as potentially workable
for large employers with deeper pockets, the
High School Student Participation in the
typical program cost has been viewed as a major
Program: Companies can hire rising high school
barrier to smaller firms. Yet, interestingly, the
juniors, generally reaching out to them as tenth
Charleston youth apprenticeship program was
graders, or rising seniors. The company makes
initiated by smaller employers in need of talent
the hiring/apprentice decision not Trident. South
and it created an attractive cost equation for
Carolina now requires students to prepare
companies.
individual graduation and career plans at the
middle school level, so companies also now go to
Trident develops a separate partnership strategy
middle schools for school visits to explain job and
for each employer’s needs. Smaller companies in
career possibilities.
the region have been losing employees to large
companies so they mentor their apprentices as
Apprentices can start at ages 16 to 18. They
well as paying apprentices part time salaries to
attend high school in the morning, spend the
make their programs attractive. Participating
afternoon at Trident for career-specific courses
employers have spent $5 million since the
such as in industrial mechanics, then work part
beginning of program for these costs. Boeing
time during the school year and full-time in the
with 10,000 employees is the largest employer in
summer working at their company. Through the
Charleston; Bosch with 3500 employees, is next,
program, they get Trident credit, accumulating
and both participate. But the significant majority
approximately one year (30 credits) toward their
of companies in the Trident program are smaller
two-year Associate degree. Most apprentices
companies with small employment bases.
continue on their jobs at their companies after
high school graduation, but most also continue
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on to obtain their full Associate degrees, and some
have continued on to obtain four year degrees,
including four year engineering degrees.

experience, validation of their career interests, an
opportunity to develop professional relationships,
college completion credit and career readiness.233

The thirteen students who started in the program
in 2014 have graduated, 10 with apprentice
certificates by 2016 with the others subsequently
finishing them. The completion rate, according
to Stowasser, for all the students who have been
in the program reflects national levels, with
approximately an 80% completion rate for whites
but less than 60% for minorities. Transportation
is a real issue for student participation because it
is not easy to get from a low country high school
outside Charleston, to Trident, and then to an
employer. Trident’s reach includes Charleston,
Berkeley and Dorchester Counties, a large area;
it serves all the public schools and charter
schools in the three counties. To participate,
students generally need access to a car for the
transportation. Public transit is limited so the
Chamber is now looking for grants to tackle this
transportation issue, and area churches may be
able to help. Most small employers hire one to two
apprentices and are sited in many locations; the
problem for students is less in getting to Trident
campuses and more in getting to their employer.

A Company Perspective on the Charleston
Youth Apprentice Program – VTL Precision,
Inc.: Vincent Lombardy, Training and Employee
Development Manager for VTL Precision, Inc.
provided a firm perspective on the Charleston
Youth Apprenticeship program.234 VTL was one
of the original six companies participating in
the Trident Technical College program for youth
apprentices.

While the Charleston program began with area
manufacturing firms, it now has sixteen career
pathways available, including industrial mechanics
(including engineering CAD technician, machine
tool and CNC technician), culinary arts, nursing
assistant, emergency medical technician, hotel
operations, and various computing skills.231 It is an
attractive package for many high school students.
They get out of what can be a disruptive, boring
or frustrating high school experience – most
high school students have negative views of high
school232 - and into college level work. And they
are in a company getting paid starting at $10/hour;
this can be a very attractive sum for high school
students particularly from poorer backgrounds.
Importantly, at the community college and
employment settings they are interacting in a much
more mature social setting, potentially enabling
a break from what can be disruptive high school
social settings. The apprentices also get work
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VTL is a division of a U.K.-based transmission
company so has had past positive history with
apprentices in secondary school. It now produces
parts for Cummins, located in the same large
North Charleston industrial park, for buses,
heavy trucks, and cars for turbo systems. VTL
is solely automotive, working on sophisticated
drive train and engine parts, which must be
high precision. The parts it makes are expensive
because of the extremely close tolerances
needed.
The company has formed an automated robotic
line now running next to its older precision
machining line. It has had to upgrade employee
skill sets as part of this shift. It uses CNC and
robotic equipment, and the operator roles for
both lines are highly skilled and very important.
The company is planning to shift the machining
line to a second automated robotics line soon.
The company, then, has new mechatronics, CNC,
and robotics requirements with new skill sets
required, and it is using a number of employee
training programs, both internally and also in
training programs offered by its robotics supplier.
VTL is now using the youth apprenticeship route
as a key source for its employees; these now
make up 8% of its workforce
Program’s Importance to VTL: Lombardy states
that, “This is a good program. It is strengthening
VTL’s workforce pipeline. There is historically
low unemployment in the area and it is hard
getting good employees, so this pipeline helps
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solve the problem. VTL has had much success
with the program.” For example, one apprentice,
the daughter of an African American preacher in
one of the adjacent counties, went on to Clemson’s
undergraduate engineering program after the
Trident apprentice program, but she still works at
ITV over holidays and summers. “She is helping
redesign the CAD software system, and is a now
a critical employee. This employee alone justifies
the investment.” VTL has made full time job offers
to all the apprentices it has had in the program.
“We get active, producing employees at end of
program.”
VTL and other small employers have difficulty
competing with large employers (like Mercedes,
Boeing, and Bosch) for employees. Although
he doesn’t have exact numbers, Lombardy
sees the apprenticeship program as paying for
itself, otherwise it would be hard to justify. The
company needs a pipeline of incoming talent, and
apprentices are a significant part of its workforce
now; the company is getting productive 20 to 40
hour employees from the Trident program.
Clearly, VTL has had a positive experience with the
program, using it to help solve its skilled workforce
problems and to obtain employees important to
the company. Despite the general assumption that
apprenticeship programs don’t work for small
firms, the fact that the Charleston program was
organized and used primarily by small firms to
solve skilled talent problems is of interest. The
area’s shortage in skilled workers and generally
low unemployment numbers may have created a
counterbalance for SMEs that has offset the initial
apprenticeship costs. With the tuition cost borne
by the Chamber and the state, VTL viewed its
apprentices as performing real jobs from close to
the outset of their apprenticeship and as generally
paying their way. VTL did not report “poaching”
problems, but instead found its apprenticeship
program, which aims to build relationships with
students early on, a reliable source of continuing
workers.
Keys to the Charleston Program Success: The
Department of Labor in evaluating the Charleston
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Youth Apprenticeship program, listed four major
reasons for the program’s success:235
•

•

•

•

Business Champions: Business has been the
real driving force behind Charleston program
and it was first initiated by one manufacturer
and has grown from six manufacturing firms
to 130 firms in the region, with 16 career
pathways. Trident Tech believes that sector
partnerships, where businesses within an
industry work together for mutual gains, has
been critical.
Strong Leadership and Partners: Trident
Tech, with some visionary administrators, is
the managing partner. But other partners play
critical parts, including the area Chamber,
the state’s Apprenticeship Carolina, area high
schools, and the participating employers.
Trident provides support to the participating
businesses, school systems and local youth
apprentice coordinators to ensure the
program is working.
Engage Area High Schools: administrative
and technical education staff at Trident
work closely with area high school guidance
counselors, principals and teachers, to help
ensure student participation and positive
outcomes for both students and companies.
Parents are also a key by supporting students
and helping with worksite transportation.
Tuition Support: When Trident Tech and
other partners were developing the program,
they understood that Trident’s tuition for the
apprentices would be a challenge both for
many families and for smaller firms, who
could not afford it. Financial support from the
Charleston Metro Chamber of Commerce has
been critical in offsetting this cost.

SUMMARY
Despite the growing importance of postsecondary
education in obtaining good jobs, the U.S.
does not score high in college and particularly
community college completion; the rate is
especially low for students from low income
households. Some 38% of workers have only a
high school diploma or less and likely will face
increasing trouble in pursuing good careers. But
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young people who get licenses and certificates for
solid technical skills, primarily through community
colleges, can still do well. The key issue is how to
get more students into this technical education
track because youth unemployment and the social
disruption it causes remain too high in the U.S.

apprenticeship appeared particularly interesting.
It starts with high school juniors or seniors,
requires courses in job-related technical skills
in the area 2-year technical college, and part
time paid work at an employer in the apprentice’s
field. There were a number of lessons from the
program. First, committed companies were
There has been progress on policies and
critical to creating and maintaining the program.
programs to better connect the long-separated
Second, the technical college served as the
stovepipes of education and work. For example,
“managing partner” linking companies, state
“career pathways” linking high school students to
programs, and high schools, aside from providing
community colleges where they can acquire skills
technical courses. But the other partners had
needed by regional employers appears particularly key roles as well, including the Chamber of
important. Nationally recognized, portable, and
Commerce which supplied tuition subsidies
stackable skill certifications would be an additional for the technical college program to make the
step that would further encourage technical
program affordable particularly for small and
credentials. For high schools and community
mid-size companies. And close coordination
college students, apprenticeships may also be
with high schools, including teachers, guidance
an option. Apprenticeships create a direct line
counselors and administrators, was also key.
between the stovepipes of education and work.
Apprenticeship program registration for each
They don’t assist with upskilling incumbent or
company helped assure clear requirements for
displaced workers, but they could be an important both participating companies and apprentices.
option for young people entering the workforce.
While apprenticeships may work for larger
A number of apprenticeship programs are
firms, whether these programs are too costly
underway in the U.S. These include programs
for smaller firms has been a long-standing
where labor unions are a key stakeholder,
U.S. policy question. In Charleston, however,
particularly in the construction trades. Unions are
the youth apprenticeship program was initiated
now working more broadly with management, to
by smaller firms who remain the major
try to expand union engagement and support for
participants. An area labor shortage in skilled
apprenticeships. But there are also new efforts
workers appeared to be their major motivation.
in Kentucky, Michigan, North Carolina, Wisconsin
Shifting demographics may continue to provide
and South Carolina that have incorporated core
that pressure for skilled workers long term
elements used in Germany, including close
even if there are economic downturns in the
collaboration between the basic stakeholders
short term. The tuition subsidy for apprentices
(employers, educators, and government), although at the technical college, and support from a
different stakeholders in these examples took on
state program that enabled employers to easily
direct leadership. The dual education “work and
manage registration paperwork also appeared to
learn” simultaneous combination was central
be enablers for smaller firm participation.
to each and assured a practical focus. Program
certification and standards, and assessment
If apprenticeships could be made to work in the
features were likewise present. Because there are U.S., they appear to have promise as a way to
few occupation certification systems in the U.S.,
erase the divide in the U.S. between education
each program led as well to community college
and work for young workers seeking to enter
credits, a more widely recognized qualification
the workforce. Since the current route from high
system in the U.S.
school into both postsecondary education and
work does not work for many, a “work and learn”
The Charleston, South Carolina youth
approach seems well worth experimentation.
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SECTION 7: THE NEW CONTENT DELIVERY METHODS
We have identified a series of issues so far:
disconnected federal workforce programs,
underfunding of existing programs, a broken labor
market information system, a deep transition
problem between school and work, a problematic
degree completion rate particularly at community
colleges, and colleges and universities not yet
engaged in workforce education despite the
increasing importance of their credentials.
Despite these problems, however, we have seen
solutions that are emerging in such areas as
apprenticeships, new education technologies, and
improving information systems. As discussed in
above sections, three levels of workers need to be
reached:
•
•
•

new entrant workers just coming into the
workforce,
incumbent workers holding existing jobs who
need to upgrade their skills and
displaced or underemployed workers who
have lost jobs or are stuck in low-end positions
and need to find new skills to reenter the
workforce.

We review nine models below for new approaches
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to content delivery, noting which models reach
which group of workers. Some of the nine
discuss individual institutions and some discuss
particular challenges being tackled by several
kinds of institutions in somewhat different ways.
Most models concern education institutions,
some concern industry and others concern
broader system problems such as developing
new education technologies.
In the opening models, community or technical
colleges play a central role that reach new
entrant, incumbent and underemployed
workers in different ways. We then turn to a
series of other models applied at a variety
of organizations. These include vocational
and comprehensive high schools, integrating
disconnected federal programs at the state
level, employer programs for incumbent and
new entrant workers, deploying new content
for advanced technology skills, and deploying
new education technologies. Again, different
categories of models will be explored in
succession. Each model offers concrete,
operating examples for new approaches, not
simply policy abstractions. While most require
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further data collection and demonstration, they do
amount to pragmatic ongoing experiments that can
be studied in more detail. Some of these models
have been delineated in prior sections and are
briefly highlighted here; others are set out in detail.
Each category could contain many other examples;
the models offered below are a sampling but
illustrative of the opportunities starting to evolve.
The first four models below place community
or technical colleges in a leading role, although
partners from industry and/or government are
vital, as well.

MODEL #1 - THE TRIFECTA:
ASNUNTUCK COMMUNITY COLLEGE REACHING COMMUNITY COLLEGE, HIGH
SCHOOL AND INCUMBENT WORKERS
In the old Connecticut River valley industrial town
of Enfield, Asnuntuck Community College – the
Algonquian Indian word means “Fresh Water”
- was founded in 1972 with its first campus
in a repurposed elementary school. Frank
Guluni, a highly-experience expert in workforce
development, founded there a vocational ed
program in manufacturing at a time, he says,
“when voc ed was for ‘the other kids.’”236 The
program, however, has grown into a new 50,000
square foot Advanced Manufacturing Technology
Center, fitted out with the latest manufacturing
equipment.
Gulluni started with a program for dislocated
workers who were jobless and in need of
retraining. He developed a for credit certificate
program in machine technology. To build indepth, lasting career skills he found these
students needed “1000 hours over a two semester
timeframe, 30-35 hours a week, not just the typical
12-15 hours a week community college schedule.”
Pratt and Whitney and a large segment of the
American aerospace industry supply system were
located in central Connecticut, so there were
employment opportunities.
A critical moment for the program was a visit
by a recent Connecticut Governor. He arrived
with a politician’s self-confidence, not seeing
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manufacturing as part of a real college program
or even integral to the State’s economic
development strategy. He toured Asnuntuck’s
manufacturing programs and saw its students
working on CNC machines, but Gulluni could
see as the tour wrapped up that he had not
become a manufacturing education believer.
“It was a hand-shaking opportunity, he didn’t
have the picture.” Then Gulluni had him sit
down in a conference room with some twenty
area aerospace industry manufacturers. The
first employer to speak, head of a mid-sized
aerospace supply firm, told the Governor he was
cutting his sales and marketing efforts because
he couldn’t produce his products in Connecticut,
he lacked skilled workers. The state’s failure
to address workforce needs meant many new
jobs were being lost. “You could hear a pin drop
– nobody told that to a Governor.” But company
after company chimed in that they couldn’t get
the skilled workers they needed. By the end of
the meeting the Governor was convinced that
there were hundreds of skilled jobs just from
the employers in the room that couldn’t be
filled. Within a month, the Governor proposed
a $500 million program for state manufacturing
training and new equipment and other elements.
Asnuntuck was one of the beneficiaries of the
program; three community colleges in different
regions of the state were selected to become
manufacturing centers, essentially replicating
the Asnuntuck model. Asnuntuck built a new
$25 million advanced manufacturing technology
center funded by the state which opened in
2017. It is a major, clean, modern facility full of
the most advanced computer-driven production
technologies.
Asnuntuck now offers three programs in
advanced manufacturing technology skills -for community college students, high school
students and incumbent workers. Some
community colleges offer the first, a much
smaller number also offer the second, but
offering all three -- the trifecta -- in a synergistic
way is rare. Each program in the trifecta is
reviewed below.
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The Community College “Regular” Program:
Asnuntuck runs a regular community college
program with 300-400 students for a two semester
certificate program in manufacturing, which can
also lead to associate degrees in manufacturing. It
accepts all those interested in the program; Gulluni
says “we assume a have a magical capability to
change kids and adults. If a student needs 3 to
5 semesters not 2 to finish the manufacturing
program, that’s fine.” The ages in the program
range from 18 to 65, and students can attend part
time or full time. They are typically at the program
for 6 to 7 hours a day for 32 weeks, participating
30-35 hours a week. Of this time, one quarter is
classroom and lab, one quarter is in the computer
lab, and the remaining half is hands-on learning in
a major technical area.

The student population can afford the program
because 85% are low income and Pell Granteligible, so they receive up to $6000 from Pell
because they are pursuing degree programs.
The total tuition is $8300; for the $2300 above
Pell coverage, the school stretches out payment
periods. Students take internships in their
second semester for 8 to 9 weeks, and are
paid about $100/day, which brings in some of
the additional tuition funding. This brings the
program close to breakeven for students.

Gulluni argues that the key to the success of the
manufacturing programs at Asnuntuck is that
it understands its responsibility to educate for
actual workforce needs. Too often in community
colleges, he feels, instructors are not current
with the latest developments and the equipment
is antiquated. But at Asnuntuck, the private
There are three major manufacturing program
elements. Machining uses state of the art machine sector gives support at every stage, in particular
by providing equipment, advice and developing
tools ranging up to precision wire Electrical
curriculum on the latest skills. For twenty years
Discharge Machining and the latest in Computer
Numerical Controls (CNC), as well as laser-driven the manufacturing program has had a close
working alliance with the region’s aerospace
metrology and 3D printing. Asnuntuck also offers
companies and its area association, which keep
a third semester in which students can specialize
in additive or cad cam. Machining has a 22,000 sq. the college’s offerings totally up to date; they
ft. facility with typically 200 students going through want the students they are hiring to be entirely
job-ready.
at a time. Welding and fabrication students use
75 welding booths, with laser cutting, plasma, and
The College Connection Program for High
all types of CNC. This has a 7000 sq. foot facility
School Students: This program is free for high
with typically 75 students. Electro-mechanical
students learn electronics over two semesters then school students because the state helps cover
Asnuntuck’s costs to run it and a number of
take a third semester with high end specialized
high school districts pay for their students
courses and equipment, so they can understand
the complex new machines, repair them and keep to participate. The program started with
high school students in the nearby town of
them operating continuously.
Windsor Locks. It now reaches into as many
as 10 school systems in the greater HartfordThe manufacturing program has a 95% job
Enfield area. The high school students come
placement rate. It includes a wide range of
to the college at noon and they leave at onestudents from middle-aged career changers to
thirty, so they get in 8 to 10 hours a week of
many inner-city minority youth from the Hartford
college-level programs. They complete 6 to 8
area. Asnuntuck is also in the 3rd year of a
community college credits annually and can
prisoners program. The college has moved some
apply these credits to their Associate degrees
300 prisoners approaching their release into
and certificates, which gives them a big boost
certificate and degree programs in a range of
toward completion. Asnuntuck is working with
disciplines, including 45 in manufacturing, who
its area high schools and accommodates more
spend approximately 25 hours a week on campus.
than 100 high school students who bus in daily
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for afternoons. Because students should not be
bussed more than 20 miles to still get their college
time in, he and his colleagues have worked to
have other regional community colleges adopt the
program. The program has a goal to have more 300
students statewide attending College Connections
for credit coursework in the next two years, and
grow it further in later years. The skill focus areas
in these programs is around machining, welding
and fabrication. Asnuntuck’s President, James
Lombella, has a manufacturing background and
taught in and came out of its manufacturing
program, so he is a strong supporter of the
Asnuntuck model. He recently was named to lead
a consortium of four community colleges in the
area so is in a strong position to further spread the
college connection program.
Incumbent Workers Program: Because Asnuntuck
has a strong Instructional staff that can teach
software, or high level skills that employers want,
it has also built a strong incumbent workers
program for area employers. Annually, some 750 to
800 workers participate in an Asnuntuck course of
study provided at the college or an industrial site.
ACC Instructors go out to the companies to teach;
for smaller companies with fewer numbers of
employees, there are training consortia between
firms. Asnuntuck contracts with the companies,
with the area aerospace association arranging
the courses and contracting for its 125 member
companies. Gulluni notes that it is a great way
to reach area manufacturing employers, who
appreciate the training and then hire from the
regular college program. So Asnuntuck also
uses the incumbent worker program to market
its regular college students to the companies – it
builds a good reputation with the company for
offering quality training and the company sees the
need to hire students from the regular program.
“It’s a great two-way street.” Gulluni feels
Asnuntuck needs all three programs to make its
system work – the regular, College Connections,
and incumbent programs – because they are
mutually reinforcing.
Quality Instructors: Gulluni says, “We don’t
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want PhDs or MAs as instructors – we want
career people from manufacturing, who love
manufacturing. Asnuntuck then can get them
to a level to where they can impart skills very
well.” Asnuntuck has long been training its own
manufacturing instructors, and they coordinate
with the area’s Central Connecticut University
for help in teacher credentialing and training.
So two-thirds of Asnuntuck’s instructors are
graduates of its own manufacturing program
who first work for companies for varying periods
of time practicing the most current skills, then
return to teach. The school tries to bring back
its very best students into the fold to teach at
Asnuntuck. Gulluni elaborates:
This is because they understand the
program, they have the passion, so training
them in teaching in teams with veteran
mentor instructors works well. The passion
is critical. Along with contemporary skills,
they have to know the latest equipment
and to have worked with it for years in
companies. They are not afraid of the latest
CNC mastercam software and the highend tasks. Our grads have those skills. A
number of our instructors go on to Central
Connecticut University to get their teaching
degrees. The school also now has retirees
with specialty skills in the most advanced
areas; they do not want to work 40 hours a
week. At Asnuntuck they can work 10 to 15
hours, and really contribute and play a key
role in the latest areas the companies are
developing.
Asnuntuck has more than 40 staff for its College
Connection, incumbent and regular college
programs who work 35 hours a week teaching
and advising their students for 50 weeks a
year. Gulluni adds, “This is not a 4-year college
instructional load.”
Reaching Parents and Area High School
Administrators: Asnuntuck’s leadership
is well aware of parents’ negative image of
manufacturing from the job losses of the
2000s, and understands that high school
guidance counselors and principals have an
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outdated image of manufacturing. In response
Asuntuck has been taking high school principals,
administrators and guidance counselors into
a special one or two-week summer bootcamp
program in basic manufacturing technology skills,
which introduces them to machining, welding and
electro-mechanical technologies. If they never had
this kind of exposure, they come out understanding
how high-tech modern manufacturing has become
a meaningful career pathway. Gulluni notes that
“parents and educators are the benign enemies of
manufacturing, but that is slowly turning around
in the schools.” President Lombella also wants
to launch a major “train the trainers” program in
which all the tech trainers in state high schools in
career and technical education would go through
a certificate program, or at least a special two
week bootcamp, to get updated on advanced
manufacturing.237

and work part time and summers with an area
company starting at $10 an hour which increases
as they build experience. They get out of the often
disruptive behavior patterns of high school and
are put in a new social and age context, studying
with adults at Trident and working with adults
at their companies. They earn money that often
makes them the envy of high school classmates
and are starting on skilled employment that can
directly lead them into solid jobs and careers
that can fund further higher education. They
graduate high school with a high school diploma,
credits that take them near completion of a year
of technical college, and a Department of Labor
skill certification. If programs like this could
scale, this could make a difference to America’s
notorious work/learn gap and its high youth
unemployment rate.

There have been a series of keys to the success
Asnuntuck’s “trifecta” approach, reaching
of the Trident program. First was the interest
incumbent workers, community college students
from small employers in the program. While
and high school students, is an important model
Charleston had only a very limited manufacturing
showing the broad reach of an engaged community history, the entry of international companies like
college. Its three programs reach all the worker
Mercedes, Volvo and Boeing into its economy
categories, new entrants, incumbents and
in recent years has created high demand for
underemployed/displaced.
the skilled workers needed to sustain these
industries. All employers felt the skills pinch,
MODEL #2 - CHARLESTON’S TRIDENT
particularly the smaller ones; they could not
compete with “big brands” like Boeing and
TECH YOUTH APPRENTICESHIP –
the lacked resources and ability to field their
REACHING NEW ENTRANT WORKERS
own programs for training. The Trident Tech
Charleston’s Trident Tech Youth Apprenticeship:
program enabled employers to interview and
As discussed in the previous section, Trident
select the apprentices who would best fit them.
Tech, the technical college in South Carolina that
So small employers provided the impetus for
developed a new youth apprenticeship program,
the youth apprenticeship program, but, second,
provides a model for how to reach new entrant
the other intermediaries played crucial roles.
workers. It ends the divorce between learning and
The Chamber of Commerce undertook the
work, deeply integrating these worlds and using
initial study that demonstrated the program
three established institutions – the high school,
need, helped organize employer interest and
the community college and companies – to do it.
for the first five years funded the community
As detailed in section 6, Trident Tech along with
college’s tuition costs. (Since then, other funders
the area Chamber of Commerce became the
have joined to allow the program to grow.)238
critical intermediaries between high schools and
Trident Tech, in turn, provided the glue; it
employers. They were able to assemble a thriving
created the connections between the business
youth apprenticeship program starting in the
and high school actors as well as forming the
junior year in area high schools where students
technical education program. Third, Trident
emphasize science and math in high school
Tech organized for the effort, dedicating two
courses, take technical courses at Trident Tech,
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critical senior staff to the coordination roles: a
dean working full time to make the apprenticeship
program fit with the 140 firms now in the program,
and an assistant vice president working full time
to make the apprenticeship a good match for
participating high schools. These administrators
proved crucial, and illustrate two roles that could
be vital to any youth apprenticeship effort. Fourth,
a small state program, Apprenticeship Carolina,
has mastered and takes on the paperwork
burden that would otherwise limit small employer
participation in the Labor Department’s registered
apprenticeship program. Labor’s program in turn
allows the training certification and makes clear
the obligations of each of the participants, the
companies as well as the apprentices. All of these
partnership-based steps appear to be crucial
program enablers.

associates degrees. As noted briefly in section
6, there is a network of 27 TCATs spread across
every region in the state. They offer 70 technical
career programs leading to certificates and
associate degrees; they also offer specialized
training for larger area employers. They are
quite affordable.239 The state has created from its
lottery fund a Skills Grant where any Tennessee
citizen aged 18 or older with or without a high
school diploma and without taking the ACT or
SAT exams can qualify for tuition funding as
either a full or part-time student. In addition,
Tennessee Prime (for new entrant workers) or
TennesseeReconnect (for older workers) grants
provide a “last dollar” scholarship to supplement
other state and federal aid, so that students
can attend TCATs without paying tuition. TCATs
have had remarkable success, While the state’s
13 community colleges have a completion rate
Past experience suggests that while youth
of 25% within three years and 41% within six
apprenticeships may work for major companies,
years,240 the 27 TCAT schools have an average
they are too expensive for small companies. The
completion rate for certificates or degrees of
mix of shared costs and organizing between the
81%, and 86% find jobs in their field of study.
employers, the Chamber, high schools and the
Ninety-seven percent of TCAT alumni rated
technical college shows that a working partnership their programs at satisfactory or above; 96% of
can resolve this issue. While challenges remain
employers hiring from TCAT rated its program
– particularly solving transportation between
preparation as satisfactory or above. This is not a
regional high schools, Trident Tech and employers single isolated school, this is data on completion
– the model could be a workable one in many
and satisfaction rates for an entire 27 college
communities.
system across a state covering urban, suburban
and rural areas. What are the TCATs doing right?
The Charleston youth apprenticeship model, of
course, is not the only one connecting new entrant The first major problem faced by community
workers to the workplace. Section 6 illustrates
college students in completing their programs
other alternatives, including Tennessee’s Career
is affording the tuition. Tennessee’s Promise
2
Pathways, Kentucky’s FAME, Michigan MAT ,
and Reconnect programs tackle that issue.
and North Carolina’s and Wisconsin’s youth
The other major problem faced by community
apprenticeships.
college students nationwide is that many – in
Tennessee it is 64% - come in need of remedial
courses. Most never complete these – they never
MODEL #3 - FIXING THE TWO YEAR
get to college level courses. This appears to
COLLEGE COMPLETION RATE – THE
be the other major breakdown point for degree
TENNESSEE COLLEGES FOR APPLIED
completion.241 The TCATs use a different system
TECHNOLOGY (TCATS) – REACHING
for remedial and development courses: everyone
WORKERS AT ALL LEVELS
takes them, and students start taking their
technology CTE courses at the same time. No
Tennessee is another state that didn’t abandon its
one gets singled out for having to take remedial
vocational schools but it repurposed them into 1 to
work, there is no “upstairs-downstairs.” And
2 year technical schools offering certificates and
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all students from day one get right into their
chosen career courses so they can see their
career opportunities from the outset – they don’t
have to wait to complete remedial work. Since the
placement rate in their field of study is so high,
the career opportunity is quite real, it’s not a dim
light at the end of a three year or longer remedial
tunnel.
For the remedial work, all entering students
participate in ACT’s WorkKeys/WorkTrain
program in what the TCATs call “Technology
Foundations,” using ACT software as the curricula
in applied math, reading, locating information,
writing, problem solving and teamwork. A TCAT
Technology Foundations instructor sets up each
student with an individualized learning plan,
based on areas where he or she needs additional
work – some need more, some need less, but all
participate. Each gets a schedule to participate
in the Foundations lab, mixed in with occupational
courses. Each learning plan is unique, calling
for different applications of WorkKey/KeyTrain
software. Students receive an hour to an hour and
a half long sessions two to three times a week, and
learning labs are open five days a week and some
evenings, for students to work on their programs
and to consult with Foundations instructors. Each
student pursues the Foundations program at his
or her own pace, it is a highly-blended education
model combining online and personal instruction;
it is competency-based learning with students
mastering a series of stages and skills.
The great majority of students complete their
programs shortly after their first trimester, and
only a handful have not done so by the third
trimester.242 When they complete their Technology
Foundations programs they take ACT’s online
Career Readiness Certificate Assessment. The
goal of the TCATs is to have all students with
certificates at a silver and gold level; in 2010,
87% of the 4250 TCAT students completing the
Certificate did so. Again, all students enter the
ACT remedial program and almost no one fails
to complete it. Its competencies are also fully
integrated into the occupational and technical
education programs students are also taking in
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parallel. Because it is self-paced, competencybased and geared to individual students, this
appears to help those who have not done well
in the past in classroom settings. The online
curriculum is buttressed by instructors who build
relationships with students and communicate
with them frequently. Again, this is not a single,
isolated example; the “Foundations” approach
results in high certificate and degree completion
rates across the 27 TCATs colleges. Because it
appears to work it may be worthy of emulation as
we confront completion rates as one of the most
serious barriers to occupational education.
The overall workforce education situation in the
U.S. would get dramatically better if community
college completion rates were turned around.
The TCATs are showing one way this could be
done.

MODEL #4 - THE SHORT PROGRAM;
VALENCIA COLLEGE, FLORIDA
– REACHING DISPLACED AND
UNDEREMPLOYED WORKERS
Valencia College’s leadership saw a problem
that their major community college, with eight
campuses and 75,000 students in the Orlando
area, wasn’t addressing. While Valencia was
moving thousands through two-year degrees
and certificate programs each year, its programs
weren’t reaching the approximately 300,000
in poor families in the region, often black or
Hispanic immigrants. They were generally
working but usually at lower-end services jobs
for minimum wage pay, in less than full-time
jobs without benefits, often holding two or even
three of these jobs to meet family needs. The
two-year timetable for an associate’s degree
or one year for a certificate simply did not
work for this group, and night classes didn’t
fit family demands. They had been left outside
the education pipeline, with its two to four-year
degree programs, and could see no route to the
middle class.
In response, Valencia worked out a new
approach, the short program. Lasting ten to
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twenty-two weeks, five days a week, eight hours a
day, Valencia is running short, intensive courses
that offer certificates in advanced manufacturing,
construction, heavy equipment, logistics, and
healthcare fields. The certificates meet industry
standards, such as Manufacturing Skill Standards
Council (MSSC) standards in manufacturing, and
Veterans Administration’s requirements, and
also provide credits towards an Associate degree
at Valencia. Valencia has been unbundling the
specific skills needed for industry certificates for
its accelerated training programs. These skill
certificates can be stacked for multiple certified
complementary skills (such as in welding, CNC
equipment operation and mechatronics, in
manufacturing) and, as noted, the credits for
them count toward a Valencia Associate degree.
In turn, Valencia credits are transferable to four
year degree programs at nearby Central Florida
University. But the key to the program is to put
students rapidly into a work/learn environment,
then into the workplace, with the skills that
promptly command a good wage. Valencia has
built ties with area employers to assure jobs for
its trainees. The program puts them on the first
rung of an employment ladder, with jobs that can
pay $20/hour or more with benefits. For wage
earners currently holding a services job at Florida’s
$8.46 minimum wage doing seasonal work, this
can bring their families to a new level – it can be a
route to the middle class.

such as health care and skilled construction
trades, with 500 and soon 700 students in these
programs. Valencia is aiming for 5000 a year, with
25,000 students completing these certificates in
five years. If this goal is reached, it could start to
make a real dent on area poverty, and create new
lives for many.

How can promising short programs evolve?
There is an effort pending in Congress to make
short programs like this eligible for federal Pell
Grant funding,243 diverting funding from associate
and bachelor programs and open to both nonprofits and for-profit education providers.
However, the legislation lacks accountability
over these providers to assure students actually
obtain employment in the fields they trained
in.244 While non-degree credentials (certificates,
certifications and licenses) can improve
employment prospects, and regional Workforce
Development Boards have been offering shorterterm training programs for decades, the value
of and best ways to organize short programs
need more work. Livia Lam of the Center
for American Progress has argued that to a
significant extent, education quality is assured
when the actors needed in training – educators,
students and businesses – work as partners and
each has a clear stake in the outcome and can
push the other stakeholders to ensure quality.245
For example, companies hiring the trainees
must have quality training for their workers;
This accelerated workforce program is outside the because they depend on them, they have a major
degree programs so it is tuition-funded because it stake in ensuring quality programs. In contrast,
doesn’t fit Labor or Education Department financial without company participation in the outcomes,
assistance programs. However, there is therefore
students have more of an unequal status against
no state oversight required so Valencia has been
education providers and may be subject to poor
able to move quickly. Valencia can, however, offer
but expensive programs they are not in a good
tuition subsidies, and it used a repossessed small
position to understand. Short programs, as
factory from the county and a Labor Department
Valencia has shown, may be able to play a key
grant to set up the first program in manufacturing role in filling a gap for underemployed workers.
skills. Area employers provide the training
But if these programs expand, guardrails to
equipment. This certificate program has also been assure quality are required to avoid repeating,
extended to area prisons with 100 just-released
for example, the completion problems noted in
prisoners entering the program and finding jobs,
section 2 with for-profit institutions. We also need
with a far lower recidivism rate to date. There are
to rapidly open up a number of short program
now four “Centers for Accelerated Training” shared experiments to discover what kinds work best.
by Valencia’s six campuses in additional fields
Poor quality could undermine the whole effort.
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There is another issue with short programs –
we need to ensure they are not education dead
ends. As noted, Valencia is careful to tie its short
program to community college credit, to make
the credentials stackable and to make them
possible routes to associate degrees. This is a
key step. Frank Gulluni (cited in the first case
study at the outset of this section), has been
watching comparable six-week programs evolve
at a community college in eastern Connecticut
and for-profit schools,246 and has expressed
concern that students in short programs don’t
get the depth of Asnuntuck Community College’s
program and will need it. He feels his one-year to
two-year long manufacturing technology program
builds lifetime skills, including an understanding
of the underlying theory behind the skills so
that when equipment changes the underlying
technical understanding is there. It also includes
foundational skills in reading, writing and math
that will endure long term. He argues students
must get this background to do well in careers. On
the other hand, Valencia’s short courses can get
those they reach onto a much better employment
track. And Valencia has built into its short program
an access path to longer term and more in-depth
skill training and a potential degree, which seems
critical. If students can be encouraged to use it –
and this is not clear yet - this can get participants
into a work/learn pattern that can be recurring
and serve them well long term. Valencia’s program
appears to fit displaced or underemployed
workers well, although as this model expands to
other institutions we need partnerships, quality
assurance features and more experiments to
understand what features work best.
Community and technical colleges are not the
only educational institutions that could play a
role. Model 5 concerns forming new technical
or comprehensive high schools. These have the
advantage of significantly lowering the “learn to
work” barriers; here states or local governments
could play a key role.
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MODEL #5 - MASSACHUSETTS’
TECHNICAL HIGH SCHOOLS –
REACHING NEW ENTRANT WORKERS
Diman Regional Vocational Technical High School
in Fall River, Massachusetts, an old industrial
and shipbuilding city, held its ninth annual job
fair on April 2, 2019. Seventy-nine companies
and organizations participated, and the school
gymnasium was packed with employers at tables
with flashy posters and videos about their firms
and with hundreds of students jostling about
speaking to the employers. The employers
were there because Diman has a coop work
program for its students starting in the second
semester of their junior year. After completing
five semesters of technical and academic high
school courses in one of 18 fields, the students
are considered ready to start skilled jobs in their
selected career areas; 80% of the students are
placed into coop jobs where they have a 90%
retention rate. Diman has a two week/two week
program: juniors and seniors in the program
work full-time for their coop employers for two
weeks, doing homework online at night, then
spend two weeks in school completing their
academic and specialized technical courses.
In the bustle of the spring job fair, employers
were clearly vying to employ coop students,
where their average weekly pay would be $412.247
While it doesn’t call it this, Diman is effectively
running an apprenticeship program somewhat
comparable to Charleston’s Trident Tech.
Diman, named after and founded by an
Episcopal priest as a boys trade school in 1912,
has 1400 students; 70% of its graduates go on
to community college or 4 year college or both.
There is an articulation agreement with the
area community college, Bristol, which certifies
Diman technical courses for college credit; dual
enrollment means Diman students graduate
with a high school diploma, a year of community
college credits, and skill certifications in one
of the eighteen career areas where Diman
has programs. Students often continue after
graduation with their coop employers at $50,000
or more a year, complete community college at
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night, then go on to neighboring Bridgewater State
University or UMass Dartmouth, where they have
guaranteed transferability to pursue their fouryear degrees, working at high paying jobs all the
way through. That seems to many to be better than
piling up student debt for an uncertain career path.
Let’s look at one of the eighteen career tracks.
The Advanced Manufacturing Technology program,
one of the 18 fields available, is a good example.
It offers students manufacturing training, from
traditional machine tools where they learn the
foundations of the hand-eye coordination behind
production, to the most modern CNC, laser
cutting equipment, and 3D printers, including
a new metal 3D Printer. The state’s capital
equipment program has been providing the
most advanced machining equipment available,
sometimes valued at hundreds of thousands
a tool in in recent years. Diman has a suite of
manufacturing equipment that many mid-sized
manufacturers would love to have. Freshmen
start off on traditional “Bridgeport”-type, personcontrolled machine tools then move into ever-more
advanced computer driven equipment and 3-, 4and 5-axis milling machines as they go through
subsequent years. The equipment is arrayed
on an approximately 9000 square foot industrial
floor, which includes special closed-off spaces
for computing and programming equipment and
some of the newest “clean” equipment. The faculty
believes that students develop much more depth
and understanding of the equipment if they start
with the person-controlled equipment then move
to computer controls. Most students go directly
into highly-paid production jobs at more than $20hour after graduation, although a number go onto
the Wentworth Institute and other engineering
and technical college programs. In their coop
programs, students in this track earn up to $16/
hour. All manufacturing programs are competencybased, so students in the advanced manufacturing
field who decide to do a coop program during their
upper years have achieved strong competency on
the advanced equipment by the time they enter
their coops.
There is clearly a dedicated faculty at work here.
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According to Mary Anne Zenni, head of the
business tech department, “70% of the Diman
faculty are graduates of Diman, which creates
great loyalty and dedication.” Demand is high for
Diman; there is a rigorous admission process and
the acceptance rate in 2016-17 was 47%. Once
accepted, there is a 98% graduation rate, with
97% passing the Massachusetts Comprehensive
Assessment System. In the 2018-19 academic
year, Diaman students performed better than
two-thirds of the regional academic high schools
on the state’s comprehensive exams.248
Is there a place for vocational or career and
technical education (CTE) in the American
education system? Studies in the 1960s and
70s showed that low income students were
much more likely to be in vocational tracks.249
In Keeping Track, Jeannie Oakes found that an
underlying function of vocational education has
been to segregate poor and minority students
into occupational training programs so middle
and upper-class students could access the
academic curriculum.250 John Dewey, the great
education reformer and philosopher, opposed
vocational education because it built class
distinctions into the design of public education.
This history was real. Many states dropped their
vocational school systems.
But by the 2000s, as previous sections illustrate,
good jobs that required only a high school
diploma were in decline, they required more
skills. Some states did not give up on the CTE
idea. David Ferreira, executive director in 2014
of the Massachusetts Association of Vocational
Administrators noted that, “The early 2000s
was a time of significant change in voc ed. What
we wanted to do was create a student who was
able to go out and get a job but also able to get
accepted into a four-year college or university.
The idea was to make sure all students were
both career and college ready.”251 Massachusetts
had kept its vocational high schools (although
their size and programs vary, it has 38 in
this category across the state) and allocated
resources to rebuild their vocational programs.
It has largely succeeded; the academic quality
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of its vocational high schools is now on a par with
its traditional academic high schools, and their
performance is accelerating. Their graduation
rate is 24 points higher than other state high
schools, the dropout rate is one third of other
schools, two thirds of voc ed/CTE graduates go on
to post-secondary education, and 4400 students
are on voc ed school admission waitlists.252 The
data indicates they are performing their mission:
their students are far more career ready than
other students. There are other lessons from
Diman: emphasis on academic performance must
be kept high and made to complement technical
skills, instructors and equipment must be kept
current with developments at the cutting edge of
industries, business advisors must be involved in
developing the curriculum, and curriculum should
be coordinated with community colleges for joint
credit to ease entry to post-secondary education.
Diman provides a good example of how these kinds
of schools can erase the historic barriers between
learning and work, and both enable good careers
and higher education entry.
However, how useful is the vocational/
CTE school model if many states have dropped
it? Will these states actually start funding and
creating new secondary CTE schools? These
schools require not just classrooms but extensive
technology and equipment, at a time that most
states have been cutting back their education
commitments. Perhaps not likely, but not
impossible. Many areas, particularly urban areas,
have been creating a plethora of new schools
through charter school programs. Parents and
legislators are increasingly concerned with the
disconnect between work and learning, and
numerous employers are worried about obtaining
higher skilled workers in a period of aging
demographics. So, if organized, a political base
could exist for new “technical school” institutions
in many areas.
There may also be a middle way.
Massachusetts, facing the facts that there are
already long waiting lists for its existing vocational
high schools, and that 52 cities and towns in the
state lack access to these schools, has been
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creating “Comprehensive High Schools.”
While traditional academic high schools focus
on core fields such as English, science, math,
languages and social studies, and vocational
technical schools focus on technical skills,
the comprehensive schools do both. They
expand their electives to reach a wider range of
students seeking vocational as well as academic
education, offering such areas as business
technology and finance, machining, information
technology skills or early childhood education.
These schools can also offer vocational programs
operating as a school within a school.
Employers are important partners for most of
the education institution models cited here,
but the Model 6 category, below, provides three
examples of companies and industry associations
taking the lead in developing new training or skill
certification programs.

MODEL #6 - EMPLOYER ROLES: IBM,
THE MANUFACTURING INSTITUTE,
MSSC, AND CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
FOUNDATION – REACHING NEW
ENTRANT AND INCUMBENT WORKERS
The IBM Apprenticeship: IBM has started hiring
at the Associate degree level. The number of
college computer science degrees is far below
the market demand, and IBM wants to reduce
its commitment to large numbers of collegeeducated workers who, given the shortage,
require high salaries and benefits. It is starting
to hire at the next rung down where it believes it
can find comparable talent.
IBM, starting in 2017, has developed 15 different
apprenticeship tracks for careers in various
growing fields including software engineering,
data science and analytics, cybersecurity,
mainframe system administration, creative
design and IT program management. It began at
IBM’s mainframe (servers) business unit, which
had an aging workforce and needed new talent.
Since then, IBM’s apprenticeships have grown at
twice the expected rate. The website for those
interested in apprenticeships starts with a bold
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headline: “No degree? No problem!”253
IBM’s apprenticeship seeks to create what it
terms “new collar workers” with solid technical
skills. IBM went through the process of using the
Department of Labor’s registered apprenticeship
system; it used some DOL funding for creating
the required learning plan and objectives, and the
education is competency-based. It is allied with
collaborating community colleges for associate
degrees and certifications, but all the training is
internal to IBM. The apprentices work with IBM
employees on the job; they are paid less than full
time employees, but have jobs and are taking
courses as well as working. They commit to 2000
hours in training, but because it is competencybased, they can complete it in less time. It set up
initial apprenticeship sites at its Austin, North
Carolina’s Research Triangle Park, and Rocket
Center, West Virginia facilities and will expand the
number of sites. It had 200 apprentices in 2019,
and there will be 300-400 by 2020, with further
expansion contemplated.
IBM apprentices join a cohort of other apprentices
from a number of business units in an IBM
locality; during opening weeks they learn about
IBM as a company and are introduced to the
skills they will learn in the apprenticeship. They
develop with managers and mentors a personal
skills roadmap, with stages of both learning and
demonstrating new knowledge and competencies,
with hands-on applications and working within
project teams. There are a series of milestones
for each apprentice, with digital credentials
to validate skills. They come back to join with
other apprentices for training and development
focused on professional and technical skills,
acting as contributing members of a team. In
selecting apprentices, IBM says it is looking for
competencies in adaptability, communication,
client focus, creative problem solving, drive,
teamwork, and “taking ownership.” The retention
rate for apprentices is very high so far.
On January 8, 2019, IBM assembled through
the Consumer Technology Association (CTA), a
group of eight companies that jointly announced
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a new commitment to apprenticeships.254
IBM’s then-CEO Ginni Rometty announced
the apprenticeship program with the other
companies at the massive annual Consumer
Electronics Show in Los Vegas. The
announcement featured four IBM apprentices
that had come through the IBM program. One
was a Latino immigrant “dreamer” (who first
went through IBM’s related P-TECH high school
program255) and is now an IBM apprentice;
his talk about what the apprenticeship meant
to him brought down the house, receiving a
standing ovation. The other companies’ programs
will be modeled in large part on IBM’s 2017
apprenticeship program. The companies in the
CTA coalition included Ford Motor Company,
Phone2Action, Postmates, SoftBank Robotics,
Sprint, Toyota and Walmart. IBM donated all
of the apprenticeship course materials and
software it has developed for its program to the
coalition. Each company made a pledge to hire
apprentices; IBM pledged to create 400 to 450
apprentices a year for five years. Why are the
other firms participating? Walmart, for example,
is involved because it needs skilled employees
in its rural area locations to run its extensive IT
systems; it has trouble recruiting them but if it
train apprentices from the area it believes it can
retain them.
IBM’s is not the only new employer-led
apprenticeship program, but it is a possible
example of what could evolve in the tech sector.
It is particularly interesting because it is an
employer attempt to move non-college degree
students into a field – computer and information
technologies – entirely dominated by college
degrees, where there is now high employer
demand and a major talent shortfall. Because
apprenticeships now reach less than one percent
of the workforce, for this effort to scale, much
more industry collaboration is required for
sharing best practices, content and programs.
Industry apprenticeships will never scale if
each company operates as a lone wolf. IBM’s
efforts with a group of companies are therefore
a positive and instructive step. Overall. the
apprenticeship effort needs to be more than one-
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off efforts by single companies.
Manufacturing Skills Standards Council (MSSC):
The Manufacturing Institute, the National
Association of Manufacturers’ (NAM) think tank,
has issued a series of workforce reports with
Deloitte arguing that manufacturing faces major
skills shortages. The 2018 report argued the
sector’s “workforce crisis” will only get worse, with
2.4 million jobs to fill in the coming decade and
corresponding risks of curtailing firm growth.256
Developing skill standards is a critical step for
educating and hiring those needed manufacturing
skills.
The Manufacturing Skills Standards Council
(MSSC) has become the leading certifying body for
the nation’s front-line manufacturing production
and supply chain logistics technicians.257 It is a
non-profit, industry-led certification, training and
assessment system based on industry-defined
and federally endorsed standards. It is the only
certification organization in the manufacturing
industry accredited under the international ISO
system and has had the support of the National
Association of Manufacturers, the leading industry
association.258 Its certifications enable both new
entrant and incumbent workers to demonstrate
they have the required skills for increasingly
technical manufacturing tasks. MSSC has
two broad certification programs. Its Certified
Production Technician program incorporates a
host of tasks within five modules: safety, quality
practices and measurement, manufacturing
processes and production, maintenance practices,
and green production. Its Certified Logistics
Technician program has two levels and includes
such tasks as global supply chain logistics life
cycles, material handling equipment, quality
control principles, computing skills, packaging
and shipment handling, inventory control, and safe
handling of hazmat materials. Both certifications
have systems for online assessments and
supporting online and blended learning courses,
with a supporting system of certified instruction
organizations and trainers. MSSC has also now
begun a skills development effort around the suite
of advanced manufacturing technologies now
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starting to enter manufacturing firms, including
practices in artificial intelligence, robotics, data
analytics and computer control programming.
The process of taking a technical occupation
area and identifying component skills, systems
to teach them, effective assessments, and
providing corresponding certifications, plus
making these living systems that incorporate
ongoing developments, is a massive one
but crucial to education and training in the
area. If an occupation area is missing this
standards certification step the actors in the
system can be frustrated in their abilities
to function: educators don’t know what to
teach, employers don’t know how to evaluate
potential employees and employees, and
employers don’t know how to qualify for jobs
and can’t transfer their qualifications to other
firms or areas. The IT sector has been able to
develop skill certifications for key occupation
areas, the automotive repair sector certifies
qualified mechanics, the medical sector has
long had certifications for doctors and nurses,
and the MSSC effort, an ongoing project in
manufacturing, could be critical for meeting
that sector’s expected workforce skill demands.
Without an educated workforce, new technology
areas simply can’t grow.
The Chamber of Commerce Foundation:
The Chamber is the nation’s largest business
organization with the ability to reach companies
of all sizes and sectors in every region. The
Chamber Foundation has developed a training
program and curriculum, its Talent Pipeline
Management (TPM) initiative, designed to
enable business-led efforts allied with other
stakeholders to implement new training systems
and curriculum.259 The program, which dates
from 2014, reaches both new and incumbent
workers to help employers in upskilling their
workforces. The training side is called the TPM
Academy. The program now has 200 partnerships
reaching thousands of employers in 26 states.260
The TPM Academy offers both in-person and
online training for workforce leaders to learn
the TPM approach. It is backed by a customized
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curriculum that serves as a toolkit for participants.
There is a companion web-based tool that activates
the six TPM strategies embedded in the program
to streamline data collection and visualization
needed for sound program construction. It
provides a framework for employers that can be
customized to their particular needs in building
talent pipelines. The curriculum begins with TPM
orientation, connecting classrooms to jobs that
fit the involved stakeholders and generate buyin for the process, and runs through all six TPM
strategies, concluding with, post-implementation
continuous improvement.

manufacturing, construction and healthcare
jobs in the Milwaukee area.261 The program’s
construction element, Big Step, works with
the construction trades’ joint apprenticeship
programs in the region and has significantly
increased entry of minorities and women into
area skilled construction jobs and helped meet
overall needs for skilled workers.262 Another
example is the Culinary Academy of Las Vegas
which had trained some 42,000 workers for
skilled jobs in the area’s hospitality sector,
from professional cook to baker to wine server.
A collaboration between area’s numerous
hospitality employers and the culinary and
The TPM Academy strategies first create a
bartenders union locals, it has emphasized
collaboration that organizes area employer groups reaching large numbers of minorities, youth and
to identify shared workforce needs and the best
displaced workers with small classes of 15 or
opportunities for engagement. Second, projections less and expert instructors from industry, using
for job openings are developed to predict accurately a large, specialized training facility that also
actual job needs and their accompanying skill
operates a “hands on” restaurant and catering
areas. Next, there is a process of forming
service.
competency and credential requirements and
communicating them across the employer and
An underlying feature of the employer-led
stakeholder groups. Fourth, current talent flows
efforts described above - whether creating
and their capacities are examined for their ability
apprenticeships, establishing industry skill
to meet demand, and new possible sources are
standards, helping employer groups form
identified. In step five, new talent supply chains are training programs or training coordination with
formed to assure a return on commitments. In step unions - is that they are collaborative. Employers
six, after the new system has been implemented,
face a strong disincentive to work with other
the new talent supply data system provides
employers because they compete with each
continuing information to allow improvements
other for talent. Yet shared programs could
and adjustments. Overall, the TPM program offers lower training costs and risks; these barriers to
constructive help to employers of all sizes trying to collective efforts amount to a market failure. The
formulate workforce solutions.
solution is for groups of employers to coordinate
their workforce efforts, and each of the above
Collaborations with Unions: Another workforce
cited programs provides an example. We have
coordination space available to some employers is also seen in other models listed above where
with unions. While unions currently make up only
other institutions—particularly government
6 percent of the private sector workforce, some
and education institutions - can serve as
significant industry elements remain unionized,
the coordination force. The above programs
including in construction, manufacturing,
represent only a few approaches and there are
aerospace, utilities and healthcare. Industry-union many more. But underlying all these models is a
workforce education collaborations can bring in
need to build collaborations between employers
groups of employers. For example, the Wisconsin
to solve workforce problems.
Regional Training Partnership is an industry-led
and worker-focused effort with state, federal and
Because education and labor programs
community participation and foundation support,
historically have been split at both the federal
that provides short-term training for skilled
and state levels, model 7, below, examines states
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as an essential workforce actor. This section looks
at reconnecting these programs at the state level,
citing a Massachusetts example. The state role
could also be important for adopting education
programs in advanced new technologies across
state education and workforce development
institutions.

Development. Education covers all public
education in the state including the state’s
vocational technical high schools, community
colleges, and the state university system.
Labor and Workforce Development focuses
on unemployed and underemployed workers,
managing Workforce Boards and MassHire, the
unemployment and job placement employment
MODEL #7 – THE STATE ROLE IN
services offices, both of which reach throughout
UNIFYING PROGRAMS AND DEVELOPING the state. It also supports the apprenticeship
program, which historically focused on the
A NEW SYSTEM FOR EDUCATING
construction sector but has a new, broader
FOR ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES:
apprentice program for expanding sectors
MASSACHUSETTS - BRINGING
and a new intern program with initial state
TOGETHER WORKERS, EMPLOYERS AND funding.263 Housing and Economic Development
EDUCATORS
is the state’s economic development agency
which encourages firms to locate in the state,
One of the deeper problems in workforce education
and it supports a range of programs including
is that the major federal programs – the education
in entrepreneurship and R&D. It supports the
programs supported by the Department of
MassTech Collaborative264 which focuses on
Education and workforce programs backed by the
innovation infrastructure and talent for the state,
Department of Labor – are not well-connected, as
including an innovative advanced manufacturing
detailed in section 2 and don’t reach incumbent
initiative. The cabinet members in the Skills
workers well. These programs, in turn, drive the
Cabinet meet biweekly, and their deputies
way the states organize their programs; because
group meets weekly. They jointly make program
the federal programs are the major source of
decisions and strategic planning. Any new
funding for the state workforce programs, state
workforce-related program from one agency
implementation follows the federal patterns. The
must be approved by the other two.
result is a disconnect at both levels. An ongoing
effort in Florida to bring together the state’s
The cabinet group is focused on three sectors,
Manufacturing Extension Partnership (Florida
advanced manufacturing, healthcare and
Makes), its labor department workforce programs
information technology, viewed as critical to
(CareerSource Florida), and in its community
the state’s future, and it has been working
colleges using an innovative NSF-supported
to assure a strong talent base for each. For
Florida Advanced Technology Education (FLATE)
example, the state, through the Skills Cabinet,
program, is a good working model. Another is in
awarded between 2015 and 2018 $52 million in
Massachusetts. Governor Charlie Baker began
Workforce Skills Capital Grants to 188 vocational
hearing from employers across the state starting in
technical high schools, community colleges,
his first term in 2015 that a trained workforce was
traditional public high schools and industries,
a major problem and a constraint on the state’s
to bring the latest technology and equipment to
economy. To remedy this, the Commonwealth of
each to expand skills training programs.265 An
Massachusetts has tried to reconnect the range of
additional $75 million capital equipment program
programs at the state level.
is also now in place.266 A major initiative has
been to develop workforce strategic plans in the
The Governor formed his “Skills Cabinet” in
state’s seven economic regions. Each involves a
2015 with the cabinet heads of the three main
planning group of affected regional stakeholders
departments active in workforce development:
that cross the constituencies of the involved
the offices of Education, Labor and Workforce
state agencies, from community colleges and
Development and Housing and Economic
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vocational technical high schools to Workforce
Boards to industry leaders. The Workforce Boards
in each region are the lead organizers, convening
the key participants to develop workforce plans for
how to jointly meet skill demands, particularly in
each of the three targeted growth sectors.
Another major effort supported by the Skills
Cabinet concerns advanced manufacturing. The
state has committed $100 million in cost-sharing
with the federal government and industry to five of
the nation’s 14 advanced manufacturing institutes,
each of which has program elements in the state.
For example, the advanced fibers institute is
headquartered in Massachusetts, the photonics
institute has based its training and education
program in the state, and the flexible electronics,
robotics and biopharma production institutes
also have education and technology development
programs in the state. No other state has such
a broad commitment to these institutes. The
state’s Massachusetts Manufacturing Innovation
Initiative (M2I2) program, a part of the MassTech
Collaborative, supports these institute efforts as
well as advanced manufacturing capital equipment
and training through regional partnerships
involving universities, community colleges and
companies.267 The state has developed a state-wide
plan for advanced manufacturing and the M2I2
program is deeply involved in the Skills Cabinet’s
effort to develop regional education and training
plans to meet future advanced manufacturing skill
needs.
A path-breaking example is the M2I2 program’s
coordination of an effort by the three state
agencies to develop a new state plan for a
system of advanced manufacturing education,
coordinated across state education and workforce
institutions.268 This will require a new curriculum
around new technologies such as robotics
and photonics aided by online delivery, to be
implemented in the state’s community colleges,
technical high schools, state universities and
manufacturing employers. As discussed, there
is no existing system for developing the curricula
educating for the new advanced technologies
entering the workplace, so this example may well
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be the first systematic attempt. It could be a
critical state model for what the nation needs
to undertake. It is being led by the MassTech
Collaborative’s advanced manufacturing director,
Ira Moskowitz, a former vice president for
global production for a leading semiconductor
device firm headquartered in the state; he
has the technical and industry experience to
understand both the technology and the training
need. Assisting in developing these plans is AIM
Photonics, a manufacturing institute that has
already developed online education courses and
modules for educating engineers and technicians
in photonics. Because it has cost-shared their
programs, the state is planning to involve four
other manufacturing institutes in this effort,
contributing know-how on their new technologies
and how to educate for them. It plans to apply
for Defense Department manufacturing institute
funding to help support it. Overall, the new
effort is seeking to lead the state’s still strong
production industries into competitive leadership
in advanced manufacturing, a field where there
will be stiff international competition. This
proposed program will reach incumbent as
well as new entrant workers, filling a gap in the
current system.
As noted above, the state strengthened rather
than dropped its vocational technical high
schools, which offer coop/apprenticeship
opportunities with area companies starting in the
junior year. These programs provide new entrant
workers and break down the work/learn barriers.
The State is also bringing new technical skills
programs into traditional high schools to create
comprehensive high school programs. And it has
used its MassMEP manufacturing partnership
program, which brings new technologies
and processes to area manufacturing, as
a coordinator for training programs for
small manufacturers. While the federal
government funds programs for unemployed
and underemployed workers, the state has a
Workforce Training Fund supported by the Skills
Cabinet, that offers grants to employers to upskill
their incumbent workforces. It is one of a series
of programs to reach this group of workers.
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In other words, Massachusetts has developed a
suite of new organizational and program elements
that attempt to integrate education, workforce and
economic development at the state level, making
up for the disconnects in these programs at the
federal level.
We have seen this in many of the successful
programs cited in models above, but
Massachusetts also brings together employers,
education institutions and state resources. Thomas
Kochan, David Feingold and Paul Osterman and
have argued that this three-way connection is
key.269 They argue that employers need to be
involved in designing and funding workforce
programs and in finding jobs for graduates.
Classroom education must be integrated with
opportunities to apply new skills in real or
simulated settings. And training must focus on
career pathways, not just skills for a particular job.
Massachusetts’ programs amount to an attempt to
provide this mix.
Meghan Perdue notes that the Massachusetts
solution to the workforce program disconnects
is “organizing, streamlining and coordinating
its existing workforce development programs,”
filling gaps between them.270 The state grasps that
strong workforce development efforts need to be
the at the heart of state economic development
efforts – they will be key to retaining and growing
companies in the state as well as bringing new
ones to it. If the state goes forward with its
proposals to develop an education system for new
advanced manufacturing technologies – including
curriculum, courses and modules to be used in
education institutions and industry - this will be
another first, and a potentially important new
national model.

MODEL #8 - TOWARD NEW
LABOR MARKET INFORMATION
SYSTEMS: DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
AND CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
FOUNDATION EFFORTS - ASSISTING
WORKERS, EMPLOYERS AND
EDUCATORS
American labor markets lack a good information
system – we need job skill information with
supporting credentials, that connect to job
openings data, are tied to rich data on training
and education options, that in turn are structured
to fit needed skills and job requirements, which,
in turn, link to the training systems themselves.
This is largely missing in our system, as detailed
in section 3. We need an online navigator that
integrates workers, employers and educators
and helps them sort out their best options within
a data rich environment. There are signs this
missing navigator could be evolving.
New models for labor market information
navigators are needed but not here yet, as noted
in section 3. Two projects, both still works in
progress, are noted here as examples for how
progress could be made.

Labor Department Efforts: In 2014 Congress
in a bipartisan effort, as noted in section 3,
required the Labor Department to build a better
information system. The Workforce Investment
and Opportunity Act (WIOA) called for a new
and much larger workforce and labor market
information system, and, as labor economist
Andrew Reamer has noted, provided a full
framework for organizing this system.271 The
Secretary of Labor’s advisory council on the
legislation developed detailed implementation
recommendations in 2018 to form this system.272
The panel’s recommendations sought better
The next model, number 8, below, concerns
identification “of in-demand occupations and
development of new information systems needed
for much more efficient labor markets, which could industries” and to “fill a career awareness
gap” for workers. The report recommended
create significant benefits for workers, employers
building new data bases from unemployment
and educators. These are evolving, but federal
wage records, expanded information collection
agencies, industry associations and the private
on occupations, skills and credentials, a new
sector could play key roles.
career awareness education framework, and
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better information on the changing nature of
work. Improved data sharing, new involvement
by states and other agencies, and new analytics,
were also recommended. Meanwhile, there has
been progress at other agencies. The Census
Bureau has created a “Jobkit” site that compiles
government job information sources and is also
developing more data on post-secondary school
employment outcomes.273 NSF is undertaking a
new National Training, Education and Workforce
Survey.274 And the Commerce Department and the
White House have created an American Workforce
Policy Advisory Board.275 Income and employment
data from the Social Security Administration and
the Internal Revenue Service, and other Commerce
and Labor Department agencies, given appropriate
data privacy protections, could also contribute to
a new information system. As noted in section 3,
the federal agencies could aggregate their data
and allow the private sector to build specialized
information systems from it in a public-private
model. For example, LinkedIn has been building
systems for employers and professionals could be
an early beneficiary of additional federal data.
The Labor Department’s O*Net online system,
also noted in section 3, already provides workers
with valuable data about occupations and their
prospects nationally and by region. If this new
system, including data from the other agencies,
can be created, the combination would be a major
step towards a workable information system.
Chamber of Commerce Foundation’s T3 and
JDX Programs: In addition to its Talent Pipeline
Management program noted in model 6, the
Chamber Foundation with support from the
Lumina Foundation formed in 2018 a T3 Network
to link businesses, community colleges, technical
standards organizations, employment experts
and technology firms to create a data system
available to all.276 The network now includes 150
organizations, including federal government
agencies. It is organized around four tasks:
developing open data standards to harmonize and
enable interoperability for skill competencies and
worker and student records; identify gaps in the
standards for employment, earnings and student
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records; develop tools for shared competency
and skill statements for participants in labor
markets, and develop protocols for workers and
learners to access and use their skills data and
competencies through blockchain and distributed
ledgers. The project is taking on complex data
gathering and organization tasks across public
and private sectors. It could become an enabler
for a better labor market information system.
The Chamber Foundation also began its Job
Data Exchange (JDX) project in 2018.277 The
idea was that if employers provided much
clearer job information, labor markets could
better connect worker skills and qualifications
with job openings. Participating in JDX are the
National Association of Manufacturers and
the Labor and Education Departments, as
well as state organizations and some major
employers including Walmart and Microsoft.
The participants are working on a series of pilot
projects in six states to develop standardized,
structured data for web posting of jobs, and for
human resource systems for transferring job
data.
The T3 and JDX efforts are not projects that will
grab headlines. Like the Labor Department’s
information efforts, they represent the difficult,
complex work with data, standards and systems
needed for progress on a job navigation system.
But sound information systems will require
public and private sector collaboration and these
programs attempt to do this.
The last model, number 9, takes up below the
issue of developing and implementing new
education technologies, which will be important
to scaling new workforce education efforts.
Here, the military provides an example of what is
possible, and universities could play a significant
development and dissemination role.

MODEL #9 - INTRODUCING NEW
EDUCATION TECHNOLOGIES:
THE NAVY, CLEMSON, AND MIT ASSISTING WORKERS, EMPLOYERS
AND EDUCATORS
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progress, moving rapidly to shift training onto
these technologies. Industry, however, is further
behind. It is starting to use VR/AR for tasks like
inspections but is still a long distance away from
introducing it at scale for training. As discussed
in section 2, industry overall appears to have
been reducing its commitment to training, so
responsibility for obtaining training has shifted
largely to individuals to get themselves trained
and to publicly-funded community colleges.
Although the online equipment could make
training much less costly for community colleges
– they wouldn’t have to acquire full factory
floors of advanced manufacturing equipment,
for example – they do not have the resources or
the capabilities to develop the required software.
Yet, once the software is developed it could
disseminate rapidly online. A key issue, then,
is who is in a position to develop the software?
Sailors learn how to operate the equipment using
Industry could develop software for equipment
the touch screens, then go through a relentless
now in use, but will have trouble developing
series of challenges solving a long series of
training for advanced technologies that are not
operating and repair problems thrown at them.
Through the touch screen they can call up written, yet widespread because there isn’t yet a market.
Equipment providers might fill this gap, but only
verbal and video popups to help in the problem
solving. Interestingly, a kind of “digital twins” effect for their own equipment. Universities, many of
which have now implemented extensive online
is evolving – on ships the online training program
courses, could also take on this role. Section
is now kept running next to the actual equipment
5 details the emerging education technologies
becoming, in effect, a part of the day-to-day
and their potential importance; concerning their
operating system.
delivery, two examples of universities adopting
online technologies follow below.
The military introduced flight simulators to train
pilots starting with the famous Link Trainers
Clemson’s Center for Workforce Development:
in 1934 for the Army Air Force.278 As noted in
Clemson’s Center for Workforce Development,
section 5, by World War II the military acquired
discussed in section 4, has worked with South
approximately 10,000 Link Trainers to train some
Carolina’s system of technical colleges, with
500,000 new pilots, achieving a stunning scalesupport from NSF’s Advanced Technology
up rate. The new VR/AR technology is the latest
Education (ATE) program, and developed
extension of those early training concepts; it
a system of online courses in high-end
enables realistic training without risks to the
manufacturing skills. The courses are in modular
actual equipment and ensuring the safety of new
operators. The new technology enables significant form, and can be readily adopted into classes
at technical and community colleges so facelearning by doing, which makes it a major step
to-face learning is not displaced but enhanced.
forward in training. Preliminary findings by the
Navy indicate the level of skill that can be acquired The course materials fit the skill standards set
by the Manufacturing Skills Standards Council
through their VR/AR simulations is quite close to
(MSSC), and can lead to MSSC certifications.
actual hands-on learning.
Interestingly, VR/AR features are also being built
The other military services are also making similar into the course modules. Clemson already has
Naval Air Warfare Center Training Systems
Division: Work has long been underway at the
Naval Air Warfare Center Training Systems Division
on virtual and augmented reality (VR and AR)
placed within online gaming simulations and run
on high-end gaming computers and touch screens.
While software must be developed for each type
of equipment, the online hardware platforms
are commercially available and the equipment
costs have become quite manageable – in the
$10,000-$15,000 range. The Navy is now shifting
a substantial amount of its training for advanced
equipment on ships, submarines and at air bases
onto these online systems. These systems are
increasingly in place at the Navy’s training centers
and are moving into the fleet starting with aircraft
carriers.
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a major focus on advanced manufacturing at its
Center for Automotive Research in Greenville, in
new manufacturing engineering programs, and
through its participation in the robotics advanced
manufacturing institute. However, its work on
online training with the state’s technical colleges
breaks new ground.

courses are also available to anyone at higher
cost. A number of other companies are now
developing courses in other areas with MIT Open
Learning. And MIT Open Learning has already
worked with a number of community colleges
that use its MOOCs as modules in their courses.
Because MIT Open Learning believes blended
learning is best – it can optimize both online and
MIT Open Learning: Our colleagues at MIT Open
face-to-face learning – it has also been running
Learning have a growing list of accomplishments.
bootcamps to match up with a series of its MOOC
Working with MIT faculty they have now produced
courses. Students who complete MOOCs are
over 170 Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs)
eligible to participate for a fee in bootcamps that
available online around the world involving millions can vary in length but often consist of a week of
of learners. MIT’s long-standing Open Courseware intense group learning. Bootcamps allow face-tosystem posts course materials and increasingly
face and learning-by-doing features to be added
lecture videos for nearly all MIT’s courses; over
to online education.
300 million learners worldwide have used it. MIT
with Harvard led the creation of edX, the major
MIT Open Learning is also working with
online course platform that hosts MOOC courses
nine large universities to develop a digital
from over 130 universities around the world with
credentialing system for both online course
many millions of learners. MITx, MIT’s online
certificates and university degrees, as noted in
course system, is also developing new certificate
section 5.279 The schools are working to create
programs. It has five new “MicroMasters”
the standards for a trusted, distributed but
programs that group sequences of approximately
shared infrastructure for issuing and verifying
six courses, including in manufacturing and supply academic credentials. Using blockchain
chain management, that now reach over 800,000
and strong cryptography to prevent fraud,
enrolled students online. Students who do well on credentials can now be owned and displayed by
the supply chain MicroMasters can qualify to come the individual credential-holder – representing
to MIT to complete a full MIT masters degree, or a a democratizing of transcripts. It will also
full masters at over three dozen other cooperating enable much richer and detailed credentials
universities, on an accelerated schedule with full
potentially reflecting particular competencies
credit for the MicroMasters courses. The cost of
the student learned, making it much more useful
a MicroMasters, which requires assessments and
to employers trying to understand the skills
issuing certificates, is $1000, a small fraction of a
and competencies actually behind a degree or
full MIT masters.
certificate. It could help open new pathways for
individuals to become what they want to be, as
MIT also now has an xPRO suite of online courses
well as a serving as a protected validation system
developed for particular companies that want
underpinning online credentials.
to train their technical and engineering staff.
For example, Boeing has thousands of systems
In addition, MIT is home to the AIM Photonics
engineers in many countries but found that they
advanced manufacturing institute’s education
did not have a systems lingua franca. To develop
and training programs. AIM has already
a common understanding of systems engineering
developed MOOCs for the MITx/edX platforms on
across its engineering force it supported MIT
photonics and optics skills at the engineering and
Open Learning to develop foundational systems
technician level and is working on more. It is also
engineering courses. These are widely used at
working with the state of Massachusetts and in
Boeing; because Boeing paid for their development cooperation with MIT Open Learning on a plan for
its engineers have a large discount, but the
a state-wide advanced manufacturing education
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system noted above where online courses will be
an important feature. So MIT Open Learning is
already engaged in numerous workforce education
projects, and has the assets and interest to do
more.

the learn to work barriers; here states could play
a key role. Under Model 6, employers are central,
with companies and industry associations
as leads in developing new training or skill
certification programs. Because education and
labor programs historically have been split
These two schools and work at others suggest
at both the federal and state levels, model 7
university models that could play a role in
concerns reconnecting these programs at the
supporting entry of new online technologies into
state level, citing a Massachusetts example. The
education and training. Because of the way online
state role could also be important for adopting
can quickly scale, not every university has to
programs for advanced new technologies across
consider undertaking this – a small number could state education and workforce institutions.
play lead roles, which was the way MOOC platforms Model 8 concerns development of new labor
developed. The work at the Naval training center
market information systems – here, federal
and at other military training centers provide
agencies, industry associations and the private
examples of what the new technologies can
sector could play key roles. Model 9 takes up
accomplish in training.
the issue of developing and implementing new
education technologies; here, the military provide
an example of what is possible in VR and AR,
SUMMARY – THE NEW DELIVERY
and universities could play a role in developing
online training. Each of these models is briefly
MODELS
summarized in Table 11.1, noting the worker
This section has explored nine models for
categories each is designed to reach.
workforce education delivery, reaching the
full range of affected workers - new entrants,
Together, the models amount to approaches
unemployed or underemployed and incumbents.
that states, education institutions and employers
The models require different institutional leads.
could adopt, filling significant gaps in the current
To recap, the first four models involve community
workforce education system. The models are
or technical colleges in leading roles for training,
complementary – no single model is adequate
apprenticeship, completion and short certificate
to the range of workforce challenges but a
programs, although employer and state partners
combination could have a significant effect. There
play important roles in each example. Model 5
are also implications from each program for
concerns new technical or comprehensive high
federal education and labor programs.
schools which can reach new entrant workers.
They have the advantage of significantly lowering
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Delivery Model

Location

Reaches
New Entrant
Workers

#1 The Trifecta: Asnuntuck
Community College
(community college, high
school and incumbent
programs)

Enfield, Conn.

X

#2 Youth Apprenticeship:
Charleston’s Triden Tech

Charleston,
S.C.

X

#3 Fixing the Two Year
College Completion Rate:
the Tennessee Colleges for
Applied Technology (TCATs)
Model

Tenn.

X

#4 The Short Program:
Valencia College, Florida
Model

Orlando and
Osceola, Fla.

Mass.
#5 Technical and
Comprehensive High Schools:
Massachusetts

Reaches
Displaced or
Underemployed
Workers

Reaches
Incumbent
Workers

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

#6 Expanded Employer
Roles: IBM, MSSC, and
Chamber of Commerce
Foundation programs

New York and
nationwide

X

#7 Unifying State Programs
and Educating for Advanced
Technologies: Massachusetts
Skills Cabinet - Bringing
together Labor, Education and
Employer programs

Mass.

X

X

X

#8 New Labor Market
Information System Models:
Department of Labor and
Chamber of Commerce
Foundation Efforts

Wash., DC and
nationwide

X

X

X

#9 Introducing New
Education Technologies:
Navy, Clemson, and MIT

Orlando, Fla.,
S.C., Mass.

X

X

X

X

Table 11.1 - New Workforce Education Delivery Models
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SECTION 8: POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS
The current system faces a deep resourcing
problem at nearly every level. The federal Labor
programs are particularly inadequately funded
which affects the state role because federal funds
support so many state efforts. Community colleges
are also seriously underfunded, which also needs
to change. Employers, the largest training provider,
appear to have been cutting back on workforce
efforts in the past. But new models are appearing.
The goal of this study project has been to go to
the heart of how social policy generally evolves: to
identify replicable models that can be scaled up
to achieve societal impact. Examples were set out
in the last section. But there is not going to be a
single implementation approach – different states
and regions will have different strengths, and the
actors, including educators and companies that
step forward to lead, will vary by area. But nearly
all the models will require collaboration between
government, business, educators and workers.
For all programs, research on and continuing
assessment of program performance is needed.
So who needs to do what? We examine policy
implementation below at the provider level: the
state role, the federal role, the role of the range
THE WORKFORCE EDUCATION PROJECT

of education institutions (including community
colleges and universities), and the role of
employers. Each listed recommendation is tied
to the policy models listed above, or to relevant
sections of this report.
Recommendations for States:
• Use community and technical colleges
to deliver workforce education not only
to community college students, but
simultaneously to incumbent workers and
high school students (Model #1).
• Use community colleges along with high
schools and area employers to create youth
apprenticeships that begin in high school
(Model #2).
• Reverse the low community college
completion rate through reorganization of
remedial and development education (Model
#3).
• Create short 10 to 20 week technical
training programs at community colleges for
underemployed workers, with credits that
can lead to degrees and broader certificates
(Model #4).
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• Revive career and technical education in
high schools, through technical schools or
programs in comprehensive high schools
(Model #5).
• Create lifelong learning programs at higher
education institutions (Section 4).
• Require stronger career advising and
workforce skill education in higher education
(Section 4).
• Work to unify state labor, education and
economic development programs to support
complementary program delivery (Model #7).
• Create a state-wide plans and effort to bring
education in advanced technologies, including
in information technologies and advanced
manufacturing, to the workforce (Model #7).
Recommendations for the federal government:
• Put adequate resources into the key Labor
Department programs, the Workforce
Investment and Opportunities Act (WIOA)
the Trade Adjustment Assistance Act (TIAA)
as well as the Education Department’s the
Perkins Act (Section 2).
• Undertake coordination across the involved
federal agencies, with consolidated budgeting
for workforce development and specific a set
of shared criteria for evaluating proposals
and dispersing funds. These criteria should
reflect what we understand about the critical
elements in a robust, collaborative workforce
system (Section 2).
• Restructure these programs so they better
reach new entrant and incumbent workers
who need upskilling, as well as displaced and
underemployed workers (Section 2).
• Experiment by supporting student aid pilot
projects for non-degree workforce education
where education quality is assured through
partnerships between educators, students
and businesses (Section 4).
• Expand federal support for apprenticeship
and career technical education (Section 6,
Model #2).
• Undertake a concerted effort across agencies
and with employers and educators to build a
robust workforce information system (Model
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#8).
• Expand the Advanced Technology Education
(ATE) Program at NSF to reach more
community colleges (with collaborating
universities) with advanced technology skill
development (Section 2).
• Strengthen the Advanced Manufacturing
Institute workforce education programs, and
encourage them to enter into development
efforts with states for new advanced
manufacturing curricula and delivery
(Section 2).
Recommendations for Universities:
• Use their relationships with other actors,
including states, community colleges and
industry, to help organize new delivery
frameworks for workforce education,
particularly for higher end skills (Section 4);
• Develop online delivery systems for
workforce education, including development
and implementation of new education
technologies - virtual and augmented
reality, application of computer gaming and
simulations, use of artificial intelligence and
digital tutors (Model #9, Section 5).
• Prepare content and delivery for higher-end
workforce skills that will be entering the
workplace, including for new information
and other technologies where universities
have expertise (Section 4).
• Develop lifelong learning curriculum
and offerings particularly for higher end
skills and new advanced technologies, and
improve career counseling and programs
(Section 4).
• Develop the learning science for optimal
teaching approaches which can be
incorporated in both online and classroom
education and applied to workforce
education ((Section 4).
Recommendations for Community Colleges:
• Significantly increase completion rates
for their degrees and certificates, where
major barriers appear to be remedial and
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•

•
•

•

developmental education courses as well as
cost. Work to mitigate the social and economic
life circumstances that cause students to drop
out, including through expanded mentoring
and career advising for students. (Model #3).
Expand connections to high schools
on workforce education, to youth
apprenticeships, internships and other
programs to open community colleges to new
entrant workers (Models #1 and #2).
Implement short term skill programs, but
create credits for them that tie to degrees and
broader certificates (Model #4).
Reach incumbent workers and closely link
on an ongoing basis to employers to ensure
the relevance of their courses to meeting
employer needs (Model #1).
Link to universities and to NSF’s ATE program
and the Advanced Manufacturing Institutes for
support in developing materials for workforce
education, particularly to obtain access to
online courses and modules on high level
technical and advanced skills for emerging
new technologies (Sections 2 and 4).

recommendations a pattern of collaborative
engagement that will be needed. A new
workforce education system will mean
integrating classroom education with hands-on
training that is linked with area employers and
their needs; forming groups of area employers
to work together and with education providers
to support efforts to train and employ their
graduates; expanding education and training and
orienting it not just to a particular job but to more
lasting career development; building a lifelong
education and training system between employer
groups and schools that can continue to upgrade
skills across the workforce; and introducing new
education technologies than can scale up to meet
the size of this challenge.280 These elements
amount to criteria for new workforce education
efforts.

The list of recommendations here is a long
one. One might ask if there was just one step
to take what would it be? Unfortunately, it’s
not that simple. Workforce education must
operate in a complex system with a multitude
of actors – as we have seen these include
employers, employees, education institutions,
Recommendations for Employers:
and governments at all levels. We are also going
• Collaborate with educators and state and local to have apply our existing institutions, we are
not going to start from scratch. However, there
governments as well as labor organizations
are gaps at many levels in the existing system.
in developing workforce education systems,
We have identified a series of new models that
including apprenticeships and internships at
high school and community college levels and could fill these gaps and make a significant
incumbent worker upskilling (Models #1, 2, 4 difference in the way this system performs. They
will not be the only models and many require
and 6).
further testing and demonstration. But they are
• Collaborate with other employers, including
all now in operation and not simply at the idea
small and medium size employers on
stage. All offer new possibilities. If the range of
workforce development, to break the pattern
workforce actors can find ways of collaborating
of “one-off,” non-replicable programs by
to bring them about, our workforce education
single employers (Model #6, Section 2).
system might actually become a working, thriving
• Use industry associations and work with
system. In the early 20th century, the demands
educators to develop skill standards and
of a rapidly industrializing economy created
certification systems (such as the MSSC
a need for high schools nationwide. With a
system) for existing and new technical tasks
remarkably short period of several decades, a
and occupations (Model #6, Section 2).
new secondary education system was built. We
• Support new labor market information
need an effort like this now to meet a new set of
systems (Model #8).
societal workforce challenges.
We can start to see from the above
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